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C H A P T E R -
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
a. The Statement of Problem 
Every soc ie ty t r e a t s i t s convicted offenders in 
a p a r t i c u l a r manner depending upon social and p o l i t i c a l 
exegencies of the t ime. Some offenders are eliminated by 
d i s t r u c t i v e penal measures others are incarcera ted for 
var ing pe r iods . Some are d e a l t with by measures not 
involving depr iva t ion of l i b e r t y . Offenders who are put 
behind the walls to serve a pr ison sentence have t o be 
re leased oneday or the o the r . Life in the prison i s 
extremely taxing and involve numerous physical and psycho-
l o g i c a l cons t ra ins and dep r iva t i ons . Often there i s 
p rogress ive d e t e r i o r a t i o n in the physica l and mental hea l th 
of the cap t ives of the s t a t e . Penologis ts are in agreement 
t h a t i t i s always des i r ab l e to provide some kind of 
i n c e n t i v e for ensuring an order ly behaviour of the j a i l 
inmates . The remission system has been introduced to 
provide for an ear ly r e l ease from the j a i l in the hope and 
expec ta t ion t h a t the promise of an ea r ly re lease w i l l ensure 
an order ly behaviour during the period of i nca rce ra t i on . 
The power to remit the whole or part of sentence Is the 
prerogative of the state sanctified by the laws. The power 
is purely discretionary and the Government is expected to 
exercise it fairly. Justly and reasonably. It is not to 
be exercised arbitrarily or on political or other extra-
neous considerations. 
b. The Concept of Remission 
The prisoners undergoing sentence of imprisonment 
can be released prematurely from the prison under different 
conditions. One such condition is by way of remission of 
sentence. Remission refers to the reduction of the period 
of incarceration by a specified period without changing 
its character. 
Remission has defined in the Encyclopaedia of 
Crime and Justice in the following words : 
•' Remission simply implies cancellation 
of the penalty, wholly or partly."^ 
According to Black's Law Dictionary, remission 
means, " Forgiveness or Condonation of an offence or 
injury. " 
1. Sanford, H. Kadish, Encyclopaedia of Crime and Justice, 
vol. I, (1983 New York) p.60. 
3 
At common law, remission is the act by which a 
forfeiture or penalty is forgiven. 
The effect of the order of remission was succintly 
put by the Supreme Court in Sarat Chandra Rabha v.Khagendra-
2 
nath Nath , as follow3 » 
'•Though, therefore the effect of an order of 
remission is to wipe out that part of the sentence 
of imprisonment which has not been served out and 
thus in practice to reduce the sentence to the 
period already undergone, in law the order of 
remission merely means that the rest of the 
sentence need not be undergone, leaving the order 
of conviction and sentence passed by the court 
M 
untouched. 
The process which regulate the grant or for-feiture 
of remission in prisons is known as Remission System. 
Karnataka Prison Manual define the remission system in the 
following words : 
"•Remission system means the system of regulating 
award of marks to and to consequential shortening 
of sentence of prisoners in prisons in accordance 
with the rules for the time being in force. " 
2. A.I.R. 1961 S.C. 334. 
4 
Remission of sentence is part of general power of 
pardoning vested in the chief executive. It is the prero-
gative of ithe state. It would not be out of place to 
discuss briefly the pardoning power. 
Pardoning Power : According to Encyclopaedia of Crime 
and Justice, "the term pardon is first found in early 
French law and derives from the Late Latin 'Perdonare* 
('to grant freely'), suggesting a gift bestowed by the 
sovereign. It has thus come to be associated with a some-
what personal concession by a head of state to the 
perpetrator of an offence, in mitigation or remission of 
the full punishment that he has merited." 
The term pardon is often used generically to 
describe the power vested in the head of the state to 
grant clemency in individual cases. In this sence it 
includes such sub-categories as full pardon, conditional 
pardon, commutation, remission and reprieve. 
According to Christen Jensen researches, "A pardon 
is an act of grace which results in the remission of the 
3 
legal consequences of crime" , 
3, Jensen, Christen, 'Pardon', Encyclopaedia of the Social 
Sciences, vol. 11 (l933 New York) p.571. 
The President or a head of a state is granted 
the power of pardon, remission and conunutation etc. with 
the view that there should be provision in the law to save 
a person from the consequences of a punishment adjudged 
by inadvertence or mistake against that person by judiciary 
4 
which being a human institution is likely to err . These 
powers are regarded as justifiable because of errors of 
justice which call for some method of review of the 
evidence. These errors of justice are of two types. 
The first is the conviction in which doubt regarding 
guilt arises. The second is the conviction in which doubt 
regarding the justice of the penalty arises . It is for 
these reasons that provision is made in every constitution, 
whether monarchical or democratic, for the granting of 
these powers. This position has been aptly stated in the 
following words : 
"The object of these powers is to correct 
possible judicial errors for no system of 
judicial administration can be free from imper-
fections. It is an attribute of sovereignty 
wherever the sovereignty may be to release a 
convict from a sentence which is mistaken, harsh 
or disproportionate to the crime" , 
4. BalKrishan, "Presidential Power of Pardon," J«I,L.I. 
vol. 13, p. 105 (1971). 
5. Sutherland Edwin H. and Cressey Donald R,, Principles 
of Criminology,(Vl ed. 1968, TOI Press Bombay) p. 548. 
6. Biddle v, Perovich, 274 U.S. 480 (1926); Ex Parte 
Grossman, 267 U.S. 87 (1924); Nanavatl v. state of 
Bombay, A.I.R, 1961 s.c. 112-
6 
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In Kehar Singh v. Union of India / the then 
Chief Justice Pathak describes the power of pardon as 
being "capable of exercise on a variety of grounds, for 
reasons of state" as well as desire to "safeguard against 
judicial error" . 
c. Remission System in India 
In India a prisoner can secure remission under 
different circiomstances. They are : firstly, under the 
constitutional provisions which empowered the President 
and Governors of the State to remit sentence, secondly, 
the provisions in the Code of Criminal Procedure which 
empowers the appropriate Government to grant remission 
and finally^ the provisions of the Prisons Rules of the 
State which empowers the State Government to grant 
remission to certain prisoners. 
Under the Prisons Rules remission is granted 
to those prisoners who behaved well and performed the 
alloted work while in jail. Thus this system ease the 
problem of prison discipline. And also help in the 
reformation of prisoners. 
7. A.I.R. 1989 S.C. 653. 
8. Baxi, Upendra, "Clemency, Erudition and Death : The 
Judicial Discourse in Kehar Singh", J.I.L.I^, p. 503 
(1988). 
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No doubt, the system of remission tends to bring 
in an element of flexibility in the determination of the 
sentence awarded to an offender so as to ensure, in 
consonance with his responsiveness to institutional 
treatment, his timely return to the community. 
The efficacy of the remission system has been 
reiterated by a number of expert bodies including the 
Indian Jails Committee 1919-20, the All India Jail Manual 
Committee 1957-59, All India Committee on Jail Reforms 
1980-83 and several State level Jail Reforms Committees/ 
Commissions. 
Remission system represents an attempt to mitigate 
the severity of sentences, to get good work from the 
prisoners, to assist in reformation, and, above all, to 
solve the problem of prison discipline, 
d. Scope of Study 
It is in this back ground that the present work 
seeks to highlight not ©nly the constitutional and other 
statutory provisions which provides for remission but 
also to analyse the judicial decisions, the reports of 
various Committees and Commissions. A comparative analysis 
of the remission rules as operative in different States 
has also been made. 
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So far no study on the subject providing a compre-
hensive treatment has been undertaken. The present study 
is an attempt to fill a very important gap in the criminal 
law researches of our country. 
In addition to chapter I, which is introductory 
in nature the present study is categorised in the following 
chapters. 
Chapter II examines the historical development of 
remission system. It finds that the roots of remission 
system can easily be found in almost all ancient legal 
systems. Be it Babylonian or Hebrew or ancient Indian 
legal system. Even code of Hamurabi talks of pardoning by 
Hamurabi's son of a slave. The chapter also refers to 
German and French systems. It also examines the remission 
system in U.S.A. and United Kingdom. The chapter takes 
into account the remission system in Indian context and 
sees its relevance in Ancient, Medieval and British period. 
It also discusses the remission system in the post-indepe-
ndence period and the reports of various committees in this 
regard. 
Chapter III takes into account the penological 
aspects of the remission system. It examines the impact 
of reward on the convicted criminals. And the emphasis has 
10 
shifted from retributive to reformative theories of punish-
ment the system of remission has assumed an added importance. 
The incentive of early release encourages the good conduct 
among the prisoners and help in the maintenance of 
discipline in the prison. 
Chapter IV takes an indepth view of the legal 
provisions relating to remission system in India. It has 
also examined the State amendments introduced by various 
States, The constitutional provisions have also been taken 
into account. A comparative analysis of the remission 
rules as operative in different States has also been made. 
Chapter V examines the role of judiciary in making 
remission the living law of land. The judiciary has 
evolved many useful principles relating to remission system. 
The chapter makes an attempt to examine these principles 
and tries to assess their significance and utility. 
Chapter VI deals with conclusions and suggestions 
based on the foregoing analysis. 
It 
C H A P T E R - I I 
H I S T O R I C A L A S P E C T 0 F 
R E M I S S I O N S Y S T E M 
Remission system has evolved in i t s present 
form of ef fec t iveness in ages. This chapter examines the 
h i s t o r i c a l development of remission system. The chapter 
r e f e r s to German and French systems. I t also examines 
the remission system in U.S.A. and U.K. The chapter takes 
i n t o account the remission system in Indian context and 
sees i t s relevance in Ancient, Medieval and Br i t i sh 
p e r i o d s , i t a lso d iscusses the remission system in the 
pos t - independence period and the repor t of various 
committees in t h i s regard. 
The roots of remission system are found in 
ancient law, references to i n s t i t u t i o n s somewhat resem-
b l ing the modern system of remission appear in ancient 
Babylonian and Hebrew law. The f i r s t amnesty i s general ly 
a t t r i b u t e d to Thrasybulus in ancient Greece (403 B.C.) , 
but f i f t een cen tur ies e a r l i e r the Babylonian Kings, on 
accession to the throne, would dec lare a misharum, i nvo l -
ving a general discharge from lega l bonds of both a c i v i l 
and a penal cha rac t e r . (An analogy may be found in the 
B ib l i ca l ' Jub i l ee l a w s ' ) . 
n 
According to Christen Jensen's researches, 
Hammurabi's son, pardoned a slave who had forfeited his 
life . King David is reported to have used the pardoning 
power, and cities of refuge were provided where fugitive 
who had innocently shed blood might obtain security from 
the fury of the avenger. In Athens the 'assembled people ' 
had the right to remit penalties, and the Civil Law of 
Rome recognized the right of the emperor as sovereign to 
2 
grant clemency * 
Clemency was practised also among the early 
Germanic tribes. It was recognized in England in the 
laws of Aethelberht of Kent, Alfred and Edward the 
Confessor and later was approved by such early jurists 
as Glanvill and Bracton. The English conception of 
clemency was transplanted to the American colonies, where 
its use by the authorities was regarded as a delegation 
of the royal prerogative. This view was superseded after 
American indipendence oy the idea that the power to pardon 
was sovereign power inherent in the State, although the 
principles o± English legal construction were retained 
3 
by American Courts . 
1. Jensen, Christen, 'Pardon', Encyclopaedia of the Social 
Sciences vol. 11, (1933 New York) p. 571. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. 
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In medieval Europe the power to grant pardon 
was held by various bodies, including the Roman Catholic 
Church and certain local rulers, but by the sixteenth 
century it usually was concentrated in the hands of the 
,4 
monarch . 
Legislative amnesties were frequent in certain 
civil law countries, such as France, where they were used 
as an instrument of pacification after periods of civil 
strife (Foviaux) . 
In Germany the pardoning power is vested in 
the President of the Reich, whose authority is, however, 
limited for it extends only to the action of the federal 
courts. Since the administration of justice Is with .few 
exceptions left to the individual states of the Reich, 
these normally exercise the pardoning power although in 
general the power to exercise clemency is vested in the 
chief executive of a nation. In the Soviet Union it 
lies within the jurisdiction of the All-Russian Congress 
and the All Russian Central Executive Committee, In 
Turkey this power rests with the Grand National Assembly. 
4. Sanford, H. Kadish, Encyclopaedia of Crime and Justice, 
vol. I, (1983 New York) p.60. 
5. Ibid 
14 
The agencies of government other than those 
formally entrusted with its exercise do in fact have 
virtual power to extend clemancy. In ancient Rome some 
offences were created by edict but the degree of punishment 
was left to the discretion of the magistrates. Modern 
courts of justice direct verdicts of acquittal, set aside 
Judgements for mistake or fraud, stay executions of sentence 
and remit penalties for contempt of court. Prosecuting 
attorneys may enter a nolle prosequi to discharge defen-
dants under certain conditions. 
The French Penal Code, which permits the jury 
to decide when there are rnitigatlng circustances, requires 
the judge to take such a finding into consideration by 
imposing a more lenient sentence; even in the absence of 
such legal power juries often bring in verdicts which can be 
regarded only as acts of clemency. Sometimes the pardoning 
power is delegated, as in Germany and in some other states, 
where the right to remit certain penalties imposed in the 
administration of the tax code is conferred on the 
national minister of finance . 
England passed a law for the transportation of 
criminals in 1597, which was confirmed by the Privy Council 
in 1617. Thus began the systematic transportation of 
6» Supra, note 1 at 572. 
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criminals to the American colonies, where they were 
indentured. This tended to relieve the unemployment 
situation in England and at the same time relieved the 
labour shortage in the colonies. At first reprieves and 
pardons were granted by the King without any special 
conditions, with the result that some of the offenders 
that were pardoned evaded transportation. Beginning about 
1655 pardons carried the stipulation that failure to abide 
by the conditions imposed would result in the cancellation 
of the pardon. 
With the advent of the Revolution, transportation 
of criminals to America came to an end. England turned 
its eyes toward Australia, which had been colonized in 
177G. The first load of convicts arrived there in January, 
1788. Transportation to Australia differed from trans-
portation to America in two respects ; the government 
incurred all expenses of transportation and maintenance 
after debarkation, and the prisoners were not indentured 
but remained under control of the government. But it soon 
became obvious that such control could not be exercised 
indefinitely, and when in 1790 Governor Phillips was given 
the power of conditional pardon over the convicts, the 
16 
p r i n c i p l e of condi t iona l l i b e r a t i o n , l a t e r known as 
" t i c k e t - o f - l e a v e " , came i n to use . Under t h i s p r inc ip l e the 
p r i sone r s were released with grants of land. 
Ticket-of-Leave And Good-time Laws 
Captain Alexander Maconochie, a f t e r observing 
the deplorable s t a t e of the convicts a t Van Dieman's land, 
worked out a system of marks tha t could be used in 
connection with the system of t i cke t -of~ leave and presented 
7 in 1837 h i s plan to the House of Commons . Three years l a t e r 
he was appointed governor of NorfoJl^ Is land on the coast of 
New South Wales, From 1811 i t had been the policy to 
requ i re pr isoners to serve specif ied periods of time before 
g ran t ing them t i c k e t - o f - l e a v e . Here we have the or ig in of 
the "good time" p r i n c i p l e . Maconochie proposed tha t the 
dura t ion of the sentence be determined by the industry and 
good conduct of the p r i sone r . Marks were accredi ted to each 
p r i sone r da i l y in accordance with the amount of work 
accomplished. Under Maconochie's system, the pr isoner 
passed through a s e r i e s of s tages from s t r i c t imprisonment 
through condi t iona l r e l ease to f ina l and complete r e s t o r a -
t ion of l i b e r t y , promotion being based on marks. 
7. Gia rd in i , G . I , , The Parole Process, (1959, U.S.A.) p . 7. 
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The system of good-time laws entailed certain 
reduction in the inmates's term of sentence if he behaved 
well inside the prison. Thus the system was introduced 
to ease the problem of discipline in prisons and to make the 
custody, security and control inside the institution more 
meaningful and effective. The good-time law was passed 
' 8 in 1817 in New York State . The method was soon adopted 
in several other places; Connecticut passed a law of this 
kind in 1821 relating to inmates of workhouses, Tennessee 
passed a good-time law in 1833 and Ohio in 1856. Maconochie 
put it into general use in 1842 in the convict colonies in 
Australia. The system of good-time laws was adopted in 
9 
France in 1846, when the Marsangy advocated it . This 
system was introduced in Ireland by Sir Joshua Jebb and 
extended by Sir Walter Crofton, who was made head of the 
Irish prison system in 1854. 
Good-time laws authorised the prison authorities 
to cut short the period of sentence awarded to the prisoners 
by law courts in fixed proportions, usually one month for 
every year upto a maximum period of six months. The 
discretion to make an allowance in the term of sentence of 
the prisoner lay with the Prison Board provided, however, 
the inmate had good record inside the institution 
8, Sutherland and Cressey, Principles of Criminology, 
(Vied. 1968, TOI Press Bombay) p. 549. 
9. Ibid. 
10. Ibid. 
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Besides the ordinary good-time laws t h e r e are also 
"merit good-time laws" which make the pr i soner e n t i t l e for 
add i t iona l reduction in his period of sentence by h i s 
except iona l ly good behaviour during the i n s t i t u t i o n a l 
l i f e . Likewise ' i n d u s t r i a l good-time' i s allowed to a 
p r i sone r who ac t ive ly p a r t i c i p a t e s in pr ison indus t r i e s 
during h i s s tay in pr ison , Merit good-time and 
i n d u s t r i a l good-time laws usual ly operate to reduce the 
period of time to be served before an inmate i s e n t i t l e d 
to have h i s case reviewed by the parole board ra ther than to 
12 reduce the actual sentence 
Remission System in U.S.A. 
As noted above the f i r s t good-time law was 
passed in New York S t a t e , which provided tha t f i r s t - t e r m 
p r i sone r s on sentences of five years or l e ss could 
abridge t h e i r sentences by one-fourth for good behaviour. 
But apparently the law was not used. In s p i t e of the 
e a r l i e r precedents the method became genera l ly known in 
United Sta tes^ Jus t a f t e r the Civ i l war when the news 
regarding the famous I r i s h system spread. Thereafter the 
system became so popular t ha t by 1868^ 24 S ta tes had made 
1 1 . Supra/ note 8 at 550. 
12. I b i d . 
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provis ion for reduction of pr ison terms by good behaviour 
and indus t ry and at present a l l s t a t e s save Cal i forn ia have 
good-time laws. 
The general p r i n c i p l e of the good time law i s 
t h a t a pr ison board i s authorized to re lease the pr isoner 
before the completion of his sentence awarded by the cour t , 
i f he maintains good conduct in p r i son . Generally, for 
every month of s a t i s f a c t o r y conduct, a c e r t i a n number of 
days i s deducted from the pr i soners sentence , A usual 
procedure i s to deduct one month from the f i r s t year of 
s a t i s f a c t o r y conduct, two months for the second year, and 
so on, up to s ix months for the s ix th and each succeeding 
year . Thus a sentence of three-year can be reduced to two 
years and six months by good behaviour. 
In addi t ion to good-time laws, pr isoners can also 
earn "merit good-time" for ext raordinary behaviour and 
" i n d u s t r i a l good time" for p a r t i c i p a t i o n in the prison 
i n d u s t r i e s . These laws usual ly operate to reduce the 
period of time to be served before an inmate i s e n t i t l e d 
t o have h i s case reviewed by the parole board. 
Another mathod by which the sentence of a person 
i s remit ted or commuted i s the pardoning power of the 
p r e s i d e n t . As the p res iden t of the United S ta tes has fu l l 
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power to pardon for all federal offences except in cases 
of impeachment. Article 2, Section 2 of the United States 
Constitution provides that : 
"The President shall have the power to grant, 
reprieves and pardons for offences against the 
United States, except in cases of impeachment". 
Petitions for presidential clemancy are always 
submitted to the Attorney General, who has them investi-
gated by the attorney in charge of pardons before they 
are acted on by the President . 
The power of pardon is most frequently conferred 
on the governor, who may be aided by an advisory pardon 
board, but it may rest entirely with a State board of 
parsons of which the governor is a member. The member-
ship of these boards is subject to wide variation in 
number and character; usually they are composed of various 
14 state officials who sit ex-officio . 
The executive is restricted in granting pardon 
in cases of treason and impeachment and in grants of 
general amnesty. In twenty-four states in the United 
13. Supra, note 1. 
14. Ibid. 
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States the governor cannot pardon for treason, and in 
forty-two states cases of impeachment are excluced from 
the jurisdiction of the executive pardoning authority. 
Generally the chief executives are denied the right to 
pardon in cases of impeachment. If clemancy is granted in 
such instances, the authority is usually exercised by the 
15 legislative branch of government 
The Supreme Court of the United States opined 
that the word pardon must be given the same meaning as 
was given to it in England and America when the Consti-
tution was established 
The power of pardon includes the power to commute, 
as where the sentence of death is commuted to one of 
1 7 imprisonment for life ; or to remit the punishment in 
whole or an part . 
Remission System in England 
In England the earning or forefeiture of 
remission marks has long been regarded as "the root of 
convict discipline". The English prison sentences do 
15. Ibid. 
16. U.S. V. Wilson, (1833) 7 Pet. 150, 160, 81 ed. 640-
643-4. 
17. Ex p. Garland, (1866) 4 Wal. 33, 18L ed. 366, 371. 
18. Ex p. Grossman, (1924) 267 U.S 87, 69 L.ed. 527. 
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not mean what they say. The judge announces to the 
convicted criminal that the sentence will be three years 
imprisonment; the crimianal, like everyone else in court, 
probably knows perfectly well that he will only spend two 
years "inside", provided he behaves himself. The period 
of remission for industry and good conduct derives from 
the ticket-of-leave of the days of transportation; its 
duration has varied from time to time and according to 
the type of sentence. As Sir Lionel Fox remarks, "from 
the days of transportation and the early penal servitude 
system, eligibility to earn a remission of part of the 
sentence by good conduct and industry has been the first 
and most valuable privilege accorded to prisoners, as 
the power to forfeit remission ha.s heen and temains one 
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of the strongest sanctions against bad conduct" 
The old convict sentences of penal servitude 
carried with it the right to earn a "ticket-of-leave" 
which was really a conditional licence under which the 
prisoner might be recalled to serve the remainder of his 
term in the event of further offences. 
There is also evidence that the hulks which were 
used earlier to house convicts also operated a system of 
early release. Transported convicts were either alloted 
19, Quoted in Williams, J.E. Hall, The English Penal System 
in Transition (1970 , London) p. 180. 
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to merchants and fanners as "assigned labour" or were 
kept in penal colonies to car ry out c e r t a i n public works. 
Release could be e i t h e r by condi t ional pardon, which 
freed a convict of a l l r e s t r i c t i o n s , or i t could be on 
" t i c k e t - o f - l e a v e " which gave the convic t for less freedom, 
and was coupled with a sca le of en t i t l emen t . Thus a l i f e 
p r i soner might expect to get h i s t i c k e t - o f - l e a v e in e igh t 
years , a fourteen year man in s ix years , and a seven 
year man in four y e a r s . 
When t r a n s p o r t a t i o n was replaced by penal 
se rv i tude in convict pr i sons a t home, by the Act of 1853, 
the re was considerable publ ic anxiety about the system 
which included ear ly r e l ease by t i c k e t - o f - l e a v e . There-
a f t e r the scheme of remission was introduced in the 
convict pr isons in 1864, and extended to loca l prisons 
by the Prison Act of 1898 on the recommendations of 
Gladstone Committee, 1895. 
Under the pr ison Act of 1898 the p r iv i l ege of 
t i c k e t - o f - l e a v e was extended from penal se rv i tude to 
ordinary imprisonment, with t h i s important d i f ference; 
t h a t the person granted remission of p a r t of h i s prison 
term was not under l i cence and l i a b l e to r e c a l l to serve 
the remainder of the term. The amount of remission on a 
sentence of penal se rv i tude was one-quar ter of the term 
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in the case of male prisoners and one-third in the case 
of female prisoners. In the case of a sentence of 
imprisonment the remission was one sixth. 
During the second World War, primarily as a 
measure to reduce the prison population, a flat rate of 
one-third for all sentences was introduced, and this rate 
was continued after the war under the Prison Rules of 
1949 and 1964. There were two kinds of limitation how-
ever, relating to the length of sentence and the kind of 
sentence. As to the length of sentence, a prisoner must 
be serving a sentence of more than one month to be eligible 
for remission, and no sentence can be reduced to less 
than 31 days. As to kind of sentence, rule 5 (4) of the 
Prison Rules 1964 laid down certain limitations as it 
provides : 
"Remission does not apply to sentences of impri-
sonment for life, nor to sentences for sedition 
except in certain circuaistances, i.e., in 
respect of any period during which the prisoner 
works as if he were an ordinary convicted 
prisoner". 
Under section 61 of the Criminal Justice Act 
1967, the Home Secretary may, subject to very important 
restrictions, release a person serving a sentence of life 
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imprisonment a t any time^ but the r e l ease i s on l icence 
and the l i cence wi l l l a s t for the r e s t of the p r i s o n e r ' s 
l i f e . 
The modern remission of one- th i rd of a p r i s o n e r ' s 
terms i s said in the Rules to be based "on the ground of 
h i s indus t ry and good conduct", but in p r ac t i c e i t i s only 
fo r fe i t ed for bad behaviour so t ha t " i t i s perhaps hardly 
c o r r e c t to speak of a p r i soner 'earning* his remission". 
REMISSION SYSTEM IN INDIA 
(a) Remission System during Ancient and Medieval India 
The policy of taking a sympathetic view as 
regards persons found guilty of offences and punished with 
imprisonment, by giving them remission and letting them 
off before they completed the period of imprisonment imposed 
on them, was also laid down in the ancient Indian law. 
Kautilya perhaps records ancient Indian sentiments 
and practices about the Jail delivery when he details the 
duties of the Nagaraka (officer-in-charge of the city) 
corresponding possibly to strabo's Magistrates in charge of 
the city. He prescribed that on special occassions the 
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prisoners should be released"^  . He writes that on the days 
to which the birth star of the king is assigned, as well 
as on full moon days, such prisoners as are young, old, 
diseased or helpless shall be let out from the bandhan-
agara, or those who are of charitable disposition or who 
have made any agreement with the prisoners may liberate 
them by paying an adequate ransom Whenever a new 
country is conquered, when an heir apparent is installed on 
the throne, or when a prince is bom to the King, prisoners 
are usually set free. 
Kautilya provides that prisoners should also be 
released periodically in consideration of the amount of 
work they had done or if they were prepared to undergo the 
21 
carporal punishment of whipping or pay fine in cash 
The Vth Pillar Edict of Delhi Topra refers to 
the statement of King Ashoka that he had let off prisoners 
22 25 times in 26 years . The first separate edict at Douli 
refers to an address by Ashoka to his officers of justice 
in the capital that they should so act that not even a 
single person should unnecessarily suffer imprisonment of 
. 23 pam 
20. Quoted in Bhatia, H.S. , P o l i t i c a l , Legal and Mil i ta ry 
History of India , v . 3, (1984 New Delhi) p . 76. 
2 1 . Shamasastry, R., K a u t i l y a ' s A r t h a s a s t r a , (English 
t r a n s l a t i o n ) , (1967 Mysore) p . 168. 
22. Supra, note 20. 
23. Quoted in Rama Jois, M., Legal and Constitutional 
History of India, v. i, (i984 Bombay) p. 343. 
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The Sllappadikaram, an ancient Tamil work/ refers 
to the release of prisoners on the birthday of the King and 
24 
at the time of opening of temples , 
There are also references in literary works which 
indicate that the practice of giving remission to prisoners 
was in vogue in ancient India. Kalidasa in Malavikagnimitra 
(Act-4) makes the Vidushaka report to the King that as the 
astrologers thought that the constellation presiding over 
the King's fortunes was possessed of a malignant influence, 
he should release all the prisoners. Again, Kalidasa, in 
Raghuvamsa, refers to the release of prisoners and the 
commutation of death sentences on the eve of the coronation 
of King Atithi^^. 
Brihaspati Samhita states that when the king 
takes the pushyasnana i.e., the ceremonialbath taken on the 
day the moon is in conjunction with the Pushya constellation 
in the month of Pausa, or once a month, he may order the 
release of some prisoners, except those who were convicted 
for offences against his own person or against those in 
his harem. Harshacharita (Part-II) refers to the practice 
of releasing prisoners at the time of coronation and the 
birthday of Harsha IV. 
24. Ibid at 344. 
25. Ibid. 
26. Ibid. 
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The Muslim ruler and the Governors within their 
respective provinces possessed the power of conunuting or 
remitting sentences or what is now-a-days called the 
prerogative of mercy. It was not used by the first four 
27 Caliphs of Islam, but according to Ameer Ali , was 
introduced by the Caliph Al Moa'vyah in the 8th century 
A.X). When Caliph Al Moa'vyah, pardoned a man found guilty 
by the judge upon the criminal reciting a poem in praise 
of the usurper. It was the first sentence of a court ot 
justice which was not carried into execution. 
This power was exercised in India during the 
Sultanate and the Mughal rule in practically every kind of 
case ranging from theft to murder and dacoity with murder. 
It enhanced the personal prestige of the sovereign, and this 
fact may have influenced the Mughal Emperors in their policy 
of insisting upon death sentences being submitted to them 
foroonfirmation in order that they might have opportunities 
of commuting or remitting them in suitable cases. 
Jahangir pardoned Rae Rae Singh after he had been 
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found guilty of treason . Shahjahan in the course of an 
order justified his exercise of prerogative on the basis of 
the sanction given by the law of Qisas (compensation) in the 
C.U 29 Shara. 
27 . Ameer A l i , The S p i r i t of I s l am, (1978 Delhi) p . 280. 
28 . M o u s e r r a t e , p . 210, as quoted in Ahmad, Basheer M., 
The A d m i n i s t r a t i o n of J u s t i c e i n Medieval I n d i a (1951 
Karachi ) p . 202. 
29 . Reference i n Tuzuk s.A- p .62^ as quoted in Ahmad Bafehir M, 
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In Aurangzeb's time capital sentences were in most 
cases commuted to imprisonment. Aurangzeb granted a pardon 
to Jaswant Singh twice and constantly used his power in 
favour of the accused person. 
A woman in Gujrat waa accused of adultery and 
was sentenced to be stoned to death. The governor remitted 
her sentence. In another case a noble woman convicted of 
adultery was stoned for three days but survived and her 
sentence was remitted. 
The above instances and the references contained 
in the literary works indicate that in ancient and medieval 
period a liberal and lenient attitude was being taken 
towards offenders even after they were put to Jail and 
that on the certificate of good conduct and also taking 
other circumstances into account, they were being released 
on special occassions by remitting the sentences imposed 
on them. 
(b) Remission System during British Rule 
After the British dominion over India the people 
of this country were basically governed by the laws of the 
England. Therefore the process of remission of punishment 
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in India is the same that of England. But keeping in view 
the peculiar conditions of India, the British Government 
enacted several Codes and Acts specially for India which 
enumerated the provisions relating to remission, commu-
tation, and suspension of sentences. 
The Britishers were not keen to provide refor-
matory laws for Indians. Their main object was to 
provide deterrent laws for this country. So that the 
peoples of this country would not intend to violate the 
laws. For the first time Macaulay brought about several 
changes in the existing laws of that time and tried to 
introduce several new legislations. 
The first major development in this regard was 
the enactment of Indian Penal Code in 1960. It enumerates 
the provisions relating to commutation of sentences. 
Section 54 and 55, the Code empowered to the Governor 
General of India in Council or local Government to commute 
the sentence of death into any other punishment provided 
by this Code and to commute the sentence of imprisonment 
for life into the imprisonment of either description for 
a term not exceeding fourteen years. 
''1 
Subsequently, in 1861 the Crminal Procedure 
Code (XXV of 1861) was enacted. Which conferred the power 
of remission of punishments on the executive. Section 
5 4 of this Code dealt with this power which was as under : 
"When any person has been sentenced to punish-
ment for an offence, the Governor General of 
India in Council, or the local Government, may 
at any time without conditions or upon any 
condition which such person shall accept, remit 
the whole or any part of the punishment to which 
he shall have been sentenced". 
Further Section 421 of this Code conferred power 
on the appellate court to suspend sentences pending 
appeals, as it provided : 
•*In any case in which an appeal is aullowed, the 
Appellate court may, pending the appeal, order 
that sentences be suspended, and if the appellant 
be in confinement for an offence which is 
bailable, may order that he be released on bail". 
Subsequently, the Criminal Procedure Code was 
reenacted in 1872. Section 322 of which dealt with the 
execution of sentences. This section conferred on the 
executive the power of remission of punishment. 
2Z 
The Criminal Procedure Code was further reenacted 
in 1882 which enumerated a Chapter entitled as "Suspension, 
remission and commutations of sentences". Under it section 
401 conferred the power to suspend or remit sentences. 
A landmark development in this connection was 
the enactment of the new Criminal Procedure Code in the 
year of 1898. Section 401 and section 402 of which dealt 
with the powers of suspension, remission and commutation 
of sentence. These sections read as under : 
Section 401 (1) i 
"When any person has been sentenced to punishment 
for an offence, the Governor-General in Council 
or the local Government may at any time without 
conditions or upon any conditions which the 
person sentenced accepts, suspends the execution 
of his sentence or remit the whole or any part 
of the punishment to which he has been sentenced". 
Section 402 (1) i 
"The Governor-General in Council or local Govern-
ment may, without the consent of the person 
sentenced, commute any one of the following 
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sentences for any other mentioned after it. 
Death, imprisonment for life, rigorous imprison-
ment for a term not exceeding that to which he 
might have been sentenced, simple imprisonment 
for a like tenp, fine". 
Chapter XXXI of the same Code which dealt with 
the appeals etc. incorporate the corresponding powers of 
the appellate courts in this regard under Section 426. 
Section 426 provided 
(1) Pending any appeal by a convicted person, the 
appellate court may, for reasons to be recorded 
by it in writing, order that the execution of 
the sentence or order appealed against be 
suspended and, also if he is in confinement, that 
he be released on bail or on his own bond. 
(2B) Where a High Court is satisfied that convicted 
person has been granted special leave to appeal 
to the Supreme Court against any sentence which 
the High Court has imposed or maintained, the 
High Court may, if it so thinks fit, order 
appealed against be suspended, and also, if such 
person is in confinement, that he be released on 
bail. 
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An important development in this regard was the 
enactment of the Prisons Act, 1894 as being Act No. IX of 
1894. Under Chapter XI of the Act sections 46, 47, 48, 
48-A, 51-A, 51-B and section 59 deal with the remission 
system. Section 59 clause (5) empowered to the Governor-
General in Council to make rules for the award of marks 
and shortening of sentences. Therefore, the Governor-
General in Council in exercise of the power as conferred 
upon hira by this section, made Prisons Rules which regulate 
the remission system in the prisons of the provinces. 
Further development of the law was done when 
the Prisoners Act was enacted in 1900 as the Act No. Ill 
of 1900. Section 33 of part VIII of the Act empowers to 
the High Court to release a prisoner whose case is reco-
mmended by it to Government for granting a free pardon. 
The Indian Jails Committee 1919-20 
The Indian Jail Committee served as the jumping 
board for jail administration to catch up with the refor-
matory methods being tried in the West. The Committee 
found that the administration was lagging behind in 
reformatory approach, it was devoid of humanitarian elements 
and the prisoner was denied due attention for his indivi-
dual and social rehabilitation. Therefore to reform the 
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system, the committee in Its report recommended remissions 
for every convict who stays more than six months in any 
prison, and advised that a progressive system of reward 
will be helpful in maintaining internal order of the jail 
30 
and also help the prisoners to learn to adjust in society 
The publication of the Report of Indian Jail 
Committee, 19X9, not only "laid the foundation stone of 
31 
modern prison system in India " but also led to the 
enactment of Prison Manuals in various provines which 
incorporates the provisions relating to remission system. 
Governor-General in Council in the exercise of 
the powers conferred by section 59(5), of the Prison Act, 
1894 make the Rules for the Superintendence and Management 
of Jails in Bihar and Orissa in the year of 1928, These 
rules which entitled as 'Bihar and Orissa Jail Manual 1928' 
regulate the shortening of sentences by the grant of 
remissions. 
Further in 1934, the Governor-General in exercise 
of the same powers make the rules which governs the 
remission system in the prisons of the State of Assam. 
Chapter XIX of the Assam Jail Manual envisages the provisions 
relating to the remission of sentence in the prisoners term. 
30. Report of the Indian Jails Committee, 1919-20, p. 142. 
31. Barker, F.A., The Modern Prison System of India, 
(1944) p. 4. 
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These provisions laid down the method of award and for-
feiture of remission. 
When the Government of India Act, 1935 came into 
force, the law relating to remission of sentences was 
governed by it. As Section 295 of the Act empowered the 
Governor-General to grant remission of sentences. This 
section read as : 
(1) "where any person has been sentenced to death in 
a Province, the Governor-General in his discre-
tion shall have all such powers of suspension, 
remission or commutation of sentence as were 
vested in the Governor-General'in Council 
immediately before the commencement of Part III 
of this Act, but Save as aforesaid no authority 
in India, outside a Province shall have any power 
to suspend, remit or commute the sentence of any 
person convicted in the province t 
Provided that nothing in this sub-section affects 
any power of any officer of His Majesty's forces 
to suspend, remit or commute a sentence passed 
by a court martial. 
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(2) Nothing in this Act shall derogate from the right 
of His Majesty, or of the Governor-General, if 
any such right is delegated to him by His Majesty, 
to grant pardons, reprieves, respites or remissions 
of punishment". 
Thus even after the enforcement of the Government 
of India Act 1935, the power of the Crown and of Governor-
General as a delegate to grant suspension, remission or 
commutations were continued to exist as earlier. 
in the year of 1938. The U.P. Prisoners' Release 
on Probation Act, 1938 was passed. Section 8 of which deals 
with the power of the State Government to remit sentences. 
in the same year another Act, entitled U»P. First 
Offenders Probation Act,1938 was enacted. Section 4 of 
which provides for the release of offender under certain 
conditions and on the basis of his good conduct. 
U.P. Departmental Jail Committee, 1939 was 
required to examine the recommendations of the previously 
appointed Jail Committees with a view to give effect to 
them. Besides it, the Committee in its Report also made 
some new recommendations of its own. To strengthen reforma-
tory influences inside the prison the Committee suggested 
for the extension of remission system. 
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(c) Remission System after Independence 
After independence the remission system were 
continued be governed by the Prisons Rules and Section 401 
and 402 of the Criminal Procedure Code 1898 and also by 
the provisions of the Government of India Act, 1935. But 
after the enactment of the Constitution of India, the 
Government of India Act, 1935 ceased to be the law of the 
land. And the Constitution of India become the law of the 
land. Therefore the law relating to remission would be 
that, which the Constitution of India provided or permited 
with the result even after the enforcement of the Constitu-
tion, Section 401, 402 and 426 of the Cr. P.C., 1898, and 
Prisons Rules made by various States were continued to be 
inforced. 
Constitution of India itselfenvisages the provi-
sions relating to remission of sentences and punishment. 
Article 72 gives President the power to grant pardons, 
reprieves, respites or remissions of punishment or to 
suspend, remit or commute the sentences. 
Further Article 161 of the Constitution conferred 
power upon the Governors of State to grant pardons, repri-
eves, respites or remissions of punishment or to suspend. 
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remit or commute the sentence of any person convicted of 
any offence against any law relating to a matter to which 
the executive power of the State extends. 
The Government of India requested to United 
Nations to provide for technical assistance for improvement 
of Indian penal system. Consequently Dr. W.C. Reckless 
visited India in 1952. He submitted a review of the 
•Prison Administration in India', suggesting a number of 
modifications in the techniques of handling the offenders. 
Government of India appointed the All India Jail Manual 
Committee in 1957 to prepare a report on the basis of the 
recommendations of Dr. W.C. Reckless. The Committee opined 
that the remission system should be siralified and brought 
on a uniform basis. It finalised a Model Prison Manual in 
I960, which the State Governments are expected to follow 
as a broad guideline to revise the State Prison Manuals. 
The Model Prison Manual's recommendations incorporates the 
basic principles and guidelines of the United Nations 
Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of prisoners. 
Manual envisages a separate chapter relating to the remission 
system. 
In 1953, the Jails Reforms Committee of Trava-
ncore & Cochin State was constituted by an governmental 
iO 
order. The Committee submitted its report in 1954, The 
Committee make the several recommendations to make the 
remission system more effective. The Committee recommend 
that it is necessary to fix the minimum period of sentence, 
for enabling a prisoner to earn remission, since it would 
be useless to grant remission on a very short sentence. 
The Committee felt that since the system of remission would 
encourage prisoners, to behave well, while in Jails, it 
was essential, that this system should be made applicable 
to all prisoners. 
In the State of Kerala, Kerala Prisons Rules 
1958 were introduced under which a prisoner could earn 
remission. This is intended to maintain prison discipline 
by the prisoners and for their co-operation in prison 
administration. Under the Rules remission can be earned 
in different ways. An elaborate procedure is laid down 
under Chapter XVIII, of the Kerala Prisons Rules 1958, 
for awarding remission. 
The Madras Prison and Reformatory Manual 1960 
governs the remission system in the prisons of State. 
Chapter XX of the Manual enumerates the provisions relating 
to remission. 
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In 1962, Rajasthan Jail Reforms Conunission was 
constituted to examine the present structure and adminis-
tration of Jails in the State and to reconsidered a scheme 
to make the jails better suited to present day conditions. 
The Commission submitted its report in 1964, According 
to Commission the present system of remission has evil 
effects also. It may help unreformed prisoner to take all 
advantage. The Commission is of opinion that the system 
of punishment and reward works differently at different 
level of cultural and structural background of individual 
convicts. The same mode of punishment and reward would 
mean different things to a juvenile delinquents/ a woman 
convict, and a habitual convict. A proper awareness of 
the group-differential in effective chanalisation of reward 
and punishment as media of correction is desirable. 
It is important to note, that a drastic and 
important change take place in law relating to remission 
system in the year of 1973, When the new Criminal Procedure 
Code, 1973 was enacted incorporating numerous new provisions. 
The Code under chapter 27 part II emboded the provisions 
which deals with the remission system. Section 432 
empowered the appropriate Government to suspend the sentence 
or remit the punishment either full or in part. Further 
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Section 433 of the Code conferred power on the appropriate 
32 
Government to commute sentences . 
The Code of Criminal Procedure (Amendment) Act, 
1978 added a new section 433-A in the Code which imposes 
the restriction on the powers conferred by the Section 432 
and 433 the Code . Section 433-A make the actual impris-
onment of 14 years compulsory for two type of prisoners 
(i) a prisoner who has been sentenced to imprisonment for 
life for an offence punishable with death or imprisonment 
for life, and (ii) prisoner who was sentenced to death by 
court but whose death sentence has been commuted to 
imprisonment for life under Section 433« 
In the year of 1978, State of Karnataka adopted 
Karnataka Prison Manual, 1978. The rules of which governs 
the remissions system in the State Prisons. These rules 
were made under Section 63(2)(e) of the Karnataka Prisons 
Act 1963 to regularise the shortening of sentence by the 
grant of remission. 
32. See infra for details. 
33. The constitutional validity of Section 433-A was 
upheld by the Supreme Court in Maru Ram v. Union of 
India, 1980 Cri. L.J. 1440 (S.C). 
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In 1979, when the State of Maharashtra enacted 
Maharashtra Prison Manual, 1979, it emboded the rules 
relating to remission system which called the Maharashtra 
Prison (Remission system) Rules, 1962. These Rules are 
makes by the Government of Maharashtra in exercise of the 
powers conferred by clause (5) of Section 59 of the Prison 
Act, 1894. 
In 1980 Government of India appointed a committee 
known as All India Committee on Jail Reforms, which 
submitted its report in 1983. The Committee has in its 
report reiterated the efficacy of the remission system. 
The Committee is of opinion that it is fairly well estab-
lished now that the remission system, if properly applied, 
encourages habits of industry and promote good conduct 
among prisoners. The Committee makes the several recommend-
.ations to improve the system of remission and to make it 
more effective and meaningful. The Committee recommends 
that the Government of India should lay down uniform 
guidelines to be followed by State Governments/Union 
Territory Administrations for grant of State remission. 
And that the practice of granting remission on occasions 
or for reasons not justifiable should be immediately 
stopped. The Committee felt that the system of remission 
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as an instrument of effecting change in the attitude of 
inmates towards work and behaviour should be liberalised 
and its ambit enlarged so as to encompass more categories 
of inmates within its scope. 
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C H A P T E R - I I I 
P E . N O L O G I C A L A S P E C T 0 F 
R E M I S S I O N S Y S T E M 
This chapter takes i n t o account the penological 
aspects of the remission system. I t examines the impact 
of reward on the convicted c r i m i n a l s . And the emphasis 
has sh i f ted from r e t r i b u t i v e to reformative theor ies of 
punishment the system of remission has assumed an added 
importance. The incen t ive of ea r ly re lease encourages the 
good conduct among the pr i soners and help in the mainte-
nance of the pr ison d i s c i p l i n e . 
The theory of punishment and reward from a sc ien-
t i f i c point of view are two aspects of the same process of 
sys temat ic learn ing and unlearning ( i n h i b i t i o n ) . The 
e a r l i e s t theor ies of punishment did not r e a l i s e t h i s r e l a -
t iv i sm of the two experiences and so did the hedonis t ic 
phi losophers who contended t h a t the nature of p leasure and 
pain experiences i s d i s c r e t e , abso lu te , and independent. 
Development of psycho-analysis and sociology has shat te red 
such theor i e s and i t i s inc reas ing ly being emphasised t h a t 
reward plays a more e f fec t ive ro le in human learn ing than 
does punishment. Punishment e i t h e r re inforces the feel ing 
of ind iv idua l or group a l i ena t ion or the fee l ing of i n c r e -
ased i n h i b i t i o n towards the learned mode of conduct. I t 
never does propel the indiv idual t o look out for new 
avenues for e x i s t i n g modes of adjustment and behaviour 
norms. 
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When the retrlbutlve-cuin-deterrent philosophy had 
been the underlying policy of the prison administration 
in India, the imprisonment was awarded with the purpose to 
stir terror in the mind Q £ offender and also others. Lord 
Maculay in his famous Minutes of 1835 maintained that, 
"imprisonment is the punishment to which we must chiefly 
trust". He pleaded for the establishment of "such regula-
tions as shall make imprisonment a terror to wrongdoer and 
shall at the saraetime prevent it from being attended by 
any circumstances shocking to humanity" . Therefore the 
imprisonment was very harsh and lacked ciny type of 
sympathetic attitude towards the prisoner. The total 
impact of the jail term on prisoners had been so dehuma-
nising that it alienated them further from society. 
Contemporarily, the repressive-punitive policy 
is giving way to a philosophy of correction and rehabili-
tation of offenders. Non-punitive efforts to reassimilate 
offenders in society are receiving greater emphasis. The 
universal impact of this thinking is reflected in the 
United Nations Convention adopted by the General Assembly 
on December 16^ 1966. Article 10 (3) of the convention 
1. Quoted in Siddiqui, M. Zakaria, "The Prison as a 
Correctional Agency", Social Defence, Jan. 1976, p. 24, 
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provides i "the p e n i t e n t i a r y system s h a l l comprise treatnient 
of p r i s o n e r s , the e s s e n t i a l aim of which s h a l l be t h e i r 
reformation and soc i a l r e h a b i l i t a t i o n " . 
In India a lso f a i t h i s expressed in co r rec t ive 
and r e h a b i l i t a t i v e aspects of cr iminal j u s t i c e . The 
p r i son , which in the pas t was merely a puni t ive agency, i s 
now gradual ly being regard- as a c o r r e c t i o n a l i n s t i t u t i o n . 
The end-object ive i s considered to be the re turn of 
i nd iv idua l to the community as a b e t t e r c i t i z e n than what 
2 
he was when he entered the prison . It is in this context 
that Father of Nation cherished that the criminal should 
be treated as patient in the hospital and the jails should 
be hospitals admitting such patient for treatment and cure. 
When the reformative treatment started to be 
regarded as the object of imprisonment, a need has been 
felt to introduce such type of system in the prisons which 
would help to reform the prisoners and also motivate and 
encourage them to adopt such characteristics into their 
personality which enable them to live in society as a use-
ful and law abiding citizen. Therefore expert criminologist, 
penologist and prison administrators approved a system known 
2. Siddiqui, M. Zakaria, "The Prison as a Correctional 
Agency", Social Defence, Jan. 1976, p. 24 
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as remission system, which would serve all these objectives. 
And ultimately this system has been implemented into the 
Indian Prisons. 
To a prisoner the most important thing is his 
restoration to liberty. Therefore, the most powerful 
incentive is to put the advancement of the day of release 
into his own hands. The remission system enables the 
prisoner, as a reward for good conduct and industry, to 
earn a shortening of his sentence. Ruggles-Brise observes , 
"Rewards and privileges are simple device for 
cultivating self-respect in a field where that 
tender plant has never hitherto been sown". 
A principle should be inculcated that by working 
hard and behaving well they will earn a reward which brings 
comfort and facilities. And reward may be in the shape 
of remission of their sentence, which enable them for the 
re-entry into the society. So that, they will lead a 
normal and comfortable life. 
Under this system a promise is made to give the 
reward to those prisoners who keeps good behaviour and work 
hard during their prison sentence. And this reward would 
3. Quoted in Bhushan, Vidya, Prison Administration in 
India (1970 Delhi) p. 132. ' 
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be in the shape of remissions, shich help them in short-
ening their prison sentence. These remissions would be 
granted to them for good behaviour and industry. Prisoners 
treat their release utmost important because they desire 
to live freely. And they are knowing well that by 
earning remissions they may reduce the ,term of incarce-
ration and bring the day of their release earlier. And 
these remissions can only be earned by following the 
conditions prescribed for this purpose. Thus ultimately 
they are motivated to work hard and behave well. These 
qualities developed in their personality when they are in 
the habit of following them in prison for a long period. 
And when they are sent back to society from prison, it 
is easier for them to re-adjust in society as its useful 
citizen. 
After the introduction of this system, the method 
to punish prisoner during imprisonment also undergone a 
vital change. Under this system,if a prisoner misbehaved 
he is not lashed, as previously was the rule. But instead 
of this he forfeited remission already earned and removed 
from the remission system for future, which prolonged his 
imprisonment. 
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Therefore, the system of remission work as a 
double e.dgeVnife. Which on the one hand induces the 
prisoners that by behaving well and working hard they will 
cutdown their period of incarceration and on the other 
side if they misbehaved, they will prolong the term of 
their imprisonment. 
The remission system is by far the most powerful 
incentive to reformation in Indian jails. Its main object 
is to promote goov" conduct and encourage habits of industry 
among prisoners. In English prison system the earning or 
forfeiture of remission marks has long been regarded as a 
"root of convict discipline". Prison inmates value no 
concession as much as they do to that of remission which 
brings their day of release closer. From the point of 
view of prison administrators the remission system is a 
potent device to elicit 'voluntary conformity' of inmates 
4 
under their command . The incentive of good time earned 
is no doubt a fat propellent of good behaviour and 
industry among prisoners. 
Maconochie had struck on an idea that gave 
prisoners hope that they, and they alone, could reduce 
4, Srivastava, S.P., "The Exercise of Authority in Prison", 
Indian Journal of Criminology# Jan, 1976, p. 50. 
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their sentence. They could hasten the day when they would 
be released. Maconochie declared : 
"When a man keeps the key of his prison, he is 
soon persuaded to fit it to the lock . 
The Indian Jails Committee supported tne 
remission system and advised that a progressive system of 
reward will be helpful in maintaining internal order of 
the jail and also help the prisoners to learn to adjust 
in society. 
The psychological and emotional conditions of 
the criminal is taken into consideration before granting 
him remission. And he is admitted to this system only 
if his institutional record shows that there are chances 
of his reformation after release. Commenting on this point 
7 
Prof. Gillin observed : 
"If the pardons are administered with care and 
solely to correct injustices, they certianly do 
not diminish respect for law. They, on the other-
hand, will infuse confidence in the machinery 
of justice". 
5. Quoted in David Dressier, Practice and Theory of 
Probation and Parole (1959 New York) p.59. 
6. Report of the Indian Jails Committee, 1919-20, p.142, 
7. Gillin, J.L., Criminology and Penology, (ed. 3rd.) 
p. 238. 
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All India Conunittee on Jail Reforms in its 
report said that it is fairly well established now that 
the remission system, if properly applied, encourages 
habits of industry and promotes good conduct among 
prisoners, 
9 
The Rajasthan J a i l Reforms Commission in i t s 
report observed : 
"The aim of Scientific correctional policy through 
reward and punishment is to rehabilitate the 
criminal in the society. This involves not only 
direct effort to inhibit, sublimate and overcome 
the criminal motivation but also to create an 
adequately healthy social environment in which 
the personality of the convict experiences a 
feeling of confidence, and assurance of being 
helped". 
Undoubtedly, the system of remission tends to 
bring in an element of flexibility in the determination 
of the sentence awarded to an offender so as to ensure, 
in consonance with his responsiveness to institutional 
treatment, his timely return to the community. 
8. Report of the All India Committee on Jail Reforms, 
1980-83, p. 2381 Commonly known as Mulla Committee). 
9. Report of the Rajasthan Jail Reforms Conunlsslon; 1964. 
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All India Jail Manual Coimiittee is of opinion 
that remission has to wotk as an important incentive to 
self-improvement. 
The lifers in a central prison, who form a vital 
and continuing two-thirds of the long term prison popu-
lation of that institution, had a meaningful incentive in 
the remission system to behaye well and work productively 
and so to reduce for themselves the length of their stay 
in prison through their own efforts. In a way the system 
operated as a 'self determining' process in respect of the 
sentences, along the lines envisaged by Kathleen Smith 
Expert criminologists as well as experienced 
prison administrators concur in their view that the 
confinement in a closed prison, of a very long-term 
prisoner like a lifer, for an unduly long period to which 
there appears to be no end, is counter-productive from 
the angle of reformation and resocialisation. The 
summit of this reformative process will be reached in 
12 
about five years time . Thereafter, he could be best 
treated in a half way house like an open prison or in a 
prison hostel. This will facilitate the commencement and 
10. Report of the All India Jail Manual Committee,1957-59. 
11. Diaz, S.M., "The Remission system vis-a-vis the 
•Fourteen years' rule". Social Defence, No. 55 
Jan. 1979, p. 50. 
12. Dr. Reckless, Walter C. Report of (1952) p. 14-15. 
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helpful progress of the resocialisation process and the 
utilisation of the community's resources in -that direction 
effectively. It will be a proper beginning towards the 
integration or re-integration of the «*ffender into community 
life. This again can go on usefully only for another five 
years. At the end of that period the life-sentence 
prisoner will be ripe for release into the community, 
prematurely, it may be, with liability for supervision and 
to be brought back to prison if he misbehaves or misuses 
his liberty, instead of using it as a means of full and 
effective resocialisation. 
The system governing remission which formed an 
integral part of our prison administration, has been func-
tioning as a positive incentive to prisoners for good 
behaviour and work. The system came as a transitional step 
from mere custodial confinement to reformative treatment of 
offenders in which good behaviour and constructive work 
were considered essential pre-requisites for reducing the 
term of imprisonment on an individualised basis. 
Remission system represents an attempt to mitigate 
the severity of sentences, to get good work from the 
prisoners, to assist in reformation, and, above all, to 
solve the problem of prison discipline. 
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The main purpose of remission for industry and 
good conduct is ofcourse the maintenance of discipline 
in prison, and, whatever changes are made in the prison 
regime in the future, it seems likely that something of 
this kind will persist. 
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C H A P T E R -IV 
L E G A L F R A M E W O R K 0 F R E M I S S I O N 
Legal provisions dealing with the remission system 
are contained in various Codes, Acts and Prison Rules of 
different States, Even the Indian Constitution itself 
envisages the provisions which pr6vide for remission. 
Therefore a prisoner in India can secure remission under 
different circumstances. Firstly, under the constitutional 
provisions which empowered the President and Governer of 
States to remit sentences. Secondly, the provisions in the 
Code of Criminal Procedure which empowers the Appropriate 
Government to grant remission and finally under the 
provisions of Prison Rules of the State a prisoner can 
earn remission. The present chapter is devoted to the 
discussion of the provisions which deals with remission 
system. After discussing constitutional provisions and 
the code of criminal procedure and the Indian Penal Code 
an affort has been made to Identify the relevant provisions 
of the Prison Act and the Rules made thereunder. A detailed 
discussion of the remission rules under the U.P, Jail 
Manual is followed by a comparative analysis of various 
State rules. 
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Under the Constitution of India, Articles 72 and 
161 speak about the release of prisoners under different 
system of which remission is one. By virtue of these 
Articles the President and Governor of States are empowered 
to remit sentences awarded to the prisoners. 
Article 72 of the Indian Constitution gives the 
President the power to grant pardon, remission, etc., and 
to suspend, remit or commute sentences in certain cases, 
as it provides : 
(1) The President shall have the power to grant 
pardons reprieves, respites or remissions of 
punishment or to suspend, remit or commute the 
sentence of any person convicted of any offence-
(a) in all cases where the punishment or sentence 
is by a Court Martial; 
(b) in all cases where the punishment or sentence 
is for an offence against any law relating to 
a matter to which the executive power of the 
Union extends: 
(c) in all cases where the sentence is a sentence 
of death. 
(2) Nothing in sub-clause (a) of clause (1) shall 
affect the power conferred by law on any officer 
r 8 
of the Armed Forces of the Union to suspend, 
remit or commute a sentence passed by a Court 
Martial. 
(3) Nothing in sub-clause (c) of clause (1) shall 
affect the power to suspend, remit or commute a 
sentence of death exercisable by the Governor of 
a State under any law for the time being in force. 
Further, Article 161 of the Indian Constitution 
conferred power upon the Governor to grant pardon, remiss-
ions etc., and to suspend, remit or commute sentences in 
certain cases as it lays down : 
"The Governor of a State shall have the power to 
grant pardons, reprieves, respites or remissions 
of punishment or to suspend, remit or commute the 
sentence of any person convicted of any offence 
against any law relating to a matter to which the 
executive power of the State extends". 
The Constitution thus provides an unrestricted 
power of remission of sentence to the executive heads. 
The Code of Criminal Procedure also empowered 
the appropriate Government to grant remission. Following 
sections of the Code deal with the power of the Appropriate 
Government to grant remission. 
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Power of Appropriate Government to suspend or remit sentences 
Section 432 reads : 
(1) when any person has been sentenced to punishment 
for an offence, the appropriate Government may, 
at any time, without conditions or upon any 
conditions which the person sentenced accepts, 
suspend the execution of his sentence or remit 
the whole or any part of the punishment to which 
he has been sentenced. 
(2) whenever an application is made to the appropriate 
Government for the suspension or remission of a 
sentence, the appropriate Government may require 
the presiding judge of the Court before or by 
which the conviction was had or confirmed, to 
state his opinion as to whether the application 
should be granted or refused, together with his 
reasons for such opinion and also to forward with 
the statement of such opinion a certified copy 
of the record of the trial or of such record 
thereof as exists. 
(3) If any condition on which a sentence has been 
suspended or remitted is, in the opinion of the 
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appropriate Government, not fulfilled, the 
appropriate Government may cancel the suspension, 
or remission and there upon the person in whose 
favour the sentence has been suspended or remitted 
may, if at large, be arrested by any police officer 
without warrant and remanded to undergo the 
unexpired portion of the sentence. 
(4) The condition on which a sentence is suspended 
or remitted under this section may be one to be 
fulfilled by the person in whose favour the 
sentence is suspended or remitted, or one indep-
endent of his will, 
(5) The appropriate Government may, by general rules 
or special orders, give directions as to the 
suspention of sentences and the conditions on 
which petitions should be presented and dealt 
with J 
Provided tiiat in the case of any sentence (other 
than a sentence of fine) passed on a male person 
above the age of eighteen years, no such petition 
by the person sentenced or by any other person 
on his behalf shall be entertained, unless the 
person sentenced is in jail, and-
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(a) where- such petition is made by the person 
sentenced, it is presented through the officer 
in charge of the jail; or 
(b) where such petition is made by any other person, 
it contains a declaration that the person 
sentenced is in Jail. 
(6) Thr provisions of the above, sub-sections shall 
also apply to any order passed by a Criminal 
Court under any section of this Code or of any 
other law which restricts the liberty of any 
person or imposes any liability upon him or his 
property. 
(7) In this Section and in section 433, the expre-
ssion "appropriate Government" means -
(a) in cases where the sentence is for an offence 
against, or the order referred to in sub-section 
(6) is passed under, any law relating to a matter 
to which the executive power of the Union extends, 
the Central Government; 
(b) in other cases, the Government of the State with-
in which the offender is sentenced or the said 
order is passed. 
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Further Section 433 of the Code gives the power 
of commutation of sentences to the appropriate Government. 
Section 433 provides as follows : 
The appropriate Government may, without the 
consent of the person sentenced, commute -
(a) a sentence of death, for any other punishment 
provided by the Indian Penal Code (45 of 1860); 
(b) a sentence of imprisonment for life, for impris-
onment for a term not exceeding fourteen years 
or for fine; 
(c) a sentence of rigorous imprisonment, for simple 
imprisonment for any term to which that person 
might have been sentenced, or for fine; 
(d) a sentence of simple imprisonment, for fine. 
The Code of Criminal Procedure (Amendment) Act, 
1978 has added a new Section 433-A, which restricted 
the power of government to remit or commute sentence in 
certain cases. The section reads as : 
Not with standing anything contained in section 
432, where a sectence of imprisonment for life 
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isimposed on conviction of a person for an 
offence for which death is one of the punish-
ments provided by law, or where a sentence of 
death impesed on a person has been commuted 
under section 433 into one of imprisonment for 
life, such person shall not be released from 
prison unless he had served at least fourteen 
years of imprisonment. 
Section 434 provides that the powers, conferred 
by section 432 and Section 4 33 upon the State Government 
may, in the case of sentences of death, also be exercised 
by the Central Government. 
The Code further provides that in certain cases 
the State Government should act after consultation with 
Central Government. 
Section 435 thus enumerate as follows : 
(1) The pwers conferred by sections 432 and 433 
upon the State Government to remit or commute 
a sentence, in any case where the sentence is 
for an offence -
(a) which was investigated by the Delhi Special 
Police Establishment constituted under the Delhi 
Special Police Establishment Act,1946(25 of 1946), 
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or by any other agency empowered to make 
investigation into an offence under any 
Central Act other than this Code, or 
(b) which involved the misappropriation or 
destruction of, or damage to, to any property 
belonging to the Central Government, or 
(c) which was committed by a person in the 
service of the Central Government while acting 
or purporting to act in the discharge of his 
official duty. 
shall not be exercised by the State 
Government except after consultation 
with the Central Government. 
(2) No order of suspension, remission or commutation 
of sentences passed by the State Government in 
relation to a person, who has been convicted of 
offences, some of which relate to matters to 
which the executive power of the Union extends, 
and who has been sentenced to separate terms of 
imprisonment which are to run concurrently, 
shall have effect unless an order for the 
suspension, remission or commutation, as the 
case may be, of such sentences has also been 
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made by the Central Government in relation to 
the offences committed by such person with 
regard to matters to which the executive power 
of the Union extends. 
These provisions make it clear that granting and 
cancellation of remission is exclusively a function of 
the executive. 
Further the Indian Penal Code has conferred the 
power of commutation of sentences upon the Government. 
Section 54 of the Code provides for commutation of death 
sentence and Section 55 provides for commutation of life 
sentence. 
Section 54 runs as : 
In every case in which sentence of death, shall 
have been passed the appropriate Government may, 
without the consent of the offender commute the 
punishment for any other punishment provided by 
this Code. 
Section 55 runs as j 
In every case in which sentence of imprisonment 
for life shall have been passed, the appropriate 
Government may, without the consent of the 
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offender, commute the punishment for imprisonment 
of either description for a term not exceeding 
fourteen years. 
These provisions were included in the I.P.C. 
because the prerogative power of pardon and clemency 
was vested in Crown in England. Similar power of 
commut^ion was conferred on Government of India. The 
authors of the Code (I.P.C.) say j 
"It is envidently fit that the Government should 
be empowered to commute sentence of death for 
any other punishment provided by the Code. It 
seems to us very desirable that the Government 
should have power of commuting perpetual 
transportation for perpetual imprisonment"; 
The power conferred upon the appropriate 
Government under the Indian Penal Code are identical 
with the power conferred by Section 432 and 433 of the 
Code of Criminal Procedure. The later^provision are 
much wider in scope and lay down the procedure which 
the appropriate government has to adopt. However a 
distinction is drawn between power conferred by Section 
5 5 of the Penal Code and those conferred by Section 43 2 
of the Code of Criminal Procedure. When an accured is 
1. Note A, p. 95 quoted in Ratan lal and Dhiraj 'lals' 
Law of Crimes 23rd Ed. (1987, Bharat Law House New 
Delhi) at p. 147. 
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granted commutation under Section 55 I.P.C« he i s not 
under sentence of l i f e term but commutation under 
Sect ion 432 of Cr. P.C« would not e f fec t only his 
s t a t u s as being under sentence of imprisonment for l i f e r . 
Above provis ions contained in the c o n s t i t u t i o n . 
Criminal Procedure Code and the Indian Penal Code 
confer-wide d i sc re t iona ry executive powers upon appro-
p r i a t e Government to grant remission of sentence and 
to allow ear ly r e l e a s e . The Prison Act of 1894 has 
provided for remission in the sentences of the convicted 
p r i sone r s who are serving t h e i r sen tences . There are 
d e t a i l e d ru les for operat ion of the remission system 
under J a i l Rules (Called J a i l Manuals). The j a i l 
a u t h o r i t i e s have been conferred the power to re lease 
prematurely the p r i soner who have been benefited by the 
grant of remissions. However in c e r t a i n c l a s s of cases 
the j a i l a u t h o r i t i e s can not re lease without the order 
of the S t a t e Government. Such l a t e r r e leases are 
poss ib le under Section ,432 of the Cr. P.C, 
Remission System : The enabling Provisions 
The Prison Act, 1894 under Chapter XI enumerates 
the provis ions r e l a t i n g to remission system. Section 
5 9 of the Act conferred power on the S t a t e Government 
2. Po Kun V, Emp. I .L,R, (1939) Rangoon 44. 
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to make rules for the shortening of sentences. It 
provides : 
The State Government may make rules consistent 
with this Act-
(1) 
(5) for the award of marks and the shortening of 
sentences, 
(21) for rewards for good conduct, 
(27) in regard to the admission, custody, employment, 
dieting, treatment and release of prisoners, 
(28) generally for carrying into effect the purpose 
of this Act. 
In its application to the State of Andhra 
3 4 
Pradesh and Orissa , for clause (5) above the following 
has been substituted, 
"(5) for the award of marks, granting remission 
or furlough, determining the conditions on 
which and the authority by which such remission 
or furlough shall be granted and the consequent 
shortening of the sentence". 
3. Andhra Pradesh Act XXIII of 1958, Section 38 Sch. 
(w.e.f. 1.2.1960). 
4. orissa Act XXIX of 1958, section 6 (19.11.1958). 
S9 
5 
In Assam for clause (5) the following has been 
substitutes, 
'•(5) for the award of marks, the suspension or 
remission and consequent shortening of sentences, 
and grant of leave or emergency release and 
determining the conditions on which and the 
authority by which the sentences may be suspended 
or remitted and the prisoner may be granted 
leave or emergency release". 
In its application to the State of Maharashtra 
and Gujarat clause (5) stands as follows, 
"(5) for the award of marks, the suspension or 
remission and consequent shortening of sentences, 
and the grant of release on parole or furlough 
and determining the conditions on which and the 
authority by which the sentences may be 
suspended or remitted and the prisoners may be 
released on parole or furlough". 
Under the authority conferred by Section 59(5) 
of Prison Act, 1894, different States have enacted 
Prisons Rules, which govern the system of awarding marks, 
5. Assam Act 1 of 1968, Section 2 (16,2.1968). 
6. Bombay Act XXIII of 1959, Section 3 (1) (1.6.1959). 
7. Gujarat Act XI of 1960, Section 87 & Guj. A.L.(8th Am), 
0. 1961. 
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remission and consequent shortening of sentences. 
Therefore under the provision of Prisons Rules^of the 
State a prisoner can earn remission. This is intended 
to maintain prison discipline by the prisoners and for 
their co-operation in prison administration. Under the 
Rules remission can be earned in different ways» An 
elaborate procedure is laid down under the rules for 
awarding remission. The U.P. Jail Manual has been 
selected as a model for discussion of remission system. 
The prison rules of other States in this regard have 
been noted elsewhere, 
REMISSION SYSTEM IN UTTAR PRADESH 
The provisions of U.P. Jail Manual relating to 
the remission system in the prisons of Uttar Pradesh, as 
g 
contained in Chapter VIII of the Manual are as follows : 
Interpretations (Rule 170) 
In these rules -
(a) "Convict" includes a person committed to prison in 
default of furnishing security to keep the peace or 
be of good behaviour, 
8. U.P. Jail Manual. (Hind Publicating House, Allkhabad) < 
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(e) "Life Convict" means a convict sentenced to imprison-
ment for life or transportation for life and the 
period of sentence in such cases shall be reckoned 
as twenty years provided that the period of twenty 
years referred to above would not include any 
sentence or any period for a subsequent offence 
committed while in prison or during suspension of 
sentence. 
(f) "Sentence" means a sentence as finally fixed on 
appeal, revision or otherwise and includes imprison-
ment for failure to give security for keeping the 
peace or for good behaviour as well as a sentence of 
imprisonment in default of payment of fine. 
(g) "Heinous offences" are offences punishable under the 
provisions of the Indian Penal Code, or any other 
law with sentence of death or imprisonment for life, 
or transportation for life (Now imprisonment for life) 
or a sentence oL imprisonment for seven years or more 
and offence punishable under the provisions of 
section 147, 148, 152, 153-A, 212, 378 and 411 of 
the Indian Penal Code, provided that the final 
substantive sentence inflicted is one of transport-
ation for life (Now imprisonment for life) or 
imprisonment for a term of not less than two years. 
n 
(h) "Organized Crime" is a crime committed by one or more 
of a body of persons associated for the purpose of 
committing such crime or crimes of a similar nature. 
"The Remission System" 
Cases in which no remission is earned (Rule 171) 
(a) No remission shall be earned in respect of any 
sentence of transportation or imprisonment under 
section 2 of the Frontier Murderous Outrages Regul-
ation, 1901 (Act IV of 1901), passed on a person above 
9 
the age of 15 years . 
(b) No remission shall be earned on the portion of a 
sentence undergone by a prisoner while released 
conditionally or on probation under the United 
Provinces Prisoners' Release on Probation Act, 1938 
(Act VIII of 1938) or on parole under the orders of 
the State Government. 
(c) No ordinary remission shall be earned in the following 
cases X 
(i) in respect of ^ny sentence of rigorous imprison-
ment for a period of less than three months ; 
9, As Frontier Province has gone to Pakistan under'India 
Independence Act, 1947, this clause has lost its 
validity. 
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(ii) in respect of any sentence of simple imprisonment, 
except for any continuous period, not being less 
than one month, during which the convict labours 
voluntarily, if the imprisonment is for a period 
of less than three months. 
(iii)in respect of a sentence of death committed into 
imprisonment for life. 
NOTE : If a convict's sentence is reduced on 
appeal to one of less than three months' imprison-
ment, he shall cease to be eligible for ordinary 
remissions under these rules, and any remission 
that he may have earned prior to the reduction 
of his sentence shall be forfeited. Similarly, 
when a sentence of less than three months has, 
by subsequent conviction or convictions or other-
wise, been raised to a sentence of three months 
or more, the convict shall be credited with 
ordinary remissions from the first day of the 
calender month following the month in which he 
was admitted to jail on his first or original 
conviction. 
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Forfeiture of remissions (Rule 172) 
If a convict Is sentenced for an offence committed 
after his admission to jail, under sections 147, 148, 152, 
224, 302, 304, 304-A, 306, 308, 323, 324, 326, 332, 333, 
352, 353,or 377 of the Indian Penal Code or for an assault 
committed after his admission to jail on a warder or 
other officer, the Inspector General may order the whole 
or part of any remissions earned by the convict upto the 
date of the said conviction to be cancelled. 
Re-admlsslon to the remission system (Rule 173) 
The Superintendent may, with the previous 
sanction of the Inspector General, re-admit to the 
remission system any convict who has been removed there-
from under the rules contained In Chapter XXX. Such 
convict shall begin to earn remissions from the commence-
ment of the calender month following the date of such 
re-admission. 
Scale of ordinary remissions (Rule 174) 
Ordinary remissions shall be awarded on the 
following scale : 
(a) three days per month for thoroughly good conduct and 
scrupulous attention to all prison regulations; 
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(b) three days per month for industry and the due perfor-
mance of the prescribed daily task. 
Explanation "A convict who is unable to labour 
through causes beyond his control such as his 
being in court, in transit from one jail to an-
other, in hospital or in an invalid gang, shall 
be granted remission under clause (a) on the 
sclae earned by him during the previous months 
if his conduct prior to and during the period in 
question has been such as to entitle him to the 
grant of sucn remission. 
Sucn convict shall also be entitled to the grant 
of remission under clause (b) on the scale earned by him 
during the previous month, if he was working during that 
period. If not remission shall be awarded to him at the 
rate of three days per month, provided that if his absence 
from work is due to his own misconduct in jail, no 
remission under clause (b) shall be awarded to him for 
tne period of such absence. 
Provided also that if he is in a hospital or in 
an invalid gang, no remissions under clause (b) shall be 
granted unless the Medical Officer certifies that the 
convict's absence from labour is due to causes beyond his 
control and is in no way caused by any action of the 
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convict himself with a view to escape work or to get into 
or to remain in hospital. 
Scale of ordinary remission for convict officers{Rule 175) 
In lieu of the remission allowed under the 
preceding paragraph, 'convict warders' shall receive ten 
days of ordinary remission per month, 'convict overseers' 
eight days per month and 'convict night watchmen' seven 
days per month. Convict overseers employed on duty on 
the main walls or outside the barracks at night shall 
receive two days' ordinary remission per month in addition 
to the remission granted under this rule. 
The grant of this remission shall be subject to 
thoroughly good conduct, scrupulous attention to all 
prison regulations and the due performance of duty on the 
•part of the convict officers. 
Remission to convicts on scavenging duty (Rule 176) 
Subject to good work and conduct in jail, convicts 
of the scavenger class working as scavengers in jails, or 
convicts to whom on administrative grounds it is not 
found expedient to promote to the grades of convict 
officers, shall, though they may not be appointed convict 
officers, be entitled to receive ordinary remission at 
the scales sanctioned in the preceding paragraph for 
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convict night watchmen and convict cverseers respectively, 
with effect from the first day of the month following the 
one on which they would, but for this rule, be eligible 
for promotion to those grades. They shall, however, not 
be eligible for remission at the scale prescribed for 
convict warders. 
Remissions to convicts expert in any industry or employed 
on wool carding (Rule 177) 
Convicts who become experts in any industry may 
be granted remissions admissible under paragraph 175 in 
lieu of promotion to the post of convict officers. 
Special remissions at double rates shall be granted to 
convicts employed on wool carding. 
Commencement of remissions (Rule 178) 
Subject to the provisions of Rule 173 ordinary 
remissions under Rule 174 shall be calculated from the 
first day of the calender month next following the date 
on which the convict is committed to jail, or, if he was 
in jail as an under-trial prisoner on the date of 
sentence, the date of such sentence. Any convict who, 
because of his having been released on bail or his 
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sentence having been temporari ly suspended, i s a f t e r -
wards re-admitted to j a i l , sha l l be brought under the 
remission system on the f i r s t day of the calender month 
next following such re-admission, but s h a l l be c red i ted 
with any remission which he may have earned as a convict 
previous to his r e l ease on b a i l or the suspension of his 
sentence . Remissions under Rule 175 s h a l l be ca lcu la ted 
from the f i r s t day of the calender month following the 
appointment of the convic t as a convic t warder, convict 
overseer or convict n ight watchman. 
Remission to convicts working on holidays (Rule 179) 
Convicts employed on pr ison servicers such as 
cooks, scavengers, s tore-keepers lamp c l eane r s , hosp i t a l 
a t t e n d a n t s , and barbers , e t c . , who o r d i n a r i l y work on 
Sunday and other j a i l ho l idays , may be awarded one day ' s 
ordinary remission for each complete calendar month 
dur ing which they have been so employed, in addit ion to 
any other remission earned under these r u l e s . 
Convict warders and convict overseers s h a l l , 
however, not be e l i g i b l e for remissions under t h i s r u l e . 
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Remission for continuous period of no punishment 
(Rule 180) 
(a) Any convict, eligible for remission under these 
rules, who, for a continuous period of the one year 
or more reckoned from the first day of the month 
following the date of his sentence or his commitment 
or re-commitment to jail after conviction or the 
date on which he was past punished for a prison 
offence, has received no punishment other than a 
formal warning for any prison offence, shall be 
awarded fifteen days* ordinary remission in addition 
to any other remissions earned under these rules for 
each such complete year. 
(b) when a convict has been well-behaved and has not been 
punished except by a formal warning, and has devoted 
himself diligently to the performance of the prescribed 
dally task, for three consecutive years, he shall, in 
addition to the "fifteen days* remission for each of 
the first two years be awarded a remission of two 
months at the end of the third year. 
Officers authorized to award ordinary remissions (Rule 181) 
Ordinary remission shall be awarded by the Super-
intendent or, subject to his control and supervision and 
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according to the provisions of the next following rule 
by the Deputy Superintendent, Jailor, Deputy Jailor, or 
any other officer specially empowered by him in this be-
half. 
Procedure for the award of remission (Rule 182) 
The award of ordinary remissions shall be made as 
nearly as possible on January 1, April 1, July 1, and 
October 1. 
An officer awarding ordinary remission shall* before 
making the award, consult the convict's history-ticket on 
which every offence proved against the convict must be 
carefully recorded. 
If a convict has not been punished during the quarter 
otherwise than by a formal warning, he shall be awarded 
the full ordinary remission earned by him for that quarter 
under rule 174. 
If a convict has been punished during the quarter 
otherwise than by a formal warning, the case shall be 
placed before the Superintendent who, after considering 
the punishment or punishments awarded to him, shall 
decide the amount of remission to be granted to him. 
All remissions awarded to a convict shall be 
intimated to him and recorded, as soon as possible, on 
his history-ticket. 
They shall also be entered every quarter on the 
remissions sheet. 
No remission for the month of release (Rule 183) 
No convict shall receive ordinary remission in 
respect of the calendar month in which he is released. 
Special remissions (Rule 184) 
Special remission may be given to any convict, 
whether entitled to ordinary remission or not, other than 
a convict undergoing a sentence referred to in rule 171 
(a), for special services, such as -
(1) marked diligence in teaching to read and write; 
(2) special proficiency in learning to read and write or 
passing an examination with credit; 
(3) marked success in teaching handicraft; 
(4) special excellence in work, or greatly increased out-
turn of work of good quality; 
(5) protecting an officer of the prison from attack; 
Q? 
(6) special assistance to an officer of the prison in 
case of an outbreak of fire or other similar 
emergency; 
(7) special economy in wearing cloths; 
(8) assisting in detecting or preventing breaches of 
prison discipline or regulations. 
Extent of sp)ecial remission (Rule 185) 
Special remission may be awarded -
(a) by the Superintendent, to an amount not exceeding 
three days for every completed calendar month; 
(b) by the Inspector General, to an amount not exceeding 
six days for every completed calender month. 
Entry of special remission on history-ticket (Rule 186) 
An award of special remission shall be entered 
on the history-ticket of the convict as soon as possible 
after it is made, and when such remission has been 
awarded by the Superintendent, brief reasons for such 
award shall also be recorded thereon. 
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Limit of total remission (Rule 187) 
The total remission awarded to a convict under 
these rules shall not, without the special sanction of 
the State Government, exceed one-third part of the 
sentence undergone. 
Method of converting days of remission into months and 
days in calculating date of release (Rule 188) 
In calculating the date of release of a convict 
the number of days of remission earned shall be 
converted into months and days at the rate of thirty 
days to a month. 
Release of convicts on earning remissions (Rule 189) 
When a convict, other than a life convict, has 
earned such remission as entitles him to release, the 
Superintendent shall release him unconditionally, provided 
that when the premature release of a convict has been 
ordered by the State Government,,whether on the recomme-
ndation of the revising board or under the fourteen 
year rule or otherwise, such conditions as may have 
been imposed by the State Government shall be complied 
wlth-i°. 
10. The State Government as noted earlier, may exercise 
power conferred by Section 432, of the Cr. P.C. and 
remit the sentence either conditionally or uncondi-
tionally. 
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No Llfe-convict to be released without orders of the 
^tate Government (Rule 190) 
No life-convict and no convict, in whose case 
the State Government may have passed on order forbidding 
his release without reference to it, shall be released 
conditionally or unconditionally without the special 
orders of the State Government and all such cases shall 
be reported at the proper time by the Superintendent 
for the orders of the State Government through the 
Inspector General. 
Total remissions to be endorsed on warrant on release 
(Rule 191) 
When a convict is released without reference 
to the State Government, the total amount of remissions 
earned by him shall be endorsed on his warrant and the 
endorsement shall be signed by the Superintendent. 
Remissions to be entered on history-ticket and warrant 
of a prisoner on transfer (Rule 192) 
When a convict is transferred to another Jail, 
the total amount of remissions earned by him upto the 
end of the previous month shall be endorsed on his 
warrant and entered on his history-ticket, the entries 
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being signed by the Superintendent and the remission 
sheet with the convict along with other documents. 
The receiving jail shall be responsible for 
seeing that the above information is duly obtained. 
Every jail in which a convict serves a portion 
of his sentence shall be responsible for the correct 
calculation of the remission earned by him in the jail. 
Remission sheets of released convict (Rule 193) 
The remission sheet of a convict shall be 
retained in the jail for a period of one year after his 
release. 
Information to be sent by courts in cases of convicts 
convicted of heinous offences (Rule 194) 
When a convict is sent to a jail under a 
sentence of transportation or imprisonment, for term or 
terms exceeding in the aggregate fourteen years on 
conviction for a "heinous offence", the court should 
furnish information on the following points to the 
Superintendent of the jail concerned : 
'^ ' Whether the convict is a professional, hereditairy, 
or specially dangerous criminal or not : 
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(2) Whether the offence of which he was convicted was 
an 'organised crime' or not. 
Loss of .Remission by way of Punishment 
The Prison Act 1894 makes provisions for depri-
vation of benefit of remission for prison offences under 
Section 46 the Prison Act it is provided that the Suprin-
tendent may examine any person touching any prison 
offences, and determine thereupon, and punish such 
offence by-
"Clause (4)- such loss of privileges admissible 
under the remission system for the 
time being in force as may be 
prescribed by rules made by the 
State Government". 
Several States have amended this section to 
11 12 
include furlough system , furlough or parole system 
13 
and other prison privileges . 
11. Andhra Pradesh Act XXIII of 1958, Section 3 & Sch. 
(w.e.f. 1.2.1960); Orissa (a) Act XXIX of 1958, 
Section 3 { 19.11.1958). 
12. Bombay Acts XXVII of 1953, Section 3 (13.5.1953) read 
with and as amended by XXIII of 1959 (d)(1.6.1959); 
Gujarat Act XI of 1960, Section 87 and Gujarat A.L. 
(8th Am) 0., 1961. 
13. The Punjab Act XXXVII of 1957, Section 2 (6.11.1957); 
Act XXXI of 1966, which covers Punjab, Haryana and 
Chandigarh; Orissa Act XXIII of 1956, Section 2 
(31.10.1956); The U.P. Act IX of 1958, Section 3 
(27.2.1958). 
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Some States have made amendments in the Prison 
Act to provide for punishment for breach of conditions 
14 
of remission of sentence. For example the Andhra Pradesh 
has added section 48 A in the Prison Act which runs as : 
If any prisoner fails without sufficient 
cause to observe any of the conditions on which his 
sentence was suspended or remitted or furlough was 
granted to him^ he shall be deemed to have committed 
a prison offence and the Superintendent may, after 
obtaining his expla-nation, punish such offence by -
(1) a formal warning, 
(2) reduction in grade if such prisoner has been appointed 
an officer of prison; 
(3) loss of privileges admissible under the remission or 
furlough system; or 
(4) loss of such other privileges as the State Government 
may be general or special order direct. 
In its application to the States of Orissa , 
1 fi 1 7 
Maharashtra and Gujarat , Section 48-A is the same as 
that of Andhra Pradesh. 
14. Andhra Pradesh Act XXIII of 1958, Section 3 & Sch. 
(w.e.f. 1.2.1960). 
15. Orissa Act XXlX of 1958, Section 5 (19.11.1958). 
16. Bombay Act XXVII of 1953, Section 5 (13.5.1953) read 
ith Bombay Act XXITI of 1959, Section 3(f). 
17. Gujarat A.L. (8th Am.) 0.,1961. 
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18 Some States have made provision for conferrment 
upon the authority concerned the power to arrest without 
warrant person committing breach of conditions of remission 
of sentence. Section 51-A which provides for this power 
run as : 
If any condition on or subject to 
which a sentence has been suspended or remitted or 
release on parole or furlough is granted is# in the 
opinion of the authority exercising such power, not 
fulfilled, such authority may cancel its order granting 
such suspension, remission or release on parole or 
furlough, and thereupon the person in whose favour 
such order was made may, if at large, be arrested by 
any police Officer without warrant, and remanded to 
undergo the unexpired portion of his sentence. 
Further the provision ^ ^ is made for the Criminal 
liability for breach of conditions of remission of 
sentence. It is provided that if any prisoner whose 
sentence was remitted, fails to observe the condition on 
which his sentence was remitted, shall be punished with 
imprisonment, which may extend to two years or with fine 
which may extend to one thousand rupees. 
18. Maharashtra and Gujarat by Bombay Act XXIII of 1959, 
Section 3 (h)(1.6.1959); Act XI of 1960, Section 87 
and Gujarat A.L. (8th Am.) 0., 1961, 
19, Section 51-B. 
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Comparative analysis of the Prison Rules t As operative 
in different States 
The rules laid down by U«P, Jail Manual regulate 
the remission system only in the prisons of Uttar Pradesh. 
Other States also have their own Prison Rules in this 
regard. Prison Rules of some States have been enumerated 
20 in various appendices attached herewith . For the 
purposes of comparison a brief discussion about the 
difference in the remission rules of different States 
with that of U.P. rules would be In order. 
The U.P« Jail Manual has made the provision 
that no ordinary remission can be earned in respect of 
any sentence of rigorous imprisonment for a period less 
than three months. Kerala, Karnataka/ Maharashtra and 
Madras have the same provision, but Bihar Orissa and 
Assam differ on the point and have made the provision 
that no ordinary remission can be earned in respect of 
sentence of imprisonment less than six months. 
With regard to the scale of ordinary remission, 
Karnataka has same scale as in U»P» i.e., three days 
remission is granted for good behaviour and three days 
for good work in a month. While in Bihar, Orissa, Kerala, 
20. See Appendices I to IV. 
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Assam, Madras and Rajasthan, two days remission per month 
is granted for good conduct and two days for industry 
and due performance of daily task imposed. But 
Maharashtra rules further differ from other States and 
grant three days remission in a month for good behaviour 
and four days remission for performing the alloted work. 
Further, States also differ with each other in 
respect to the scale of ordinary remission for Convict 
©fficers. As for Convict Warders, Karnataka, Madras, 
Kerala and Assam grant eight days ordinary remission 
per month, whereas Maharashtra, Bihar and Orissa have 
no provision for them. For convict overseers, Mahara-
shtra grant nine days remission per month (four days for 
good behaviour and five days for satisfactory performance 
of alloted work). while Bihar, Orissa, Kerala and 
Madras granted six days remission per month. But 
Karnataka has no provision for them. 
For convict night watchman, Karnataka have the 
same scale as in U.P, and award seven days remission 
per month. While Bihar, Orissa, Assam, Kerala and Madras 
rules differ from U.P. and grant five days remission 
per month. Maharashtra grant eight days remission in a 
month (three days per month for good behaviour and five 
days per month for satisfactory performance of alloted 
work) . 
9t 
States also have differences with regard to 
remission to convict working on holidays. Kamataka 
awarded seven days remission per month to them. Bihar, 
Orissa, Kerala and Assam granted two days remission per 
quarter. Madras grant three days remission per quarter, 
while Maharashtra awarded three days remission per 
month. 
Annual good conduct remission is awarded by the 
Karnataka, Bihar, Orissa, Assam, Kerala and Madras at 
the rate of fifteen days for a continious period of one 
year of no offence. But Maharashtra award thirty days 
remission for no offence for one year. 
With regard to the extent of Special remission, 
Karnataka has empowered the Superintendent to award 
special remission not exceeding thirty days in one year, 
and to Inspector General or State Government to award 
special remission not exceeding sixty days in one year. 
Bihar, Orissa, Assam, Kerala and Madras have the same 
provision. But in Maharashtra Superintendent and 
Inspector General are empowered to grant special remission 
not exceeding thirty days in one year and State Government 
may grant special remission not exceeding 120 days in a 
year. 
9', 
In respect of the limit of total remission 
awarded under all these rules to a prisoner Karnataka, 
Bihar, Orissa, Assam, Kerala and Maharashtra provides 
that total of remission shall not exceed one third part 
of sentence. Though, Madras provides that total of 
remission shall not exceed one fourth part of sentence, 
but in special cases with the sanction of Government 
remission can be awarded upto one-third part of sentence. 
The above discussion makes it clear that the 
system of remission lacks uniformity and varies from 
21 
State to State. The All India Jail Manual Committee 
has also highlighted the desirability of bringing a 
general uniformity in prison procedures while allowing 
flexibility in the manual for adoptation to local 
conditions. Remission rules have a wider sweep. It is 
not merely a matter of procedure but of substantive 
priviledge. Lack of uniformity in remission scale may 
adversely effect prisoners who are transferred from one 
State to another State under the Transfer of Prisoners 
Act. 
It is very unfortunate that the suggestions 
made by the All India Jail Manual Committee and contained 
in the "Model Prison Manual^ have not been adopted by the 
21. Government of India, Model Prison Manual (1970)at 
(vii). 
22. Ibid. 
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various States Governments. It would be appropriate 
that the State Government should take interest in a 
better prison administration. The suggestions of the 
All India Jail Manual Commi.ttee with regard to remission 
are contained in Chapter XXIX of the Model Prison Manual. 
These provisions are more logically arranged and are 
more scientific then the existing remission rules. A 
brief discussion of these provisions would be in order. 
Model Prison '^ anual provides that the remission 
is a concession which can be granted to prisoners by 
the State Government, Inspector-General and Superinten 
dent. But the prisoner cannot claim it as a matter of 
right. And the State Government reserves the right to 
debar or withdraw any prisoner from the concession of 
23 
remission , This concession is intended to be an 
incentive to maintain prison discipline by the prisoners 
24 
and for their co-operation in prison administration 
25 There are three types of remission . They are (1) 
Ordinary remission (2) Special remission and (3) State 
Government remission, 
23. Rule 1, 
2 4. Rule 2. 
2 5. Rule 5. 
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Superintendent of Jail or an Officer nominated 
by him on his behalf is authorised to grant ordinary 
remission , Ordinary remission can be earned by a 
prisoner having a substantive sentence of three months 
or more or by a prisoner having a sentence of simple 
imprisonment for the same period who volunteer to work. 
Prisoners unable to work due to causes beyond their 
control are also entitled for ordinary remission at the 
scale earned by them during previous month. Prisoners 
working on conservancy jobs should be granted remission 
27 
irrespective of the length of their sentence . 
No ordinary remission can be granted in respect 
of substantive sentence of imprisonment to less than 
three months or for a sentence passed in default of 
payment of fine. Ordinary remission shall also not be 
granted to the prisoners in whose cases the State 
Government or the Inspector-General has forbidden the 
grant of remission, or who have been removed from the 
28 
remission system . 
Ordinary remission may be granted to a prisoner 
at the scale of three days per month for good behaviour 
and three days per month for performing alloted work at 
26. Rule 5 (i) . 
27. Rule 5 (ii). 
28. Rule 5 (iii). 
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prescribed standard. The prisoner who is engaged in 
conservancy jobs may be granted remission of two days 
per month, A part from ttiis a prisoner is eligible 
for fifteen days of remission if he continues to be of 
good character and abstains from committing prison 
29 
offences for a period of one year . 
Special remission should be granted on a very 
selective basis to deserving prisoners only. Normally 
the prisoners who are eligible for ordinary remission 
may be granted special remission. But in exceptional 
cases the special remission may be granted to other 
prisoners also with the sanction of the Inspector-
-.30 
General 
Special remission not exceeding s ix ty days per 
year can be awarded by the Inspector-General and not 
exceeding t h i r t y days per year can be awarded by the 
Remission Committee for spec ia l se rv ices rendered by 
32 
the prisoners. The services include : 
(a) Saving the life of a Government employee or prison 
visitor or inmate. 
29. Rule 5 (iv) . 
30. Rule 6 (ii). 
31. Rule 6 (iii). 
32. Rule 6 (i). 
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(b) Protecting Government employee or prison visitor 
or inmate from attack, 
(c) Preventing or assisting in preventing escape of 
a prisoner or apprehending a prisoner attempting 
to escape or intimating the attempted escape of 
a prisoner. 
(d) Assisting prison officials in evergencles like 
fire, outbreak, riot, strike, etc. 
(e) Assisting in preventing, detecting serious breach 
of prison regulations, 
(f) Marked dellgence and success in importing education 
and in teaching arts and crafts, 
(g) Out standing contribution or performance In 
cultural and other activities, 
(h) Special good work in Service Unit. 
Remission may be forfeited by the State 
Government the Inspector-General, or Superintendent if 
33 
the prisoner is convicted for an prison offence t 
It is also stated that the total remission awarded to 
a prisoner under all these rules shall not without 
special sanction of Government exceed one third of his 
34 
sentence . And the ordinary remission shall not be 
33. Rule 14. 
34. Rule 13. 
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35 granted for the month of p r i s o n e r ' s r e l ease . 
Remission granted by the S t a t e Government 
s h a l l be ca l led S ta te Government Remission. I t can be 
granted to such p r i s o n e r s , as the S t a t e Government may 
dec ide . This remission wi l l be granted a t such sca le 
or in such quantum as may be fixed by the S ta te Govern-
O f. 
ment from time to time 
35. Rule 12 (Iv). 
36. Rule 7, 
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C H A P T E R - V 
R E M I S S I O N A N D J U D I C I A R Y 
Under the Indian legal system the inhab i tan t s 
are governed by the laws enacted by the l e g i s l a t i o n . 
These laws governed a l l the systems operat ing in the country. 
But the fa i rness of these laws and there enforcement i s 
sub jec t to sc ru t iny by the j u d i c i a l organ of the S t a t e . 
The j ud i c i a ry i s authorised to check the reasonableness 
of the laws and to control t h e i r enforcement in the 
admin i s t r a t ion . whenever t h e i r i s any law whicn i s u l t r a -
v i r e s of Indian Cons t i tu t ion the j ud i c i a ry can declare 
i t inva l id and r e s t r a i n i t s app l ica t ion In the adminis t ra t ion 
of j u s t i c e . And where the adminis t ra t ive action i s not 
inconsonence with the s p i r i t of law, the jud ic ia ry comeforward 
t o r e s t r a i n the said order and provide r e l i e f to the 
v i c t im . 
The system of remission which provides for the 
pre-mature re lease i s though governed by the law and ru les 
framed for t h i s purpose. But the working of these ru les 
i . e . remission r u l e s , i s also under the closed scru t iny 
of the j u d i c i a r y . And whenever t h e i r i s any adminis t ra t ive 
ac t ion which i s a r b i t r a r y or discreminatory the Judic iary 
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can declare it void and ineffective. -Chus when the 
executive award certain remissions, the- judiciary can 
check their reasonableness if they violates the constitutional 
rights available to prisoners. However the application 
of the fundamental rights to the prisoners is subject to 
reasonable restrictions as are permissible under the 
constitution. 
On different occassions various disputes and 
controvercies have arisen relating to remission system. 
In deciding these problems tne judiciary has laid down 
certain principles and norms, wnich would also serve as 
guiding principles in future. This chapter makes an 
attempt to examine these principles and tries to assess 
their significance and utility under the following heads. 
(a) Remission cannot be granted on the basis of 
caste or race. 
(b) Individualisation : Assembly line consideration 
disapproved. 
(c) State is requirea to act ex^^editiously. 
(d) Principle of fairness. 
(e) Principle governing computation of remission : 
Working of the remission. 
(f) For the purpose of remission : Under trial 
prisoners and convict prisoners distinguished. 
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(g) Remission does not mean acquittal. 
(h) Those who are governed by section 43 3-A are 
bound to undergo 14 years imprisonment, 
(i) Constitutionality of Section 433-A. 
(j) Section 433-A is prospective in effect, 
(k) Power conferred by Section 55, I,P,C, is different 
to that of conferred by Section 432, Cr. P.C. 
(1) A prisoner is bound to serve his sentence even 
though he has earned sufficient remissions, 
(m) Appropriate Government alone can remit sentence, 
(n) Court have no control over the exercise of 
governmental power under Section 432/ Cr. P.C. 
(o) Government has no power to remit the imprisonment 
in default of payment of fine, 
(p) President and Governors can exercise the power 
of remission on the advice of respective 
Governments. 
(q) Court recommendation for remission : when their 
are mitigating factors, 
(r) The duty of the jail Superintendent to recommend 
suitable cases. 
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{a) Remission cannot be granted on the basis of caste or race 
The Constitution of India prescribes equality 
and alms to bring about an egalitarian society. the general 
principle of equality is enshrined in Article 14 and Article 
15, 16, 17, & 18 deal with specific situations. 
Article 15 prohibits the State to make any law 
which discriminates "only" on the basis of race, caste, 
sex, creed, religion etc. Thus no remission can be granted 
on the basis of caste or race, Madhya Pradesh "igh Court 
2 in Mohan Singh v. State of M.p, observed that the Caste 
or race can not be made the ground for granting remissions 
to the prisoners. If the State decides to grant certain 
remission to prisoners of a particular caste or race and if 
it denies the same to other prisoners on the basis of their 
caste and race only, the prisoners who are so denied the 
1. Article 15 
(1) -i^he State shall not descriminate against any 
citizen on grounds only of religion, race, caste, sex, place 
of birth or any of them. 
(2) No citizen shall, on grounds only of religion 
race, caste, sex, place of birth or any of theuji, be subject 
to any disabi.ity, liability, restriction or condition with 
regard to 
(a) access to shops, public restaurants, hotels, and 
places of public entertainment ; or 
(b) the use of wells, tanks, bathing ghats, roads 
10? 
benefit are entitled to invoke the fundamental flight 
under Article 15 of the Indian Constitution. The grant 
of special remissions merely on the ground of caste or race 
of prisoners can not be treated as conducive to the 
advancement of the interests of the members of that caste 
or race because fitness of a prisoner for remission or 
release can not be judged on the basis of caste or race 
alone. Thus the special remissions granted to prisoners 
of the S. C. Sc S. T. bears no reasonable nexus with the 
advancement of the S. C. & S. T. and does not qualify 
for protection under clause (4) Article 15 of the Indian 
Constitution. 
and places of public resort maintained 
wholly or partly out of State funds or 
dedicated to the use of the general public. 
(3) Nothing in this article shall prevent the 
State from making any special provision for women and 
Children, 
(4) Nothing in this article or in Clause (2) of 
Article 29 shall prevent tue State from making any special 
provision for the advancement of any socially and educationally 
backward classes of citizens or for the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes. 
2. 1981 Cri, LJ., 147 (M.P.) 
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(b) Individuallsation ; Assembly line consideration disapproved 
Remissions should oe granted after considering 
the case of each prisoner separately. In Rakesh Kaushik v. 
Delni Administration , the Delhi High Court emphasised the 
importance of due consideration of each case on individual 
basis. The Court observed that for granting remission the 
Case of each ^^risoner should be considered separately. 
As no case must happen in the same circumstances as that 
of other. Court opined that the sentence Revising Board 
has not acted properly, when it considered the cases of all 
the convicts collectively. Each case has to be considered 
on its own merits. 
(c) State is required to act expeditiously 
4 
In Baldev Singh v. State of Punjab , High Court 
of i'unjab and Haryana has followed Kuljeet Singh and held 
that when the question of liberty of a citizen is involved, 
the State is required to act expeditiously and indefinite' 
postponement of the matter can not be expected from it. 
Therefore when the convict file a mercy petition for the 
grant of remission, the State should dispose it off as 
soon as possible. 
3. 1986 Cri. LJ. 566 Del. 
4. 1987, P. Sc H. IJR. Nov. 23, 1987 
5. Kuljeet Singh v. Lt. Governor of Delhi, AIR 1982, S,C, 774 
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(d) Principle of fairness 
The principles of natural justice must observe 
while taking any action for granting or refusing to grant 
remission. The court can check that the action of Government 
should not violate the principles of natural justice. 
Following principles are laid down by the court. 
(1) Government should not exercise the power of 
remission arbitrarily :- Allahabad High Court 
followed the decision of Maru Ram. v. Union of 
India , in Peoples Union of Civil Liberties v. 
7 
State of U,P. , and observed : 
"There should not be any arbitrariness in the 
exercise of the power of remission and the action 
of the executive authority concerned should 
stand the test of reason. The appropriate 
Government must exercise this power fairly. 
Political causes or party favourism can net be 
interplopers in this area. The order which is 
tne product of extraneous or malafide factors 
will vitiate the exercises of this power". 
(ii) Opportunity of representation before refusing 
remission ; necessary ;- Government should 
afford opportunity to convict for making represen-
tation before passing final order refusing 
remission. 
6. (1981) 1 SC C. 107 
7. (1983) Cri. LJ. 1166 All. 
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Punjab & Haryana High Court In Baljit Singh 
p 
V. State of Punjab , has held that if the 
Government is not inclined to grant remission 
to a life convict, whose case is placed for 
consideration, the Government should afford 
an opijortunity to the affected convict to make 
his representations, if any, in support of his 
claim for premature release. It is no doubt 
true that the lifers are not entitled under 
the Constitution or the Statute to claim premature 
release as of right and it is equally true that 
the power of granting remission is exclusively 
vested in the Government. But even so, when the 
Government has evolved a system of (_remature 
release, and has framed rules to formulate the 
modality for implementing the scheme of premature 
release, the Government cannot be heard to say 
that its orders need not be backed by reasons and 
secondly that a person affected by its order, 
cannot be legally claim a right of representa-
* 
tion. The principles of natural justice do 
require an opportunity being given to the person 
concerned to make whatever representations he 
wants to make before the Government passes its 
8. 1986 Cri. LJ. 1037-41; Same principle is also laid d-wn 
in, R, Raghupathy v. State of Ta/nil Nadu, 1984, Cri. LJ. 
NOC 117 Mad. 
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final order. Even if the orc3ers of Government 
refusing to accept the recortutiendation of the 
Advisory Board and granting remission is considered 
to be administrative in nature, yet the concerned 
prisoners are entitled to notice of the proposed 
action of the Governinent so that they may have 
an opportunity of putting forth whatever 
representations they want to make against the 
proposed view taken by the Government. Thus 
whenever the Government is of the view that the 
Advisory Board's recommendation for premature 
release is not worthy of acceptance and that 
the case should be taken up for consideration 
at a later point of time, the Government should 
give notice of its view to the affected 
prisoners and afford them an opportunity to 
make whatever representations they want to make 
and thereafter pass the final orders. 
(iii) Oral hearing ; not essential - whether the 
condemned person is.entitled to an oral hearing 
from the President when he filed petition under 
Article 72 for invoking the powers of President. 
While rejecting any right of oral hearing, the 
Supreme Court of India, in Kehar Singh v. Uni 
9 
of India, observed : 
on 
9. AIR 1989 S,C, 653. 
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"There is no right in the condemned person to 
insist on an oral hearing before the President. 
The proceeding before the President is of an 
executive character, and when the condemned 
person files his petition it is for him to 
submit with it all the requisite inforaiation 
necessary for the disposal of the petition* 
He has no right to insist on presenting an 
oral argument. The manner of consideration 
of the petition lies within the discretion of 
the President, and it is for him to decide how 
best he can acquaint himself with all the 
infor.nation that is necessary for its proper 
and effective disposal. The President may 
consider sufficient the information furnished 
before him in the first instance or he may send 
for further material relevant to the issues 
which he considers partinent, and he may, if 
he considers it will assist him in treating with 
the petition, give an oral hearing to the 
parties. The matter lies entirely within his 
discretion". 
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Thus, when the Government has to take any action 
for the grant of remission the oral hearing is not essential. 
And the condemned person may represent himself in writing. 
Such denial of oral hearing would net amount to be 
violative of the principle of natural justice. 
(e) Principle governing Computation of remission ; working 
of the remission 
The period of remission is to be computed on the 
basis of actual period to be spent in jail and not on the 
basis of total j^ eriod of different sentences awarded to a 
convict. In shabbuddini Pannunia v. State of Gujrat , the 
Gujrat High Court has neld that the scale of remission must 
be worked out with reference to the effective sentence or 
the actual period for which the prisoner has to remain in 
jail. The total period of imprisonment awarded to a prisoner 
should not be taken into account while counting the length 
of the sentence for the purpose of remission, where one or 
more sentences are ordered to run concurrently. 
(f) For the purpose of remission ; Under trial prisoners and 
Convict prisoners distinguished 
The oenefit of remission is only available to the 
convict prisoners. And a prisoner cannct claimed remission 
for the period which he has served as an under trial prisoner, 
lu. 1986 cri. LJ. 149. Guj. 
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Because under trial prisoners are a distinct category as 
distinguished from convict prisoners. And such categorisation 
is not violative of Article 14 of the Indian Constitution. 
Bombay High Court in Saikee Mazar v. B. N. Patel 
observed : 
"The under trial prisoners and the convict prisoners 
make a distinct classification and cannot attract the 
provisions of Article 14 of tne Constitution. What Article 
14 prohibits is class legislation and not reasonable 
classification for the purposes of legislation. If the 
Legislature takes care to reasonably classify persons for 
legislative purposes and if it deals equally with all persons 
belonging to a well defined class, it is not open to the 
charge of denial of equal protection on the ground that 
the law does not apply to other persons" 
The Court further said :^^ 
"The under trial prisoners are a distinct category 
as distinguished from the convict prisoners. Merely 
because section 428 of the Cr. P.C. provides for set off 
of the period of detention undergone during investigation, 
inquiry or trial, the same cannot equate an under trial 
detention or remand detention with Imprisonment on conviction. 
11. 1989 Cri. Lj. 1257 Bom. 
12. Ibid. 
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The provision as to set off expresses a legislative policy 
but the same cannot do away with the difference in the two 
kinds of detention and put them on the same footing for all 
purposes including remission". 
(g) Remission does not mean acqxtittal 
13 
Mysore High Court in. In re Pattawwa » case 
opined that a re-nission of punishment does not mean acquittal 
and the convicted person has every right to go in appeal to 
clear himself of the stigma of conviction. 
(h) Those who governed by Section 43 3--A are bound to undergo 
14 years imprisonment 
The offenders who are convicted and sentenced to 
life imprisonment after the commencement of section 433-A 
Cr. P.C. for offence for which the sentence of death could 
have also been imposed alone are governed by Section 433-A, 
Cr. P. C , and hence bound to serve minimum period prescribed 
14 
by this section. In State of A. P. v. G. M. Morey , Supreme 
Court observed : 
"The effect of this section i.e. 433-A, Cr. P.C. on 
those, who are governed by it is that they must undergo 
imprisonment for a minimum period of 14 years. Those who are 
not governed by section 43 3-A, Cr. P.C. are not bound to 
13. A.I.R. 1959 Mys. 11671959 Cri. L.J. 617 (Mys). 
14. A.I.R. 1982 S.C. 1195;1982 SCC (Cri) 464. 
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undergo imprisonment for a minimum period of 14 years, being 
eligible for such remissions as may be granted to them by 
the Government." 
Even if a prisoner who is governed by Section 
433-A, earned certain remission, they will be of no use 
before the completion of 14 years. 
In Thimma v. Union of India, Karnataka High Court 
» 
has held t ha t the remissions earned by the pr isoner who i s 
governed by Section 433-A, cannot be given se t -off against the 
period of 14 years , which i s made cumpulsory by sect ion 433-A. 
( i) C o n s t i t u t i o n a l i t y of Section 433-A 
There has been some controvercy as to the c o n s t i -
t u t i o n a l i t y of Section 433-A,but i t has been held in Maru 
Ram V. Union of India , t h a t the sa id sec t ion i s absolutely 
c o n s t i t u t i o n a l and i s not u l t r a - v i r e s . Supermacy of the said 
sec t ion also affirmed over the Remission Rules and shor t 
sentencing s t a t u t e s made by the var ious S t a t e s . 
17 Supreme Court observed : 
"Though i t i s apparent t h a t s u p e r f i c i a l l y viewed, 
the two powers, one c o n s t i t u t i o n a l and the other 
15. 1981 Cri. L.J. 244 (Kta.) 
16. A.I.R. 1980 S.C. 2147. 
17. Maru Ram v. Union of India, A.I.R. 1980 S.C. 2147. 
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s t a t u t o r y , are co -ex tens ive . But two things may 
be s imi la r but not the same. The power which i s the 
c rea tu re of the code cannot be equated with a high 
prerogat ive vested by the c o n s t i t u t i o n in the highest 
funct ionar ies of the union and the S t a t e s . The 
Cons t i tu t iona l power i s 'untouchable ' and 
•unapproachable* and can not suffer the v i c i s s i t u d e s 
of simple l e g i s l a t i v e p rocesses . Therefore, 
Section 433-A can not be inva l ida ted as i n d i r e c t l y 
v i o l a t i v e of Ar t i c l e 72 and 161. What the code 
g ives , i t can take and so , an embargo on Section 
432 i s within the l e g i s l a t i v e power of Parl iament". 
(j) Sect ion 433-A i s prospect ive In e f fec t 
18 In Maru Ram v . Union of Ind ia , the apex Court 
of Ind ia declared t h a t the sec t ion 433-A i s prospect ive in 
e f f e c t . The mandatory minimum 14 years actual imprisonment 
w i l l not operate agains t those whose cases were decided by 
the t r i a l cour t before 18th Dec. 1978, when sec t ion 433-A 
comes i n t o force . All l i f e r s whose convict ion by the cour t 
of f i r s t ins tance was entered p r io r to t h a t date are 
e n t i t l e d to cons idera t ion by the Government for re lease on 
the s t reng th of earned remiss ions . 
18. A.I .R. 1980 S.C. 2147. 
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(k) Power conferred by section 55, I,P»C« Is different to 
that of conferred by section 432» Cr« P»C, 
19 Rangoon High Court has pointed out that 
distinction is to be observed between the powers conferred 
by section 55, I,P,C. and those conferred by the section 
4 32, Cr. P.C. If the accused after he is imprisoned for 
life has his punishment commuted under Section 55, I,P.C. 
to the imprisonment for 14 years, he cannot upon his 
release be regarded thereafter as "being under Sectence of 
life" but where the sentence of imprisonment for life has 
been remitted under section 432, Cr. P.C. The accused must 
be regarded as still "being under sentence of imprisonment 
of life" after his release from jail, 
(1) A prisoner is bound to serve his sentence even though 
he has earned sufficient remissions 
Neither life termers nor other term prisoners 
can claim release as a matter of right even though they 
have earned sufficient remissions under remission rule. 
Their release will be effected by an order of the appropriate 
government under Criminal Procedure Code, 
19. Pokun V. Emp. I.L.R. (1939) Rangoon 44. 
X Jt. Jt 
Supreme Court of India in Gopal Vinayak Godse v, 
20 The State of Maharashtra, observed : 
"Though the appropriate Government made certain 
remissions under Cr. P.C« but it did not remit 
the entire sentence. Therefore/ the petitioner 
has not yet acquired any right to be released". 
21 In Sambhaji Krishanji v. State of Maharashtra* 
Supreme Court further held that where a person sentenced 
to transportation for life, he may be detained in prison 
for life. Court cannot interfere on the mere ground that 
if the period of remission claimed by him is taken into 
account, he is entitled to be released, it is for the 
Government to decide whether the convict should be given 
remission and whether he should be released earlier. 
(m) Appropriate Government alone can remit sentence 
The cjuestion of remission is exclusively within 
the province of the appropriate Government. The State 
Government has no power to remit the sentence of the person 
who was convicted of offences relating to a matter which 
is within the sphare of the executive powers of the Union 
and not the State. 
20. A.I.R. 1961 S.C. 600; 1961 Cri. L.J. 736 (S.C.) 
21. A.I.R. 1974 S.C. 147. 
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In G.V. Ramanaiah v. The Superintended of Central 
2 2 Jail, Rajamundry, Supreme Court observed : 
"Where a person committed an offence for which 
the appropriate Government, competent to remit 
the sentence would be Central Government, but the 
State Government wrongly released him by granting 
remission, in such a case when the mistake would 
be detected, such person so released should be 
taken into custody again. As the Central Govern-
ment had not remitted sentence". 
23 In State of M.P. v. Rattan Singh, Supreme Court 
further held,that it is t .e State of conviction and not 
the State where the prisoner is transferred for undergoing 
the sentence competent to remit the balance of the sentence. 
All that the transferee Government can do is to forward the 
case of life convicts to the appropriate Government for 
remitting the remaining terms of their life imprisonment in 
exercise of its power. 
(n) Court have no control over the exercise of Governmental 
power under Section 432, Cr. P«C. 
Bombay High Court in Mahadav Shankar Sonawane v. 
State of Maharashtra,24 has held that the exercise of the 
22. A.I.R. 1974 S.C. 31; 1974 Cri. L.J. 150, 152-153 
23. A.I.R. 1976 S.C. 1552; 1976 Cri. L.J. 1192 
24. 1982 Cri. L.J. 1762 (Bom.) 
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power by the appropriate Government under section 432 is not 
subject to control by the Court. Therefore the court while 
passing the sentence of imprisonment for life cannot pass 
an order specifying a particular term of imprisonment which 
the accused must undergo before he is released from jail 
in-spite of the fact that he is entitled statutorily to 
invoke the powers of remission under section 432 (1) or the 
appropriate Government could suomotu exercise its powers 
to commute the sentence. Such an order or direction of the 
Court would amount to impinging on the constitutional 
provisions contained in Articles 72 and 161. 
In regard to remission of sentences, prior 
consultation of the Court is not made compulsory under 
25 
section 432 (2) of the Code, and even in a case where the 
opinion is sought and obtained by the State Government from 
the Court, the said opinion is not binding on the Government 
(o) Government has no power to remit the imprisonment in 
default of payment of fine 
27 Allahabad High Court in Paras Nath v. State, 
said that the Government possess the power to remit wholly 
or in part the sentence of fine but has no power to r6mit 
25. Hukam Singh v. State,1975 Cri. L.J. 902. 
26. Jaswant Rai v. State, AIR 1967 (Punj.) 155. 
27. A.I.R. 1969 All. 116; Same principle is also laid down 
in Bhal Abdul Ganl v. State of M.P., A.I.R. 1951(Nag.) 
342. 
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the imprisonment in default of payment of fine. Because 
fine is a substantive sentence, the imprisonment in default 
of payment of fine is not punishment for the offence for 
which the offender has been convicted but is punishment 
for the failure to pay the fine. 
(p) President and Governor can exercise the power of 
remission on the advice of respective Government 
The power of the President and Governor to remit 
the sentence is exercised by them on the advice of the 
respective Government. 
28 Apex Court of India in Maru Ram v. Union of India/ 
opined that the power under Article 72 and 161 of the 
Constitution can be exercised by the Central and State 
Governments, not by the President or Governor on their own, 
the advise of the appropriate Government binds the Head of 
the State. 
Allahabad High Court followed Maru Ram's decision 
in. People's Union of Civil Liberties, All. v. State of 
29 U.P., and held that the powers of premature release of 
prisoners are to be exercised by the respective Governments 
and the President and the Governor act on their advice. 
28. A.I.R. 1980 S.C. 2147. 
29. 1983 Cri. L.J. 1166 (All). 
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(q) Court recommendation for remission i when their are 
mitigating factors 
In presence of mitigating circumstances the Court 
can make the recommendation to Government for substantial 
remission of sentence. 
In Gurdeep Bagga v. State, Delhi High Court 
held, that the age of the accused, his good background, as 
well as the fact that he had no criminal history and the 
crime was committed in exceptional circumstances, out of 
utter desparation while deprived of self-control, were 
all mitigating circumstances which warranted a recommen-
dation by the High Court to the Government to exercise its 
powers of reprieve and substantially remit or commute the 
sentence of life imprisonment passed against the accused. 
The young life of the accused did not deserve to be passed 
within the four walls of a jail and the case was a fit one 
to be referred to the Government for remission or commuta-
tion of the sentence passed against the accused. 
Further in Smt. Rukhmina Devi v. State of U.P.,^ "^  
Allahabad High Court observed : 
•^ Where a mother murdered her child and attempt 
30. 1986 Cri. L.J. 896 (Del.). 
31. 1989 cri. L.J. 548 (All.). 
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herself to commit suicide. No apparent motive is 
present and the act was committed due to rage. 
She is only 17 years old. Under these circums-
tances the Court felt that the case was fit in 
which the Government may consider the feasibility 
of remitting of part of the punishment to which 
offender has been sentenced in exercise of its 
power under section 432, Cr. P.C'.' 
Good character and antecedents of convict are also 
such factors in the presence of which court can recommend 
the case for remission. Supreme Court of India in. Ram 
32 Shankar v. The state of M.P,, said : 
"Where the accused bears good moral character and 
have no bad antecedents, neither he resisted his 
arrest nor attempt to conceal his identity, in 
such circumstances the case is appropriate one 
where the Government may remit or reduce 
i« 
sentence of the accused under section 432, Cr.P.C. 
(r) The duty of the jail Superintendent to recommend 
suitable cases 
33 In Jai Parkash v. State, Delhi High Court has 
held that when the prisoner has earned such remissions 
32. 1981 Cri. L.J. 162 (S.C.). 
33. 1989 Cri. L.J. 1938 (Del,). 
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which make him entitled to be release, the jail Super-
intendent should remommend his case to the Government 
for pre-mature release. Such recommendations of tihe 
Jail Superintendent are of peramoxint importance and can-
not be over ruled by the Revising Board on the ground of 
gravity of offence. 
Supreme Court of India has finally decided all 
disputes and controvercies about enforcement of the law 
dealing with remission system in the case of Maru Ram v. 
34 Union of India . The Court observed that the fundamental 
principles, in the sentencing jurisprudence are - that 
sentencing is a judicial function and whatever may be done 
in the matter of executing that sentence in the shape of 
remitting, the executive cannot alter the sentence itself. 
The remission under Indian law does not in any way interfere 
with the order of conviction passed by the Court, it only 
affects the execution of the sentence. 
The Court upholds all remissions and short 
sentencing passed under Article 72 and 161 but release 
will follow, in life sentence cases, only on Government 
making an order in masses or individually in that behalf. 
34. 1980 Cri. L.J. 1440 (S.C.). 
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The Court further holds that imprisonment for 
life lasts until the last breath, and whatever the length 
of remissions earned, the prisoner can claim release only 
if the remaining sentence is remitted by Government. 
The Court observed that though the remission 
rules or short sentencing provision propriovigore may not 
apply as against section 433-A, Cr, P.C. they will over 
ride section 433-A if the Government, Central or State, 
guides itself by the same rules or schemes in the exercise 
of its constitutional power. The present remission and 
release schemes may usefully be taken as guldelinoB under 
Article 72 and 161 and order of release passed. 
The principles laid down by the Supreme Court 
in this case has been proved as a pole star in the 
enforcement of the law and rules dealing with remission 
system. And after this case whenever any problem arises 
relating to remission system, it has been solved in the 
light of the principles laid down by the Supreme Court 
in this case. Thus after this decision the law relating 
to remission system become clear, unambigious and certain. 
With the above discussion it becomes clear 
that the Indian Judiciary has always been very alert to 
check the laws and action of the executive which relate 
12? 
with the detention and liberty of the individual. 
Because of this, the system of remission which provides 
for the premature release also remains in the close 
focus of the judiciary. And whenever, there has been 
any order of the executive which is arbitrary or 
discreminatory the judiciary comes forward to cure the 
said order, so that the individual may not suffer and 
be deprived of his liberty or privileges which the law 
conferred upon him without the fair and just procedure 
establish by law. 
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C H A P T E R - VI 
C O N C L U S I O N A N D S U G G E S T I O N S 
Every soc ie ty t r e a t s i t s convicted offenders in 
a p a r t i c u l a r manner depending upon soc ia l and p o l i t i c a l 
exegencies of the t ime. Some offenders are eliminated 
by d i s t r u c t i v e penal measures o thers are incarcera ted 
for varing pe r iods . Some are d e a l t with by measures 
not involving depr iva t ion of l i b e r t y . Offenders who 
are put behind the walls to srerve a pr ison sentence have 
to be released one day or the o the r . Life in the prison 
i s extremely taxing and involve numerous physical and 
psychological cons t ra ins and d e p r i v a t i o n s . Often there 
i s progressive d e t e r i o r a t i o n in the physical and mental 
hea l th of the cap t ives of the s t a t e . Penologists are 
in agreement tha t i t i s always de s i r ab l e to provide some 
kind of incent ive for ensuring on order ly behaviour of 
the J a i l inmates. The remission system has been i n t r o -
duced to provide for an ear ly r e l ease from the j a i l in 
the hope and expecta t ion tha t the promise of an ea r ly 
r e l ease wi l l ensure an order ly behaviour during and 
a f t e r the period of i n c a r c e r a t i o n . 
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The theory of punishment and reward are two 
aspects of the same process of systematic learning and 
unlearning. The earliest theories of punishment did not 
realise this relativism of the two experiences and so 
did the hedonistic philosophers who contended that the 
nature of pleasure and pain experiences is discrete, 
absolute, ana independent. Development of psycho-
analysis and sociology has shattered such theories and it 
is increasingly being emphasised that reward plays a 
more effective role in human learning than does punish-
ment. Punishment either reinforces the feeling of 
individual or group alienation or the feeling of increased 
inhibition towards the learned mode of conduct. It 
never does propel the individual to look out for new 
avenues for existing modes of adjustment and behaviour 
norms. 
When the retributive-cum-deterrent philosophy 
dominated the underlying policy of the prison administr-
ation in India, imprisonment was awarded with the purpose 
to stir terror in the mind of offender and also others. 
Therefore the imprisonment was very harsh and lacked any 
type of sympathetic attitude towards the prisoner. The 
total impact of the jail term on prisoners had been so 
dehumanising that it alienated them further from society. 
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Contemporarily, the repressive-punitive policy 
is giving way to a philosophy of correction and rehabi-
litation of offenders. Non-punitive efforts to reassi-
milate offenders in society are receiving greater 
emphasis. The universal impact of this thinking Is 
reflected in the United Nations convention adopted by 
the General Assembly on December 16, 1966. Article 10(3) 
of the convention provides : "the penitentiary system 
shall c6mprise treatment of prisoners, the essential aim 
of which shall be their reformation and social reha-
bilitation". 
The prisoners undergoing sentence of imprison-
ment can be released prematurely from the prison under 
different conditions. One such condition is by way of 
remission of sentecne. Remission refers to the reduc-
tion of the period of incarceration by a specified period 
without changing its characters. 
In India a prisoner can secure remission under 
different circumstances. They are : firstly, under the 
constitutional provisions which empower the president 
and Governor of the State to remit sentence, secondly. 
1?6 
the provisions in the code of criminal procedure 
which empower the appropriate Government to grant remi-
ssion and finally, the provisions of the Prison Rules 
of the State which empower the State Government to 
grant remission to certain prisoners. 
In our country the system of remission has 
been functioning as a positive incentive to prisoners 
for good behaviour and work. The system came as a 
transitional step from mere custodial confinement to 
reformative treatment of offenders in which good 
behaviour and constructive work were considered essential 
pre-requisites for reducing the term of imprisonment on 
an individualised basis. 
The power to remit the whole or part of sentence 
is the prerogative of the State sane-tifled by the laws. 
The power is purely discreticnary and the Government is 
expected to exercise it fairly, justly and reasonably 
It is not to be exercised arbitrarily or on political 
of other extraneous considerations. The recommendations 
of the courts should be given weightage in the exercise 
of tnis power. 
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Section 433-A/ Cr.P.C. which was introduced by 
the Cr.P.C.(Amendment) Act 1978, has had the effect of 
nullif/lng the whole system of remission and premature 
release of life-sentence prisoners in our prisons, which, 
under careful nurturing, was slowly establishing itself 
conceptually and procedurally as a sound way of resocia-
lising and reintegrating the lifer back into his own 
community. According to this amended section, no 
person, under sentence of life for a capital offence or 
under life sentence on commutation from death penalty, 
can be considered for release before completion of 14 
years of actual imprisonment. Earlier the lifers, most 
of whom are the best behaved inmates, were considered 
for premature release, after completion of 8 or 10 years, 
f 
taking into account also the remissions of all kinds 
that they had earned in order to make up the notional 
total of 14 years. 
This change is unsouhd both from the angle of 
criminological concepts and practical correctional 
administration. It will constitute a definite disincentive 
to good behaviour and productive work and a hurdle in the 
maintenance of effective discipline in prison. This step 
will have adverse effect on the proceses of reformation, 
rehabilitation & resocialisation. 
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One wonders as to why the law makers set at 
naught all these gradually developing reformative and 
resocialisation processes, which had taken decades to 
build up to its present state of partial effectiveness. 
Perhaps they had in mind some isolated instances, where 
undeserving persons had been released prematurely to 
the detriment of peace and hannony in the community. 
If this has happend it would have been only in rarest 
of the rare cases, unless the governments concerned had 
themselves misused their powers on account of political 
or other motives. 
The wise step under such circumstances would 
have been to tighten up the procedure of awarding remission 
as much as necessary, to plug all loopholes, and not to 
scrap a good system altoghther. It is, therefore, 
strongly urged that in the lasting interests of reforma-
tion and resocialisation. Provision should be mde for 
making the premature release system available to all 
deserving lifers after a total period of 10 years in 
the prisons. This may perhaps be done by amending the 
Prisons Act suitably, by treating the period of premature 
release as an extension of the period of imprisonment 
in the prison in as much as the release of the subject 
will be conditional , with the condition to be brought back 
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to the prison during tne currency of the period of 
imprisonment upto 14 years. If this simpler remedy is 
not feasible, it might be necessary to consider 
amending all over again Section 433-A of the Cr. P.C. 
(Amendment) Act 1978. 
The present work has tried to demonstrate 
that the remission system as it exists today in our 
country suffers from many shortcomings. One of such 
is the problem of lack of uniformity. The system of 
the grant of remission varies from state to state. 
There is a great diversity in the kinds and quantum of 
remission in different states. The remission has also 
become cumber-some and to some extent even mechanical. 
Besides the lack of uniformity another important 
thing is the arbitrary manner in which remission is 
granted. Merits of the case, very often, do not govern 
the grant of remission. In fact the Committee of Jail 
Reforms rightly observed ; 
"There have been complaints by the prisoners 
about the manner and mode of granting remission 
in several places. It is alleged that the 
grant of remission is guided by the whims and 
fancies of the persons competent to grant it, 
and as such crafty prisoners manoeuvre the 
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system to their advantage. The grant of 
remission constitutes an area highly prone 
to currupt practices if the discretion in this 
regard is not exercised judiciously" . 
There is also no uniformity of principles for 
the grant of state remission. The State Governments 
have been granting remissions even on occassions which 
normally do not justify such an awards. An interesting 
observation that the Jail Reforms Committee has recorded 
is, "remission granted to the inmates of a particular 
institution on the occassion of the visit of V.I.P. to 
that institution, which was not only unwarranted but 
" 2 
also purposeless so far as reformation is concerned. 
Since the system of remission would encourage 
prisoners, to behave well, while in jails, it is 
essential, that this system should be liberalised and 
made applicable to all prisoners. 
We have also seen in the preceding chapters 
that the remission system is highly complicated and 
complex. Thus, it is also necessary that the system 
should be simplified and brought on a uniform basis. 
1, Report of the All India Committee on Jail Reforms, 
1980--83, p. 238. 
2. Ibid. 
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A national policy regarding grant of State remission 
should be evolved for the guidance of states. The 
Government of India may give the necessary lead in this 
respect. 
It is suggested that the State remission should 
be granted in the following cases only; (a) Rejoicing of 
festivals of national importance; (b) release on 
medical grounds; (c) Deserving cases of life convicts 
and long term prisoners eligible for unconditional 
release; (d) Emergencies. 
Meritorious work by inmates should be rewarded 
by grant of special remission so as to create a spirit 
of healthy competition among prisoners. But it should 
be granted on a very selective basis and on the following 
consideration : 
(i) Saving the life of a Government employee or a 
prison visitor or an inmate; 
(li) Protecting Government employees or prison visitor 
or inmates from physical violence; 
(lii) Preventing or assisting in prevention of escape 
of a prisoner or apprehending a prisoner attempting 
to escape or giving material information about 
any plan or attempt by a prisoner or a group of 
prisoners to escape; 
i Q? 
(iv) Assisting prison officials in handling an 
emergency like fire, outbreak of riots, strike, 
e tc. ; 
(v) Reporting of or assisting in prevention of serious 
breach of prison regulations; 
(vi) Outstanding contribution in cultural activities 
or in education; 
(vii) Specially good work in industry, agriculture or 
any other work progrernme, or in vocational training. 
Subject to the fulfilment of any one or more of 
the aforementioned conditions special remission may be 
granted to those prisoners who are eligible for ordinary 
remission by Superintendent of the prison not exceeding 
45 days in a year. The Inspector General of Prisons 
may grant special remission of 75 days per annum in 
exceptional cases. The Inspector General of Prisons may 
also grant special remission in special circumstances 
to a prisoner who is not eligible for ordinary remission. 
The following types of convicted prisoners should 
ordinarily be eligible for ordinary remission : 
(i) Prisoners having substantive sentences of not less 
than 2 months; 
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(ii) Prisoners sentenced to simple imprisonment for 
not less than 2 months who volunteer to work; 
(iii) Prisoners working on conservancy jobs irrespective 
of the length of their sentences; 
(iv) Prisoners admitted for less than one month in 
hospital for treatment of or convalescence after 
an ailment or injury not caused wilfully; 
(v) Prisoners sent for court attendance; 
The following types of prisoners should not be 
eligible for ordinary remission : 
(i) Prisoners having substantive sentence of less 
than 2 months; 
(ii) Prisoners sentenced in default of payment of fine 
only; 
(iii) Prisoners whose sentence is reduced to less than 
2 months (in such cases remission already earned, 
if any, should stand forfeited); 
(iv) Prisoners transferred from one prison to another 
on disciplinary grounds during the period of their 
stay in the latter prison; 
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(v) Prisoners removed from remission system as 
punishment; 
(vi) Pr isoners s p e c i f i c a l l y debarred from remission 
system under any law or r u l e ; and 
(v i i ) Prisoners out on spec ia l leave for the durat ion 
of such leave . 
The sca le of ordinary remission for non-habitual 
convicted pr isoners should be as follows : 
( i ) 3 days per calender month for good behaviour, 
d i s c i p l i n e and p a r t i c i p a t i o n in i n s t i t u t i o n a l 
a c t i v i t i e s ; 
( i i ) 3 days per month for due performance of work 
according to prescribed s tandards ; 
( i i i ) 7 days per calendar month ior pr i soners employed 
on conservancy work, or as cooks, or on prison 
maintenance seirvices recjuiring them to work even 
on Sundays and hol idays ; 
(iv) 8 days per calendar month for those working as 
night watchmen; 
(v) 10 days per calendar month to convict overseers 
and convict warders. 
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The prisoner eligit)le for ordinary remission, who 
for a period of one year reckoned from the date of his 
sentence or the date on which he was last punished 
(except by way of warning) for a prison offence, has not 
committed any prison offence, should be awarded 30 days 
annual good conduct remission in addition to any other 
remission. 
Habitual Offenders should not be totally debarred 
from the benefit of remission, but their eligibility 
for remission should be thoroughly scrutinized on the 
basis of their effort for self-improvement. They should 
be eligble for the following scale of remission : 
(i) 2 days per calendar month for good behaviour, 
discipline and participation in institutional 
activities; 
(ii) 2 days per calendar month for due performance of 
work according to prescribed standards; 
(iii) 3 days per calendar month for prisoners who are 
night watchman, or are engaged on conservancy work, 
or as cooks, or on prison maintenance services 
requiring them to work even on Sundays and holidays 
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The practice of granting remission on occassions 
or for reasons not justificable should be immediately 
stopped. A committee consisting of the Superintendent, 
a Deputy Superintendent and Officer-in»*charge of 
industries should be formed to consider cases of grant 
of remission to prisoners at institutional level and for 
recommending grant of special remission by Inspector 
General of Prisons. 
Maximum limit of remission which a prisoner can 
earn should be half of the substantive sentence awarded 
to himr Presently, a prisoner can earn only one-third 
of his sentence in remission. Thus keeping in view the 
purposes which the remission system serves, this change 
would be fruitful to make remission system an important 
tool for reformation of prisoners , 
APPENDIX -I 
BIHAR AND ORISSA JAIL MANUAL, 1928* 
CHAPTER X X I . 
ReruissTon -
In exorcise of llic powers confernMl by scclion 59, 
siil)-s('C'lioii (5), of llic PiisohS Act, 189-1 (JX of 18'J4), 
the (;o\eiii()r General in Council is ))lcase(l to make the 
foljowinj,^ rules to I'CLMilate tKeshortening of sentences 
by tli(^  gr^nt of remfsiionii. 
709. These rules api)!)- to the whole of British 
India, inclusive of J]ritish Haliicliistau, antl the Saiital 
VarL^Muas. 
710. Jn these rules. -
(/i) •' pi-isdiici " iiiclu<j(>s a person conunitted to 
pi'i-oii !') (irfaull of fiirnishiiii: seiuritv 
to f.ci'p liic j)e,n(' or be of L;O()(1 
beh.i \ lour; 
(b) " class 1 jjrisoiuM " iiieaiis a tliu;;, a rohiier 
b\ adiiiinisi rai ion of poisonous drugs or 
a proiessioLial, heredit<iry, or s[)ecially 
dangerous i rmiinal ( ouvicted of heinous 
(>rg;uni-/.cd crime, such as dacoity; 
{(•) " class 2 pris<incr "" nieaiis a dacoit or otJier 
j)ci-.son con\icte<l of heinous organized 
crime, not being a professional, jieredit-
ary, or spt-cially dangerous criminal; 
(d) " class [i prisoner "' means a j)riF;oncr other 
than a class 1 (jr class '2 prisoner; 
(r) " sentence '" means a sentence finally fixed 
on ap[)cal, re\ision or otherwise, and 
includes an aggregate of more sentence's 
than one and an order of committal to 
})rison in ijet'ault of furnishing security 
to keep the ])eace or be of good 
behaviour ; 
* The Assam J a i l Manual, 1934 under c h a p t e r XIX 
e n c o r p o r a t e s i d e n t i c a l p r o v i s i o n s . 
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(/) " life-coiivict " mcaus— 
(?) a class 1 <")!' class 2 })risoner, the question 
of wliDsc H'lcase must be j'cfcrn'<l to 
the local (iovennneiit a f t e r ^ O years 
iuiprisoinneiiL (iucludiD^ remission 
earned), or 
Rule 7ao. (//•) a class 'A prisoner, the (juestion of whose 
release Illll^ t he r(>fei're(l to the local 
()o\ernnu'nt after 20 years' impri-
sonment (iiu-luding I'cmission eanu'd). 
3ink-s Ci27 * ^ > " T I —'J lii' < •I'-i "! n'l liK m \ i ( t ^ luui of nil i)ris(.iu r^ h i i i l i i i i i i l 
;,)t, to iiiuri' t h a n 11 , \ i a r - ' ) : ' i ) ' i - in . i ' i i l nr ti iiii-|i(irliit ion or to t i i in s -
I 'ort . i t iuii luiij iiniin-<oiiun,'iil t"i !• row i \i '. '( '<lni;' iii t h e Mi,';'M'j,'!iti' ) I NLIIM 
•'iiuli, \\ licij (111' t iTii i .1 i i i i p r i - ' m i l lit mull rL;oni' t o f r l h i T \ n ( l i i in\ 
r< inu-,! Ill ( a r n r i l mal i i ili. ' i-jl, MI M I I ^ t i l l M'l i is . in •^iilnnil d il f'"" 
till ordi"-'- of t h e l.n a! ( ' io\ , r i r ' i . lit (in in i'•r<liuici' wi t l i t lu ' iii>~tru(Mii'ii'. 
ciin'.aini 'il m tlu l l i u i h I ) . | i 'U t i n iil l\i • I 'Ul . ii n o . I. 'ID.IJT (.I.iiKl, ilatt il 
til. ' iiih Si |iimiil)i 'i I'.lii o . w • 1 . ' ' -liiill 'li n (1. I 111. ulii'tliiM tlu ' ] i i i - i .n i i 
s i 'a l i In ri li'a-^eil at t ' u ' i ^ | i i ' ' ! i " i n i iin liiilmj,' i<'nii->sion t . i inc . l ) 
or \ \ lh ' t l i i ' i Ills ( ,isi' sh.ill a j I'll 1 uiiii l t d ' I liir oni i r-. ul l l ic LIKI of 'JO 
or '-'"i \ i ' , i r s , as llic ca t m a ' I . ' . 
* 'J lios,^ noto'^ pliouUl no ; lio o^u' ' ' ' ' i ' '1 " ' ' p^irt of tlio s l n l i i t o r y r u h ' s , 
III'''. Iinv. riiiTi Iv 111 I n i;i-. ili>l ' i i w in ' nii i icr of roK i c n r c atai u i l l i 
till' olij ( t oi a s s i s i i n i ; ofTii 1 r- (o i n l i i | i r i t t h e r u l c i . 
711, Vo Tcmi'-sion shall he eariictl in i'esj)ect ol 
any stMitence u\ ii anspoi t.ition tu' im})i-isoniiuMtt undiM-
seel ion 2 of the pionti'er Municfocis Ou-teti^c:? IJcgula-
lion, IDOI (i'v ol i;)ol)s paijsod on a ]jcrsuji al)ov(.' the 
asje of fifteen years. 
712. \ o oidinai-\- (cnii.'ssion shall he earaied in the 
foHowiiiL," cases, naiiiely 
(1) in respect of aiiv sent(>nee of impri.sonmenl 
amount !n_L(. exchisivc^ (,f .-IDV .•^ (Mitenie 
pas.sed in defaiiU ol^paMiient of line, to 
less than si)i iiK^inths; 
{"2) in respect oi an\ sentence of sinij)le impri-
sonment e\ce[)t for any continuous jieriod 
not hein^^ le^s than one month tluring 
which the prisoner ia.Oout.-, \oiuntari lv; 
\ '<;ri —'J 'hc i n t ( ' n | j . . u of t l i i - nil*' is {]iid U n j i r i s o n c r ' s M'n tcnc i ' or 
t i i tal of S I ' I I I L I K T H H riiluCi.'J <^ ii a]i[H .il l o li S-J t h a n si.\ i i umt lm he sliall 
I ' l l - . ' t o li . |I;.MII1I' f"i ( ' i l i r i a r \ r. 11,1 1 n 1 luli r i h r s , . , i i l i ' , ami a i i \ 
1. Mil -loll Ol a ho n i a \ h i\ • m il \n< •- I , I hi' n ilm n m i.f hu, 11 nli m .• 
01 • i i d u i i i , bliali In' f i i f i i t . i i .'>, ID i h i , l o i i i u i l K ' n t h o i l o l i n i l u ' . f 
1 11(1 111 c " ID ru l e '1IV. 
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713. If ;i prisoner is coiividtHl of nn OITCMICC 
(•(iinniilLod ni'icr luijuissioii to jail , uiuior stx'tioii 147, 
HK, 152, 924, :}()2, :u)4, :5()4A. ':i()G, ;^ <)7. ;^()8, :V2\], : m . 
: J 2 5 , ;J2G, •3'3'2, oXi, iJj^, 'A^y.l o r ; i 77o f liio l iul ian rciKiI 
( 'ode, or of an assault commit led al'tiM- adiiiissioii to 
Jail on a war-dor ov oLlici- olTu CM-, t he uMiiissioii of wha l -
evei- kind v:\ rned ])x him under these ; ides up to da te of 
tin' said (oi i \ i ( t ion may, N\ith tlie .'•anc-lion of the 
InspecLor-tJeneral of I^risons, he eaneelled. 
714. I'hc SuperiiUeiulenl may, with the previous Huir i^ a 
sanction of tiie InspeeLor-Genei-ai, i-e-adniit to the 
remission system any prisoner who has been removed 
therefrom under rules f]-aincd under section 59, clause 
()^), of the At-t. Sui-h a prisoner shall earn remission 
under these lules frojii the commcneement of the month 
folKnvint/ such re-admission. 
n 
715. Ordinary remission shall he awarded on the 
followin<; .scale : — 
{(/) two days j)er month for thoroui^hly L,'ood 
conduct and sci-upulous attention to all 
j)rison re^ulatiiMis; 
(b) two days ])er month for industry and the 
due |)erformance of the daily task 
im])osed. 
r-fl'hnuilinn.—A [u i'- '.iirr w h o i-^  in i ih l i - to l ahn ' i r tl>ro\i^'li (•a\i';c-; 
l i i \n i i i i lii-- r n i i t i o l , lu rcii^im (i! ]u^stit; /it r>>n;i, in t nu i s i t f rom oin ' 
Jiiil tM a i i n l l u T , ill ho-^intnl or in (in invnrKi i,'"'i>,'. slinll 1"' j , '((mti(l 
rcini- '^inii i m d c r e lnuso (d) 'if tin-- rul i ' e n tli.> •motile pf inird 1)\ liini 
iliiiiii;,' till ' j i ro \ io iK ino i i t t i , if hie (•(nuluct jirior t o and diirini, ' t h e [)« ri'Kl 
in i|iii".ti(in lias iii^cn sncl i as to ( i i - . ( r \ . ' sui'ii i^iant. l i e siiall a l so he 
'•Mtiilcii 111 till ' (jinnt rif K iin-.'-ion u iu l c r r l n i i i o (l>) mi I IK ' Fralc o a r n c d 
li\ liiiii iliirin;^ tlip [ircninim ii inntii if lu- Irn-. In I'H in prisnii dnruif ; t h a i 
t e r m ; if i i . i t , at llio r a to of t w o <la\-- (icr m o n t h : 
I ' r m i d c d t h a t if liis ahsoiici) f rom \^ orl% i" diif to h i s own m i s c o n d u c t 
ill J i l l iiu n missuj i i und i r ( iau' ;c [h) sh.ill iic aw ' i rdcd for t h e jicriod 
(if a l i s r n c c • 
I''""\ idi c] a l so t h a t if lu- i . in Imvj.ital o ' in nn i i n a l i d t;nn^', no 
r( mi--su.n u n d e r claus(> (I,) of t h i s nil.- slnill he f r a n t c d unli-ss l l in 
M. d'. Ill OIl ir iT ( c r l i f i i s d ia l th . ' ] i n - o n i r - s (i'.^, i i c - from ia'w ur is d u e 
to I ,ui IS lH'\fpnd ills c o n t r o l and is m n o uiix c iu .vrd li\ t in\ a c t i o n 
of ll 'i [iu--on('i h imse l f , t a k e n w i t h a \ lew to esi njie work or t o pet 
i n t o or t o n m a m in h o s p i t a l . 
716. fn lieu of the remission ;iilo\\e(l under rulei^nies 
71;), convict over'.seers shall i-ccci\e siv d;ivs' ordinarv^"^-
KMiiissiiiii pel- nmnth and ciui\ici niudii-\\,ih limen live 
days :)cr month . 
'.no. 
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717. Suhject to tlio j)rovisi()ns of rule 714, ioini> 
Mioii under rule 71.') sliall he calcul.ited from tlio (ir.^ t 
(l.i\ of (lii> c.-ilcjKi.ir iiioMlh iu»\t followiu;^ the dnio ot 
tltc piisnner'^ scnfoiue, .my pn^oricr \\lio, after hnv-
i/2^ ^ he(>n rcle.ised on hail or hecause liis senteiioe has 
heeii leiupoi.inly su'-pendcd is afterwards le-nduntted 
1(1 jail , hliall 1)0 l)iou<i;ht under the rejuission Mstcni on 
the liisL (ia\ of the (alenchir mouth i.e\t following his 
re-<idinission, hut shall he ciedited on liis return to 
jail witli any rcmismon whieh he may iia\e earned 
previous to his lelease on hail or tlie sus{)ensioii of 
liis sentence Remission under rule 71(j shall he 
c.iUulated from tlie fust day of the next calendar 
month following the appointment of the prisoner <is 
convict o\ciseer or convict ]iig]it-A\atc]nnaii. 
718. l^risoneis traii'^leried liom the Andamans to 
sei \e the lenhimder of lludr senteuccs in Jndmn jaiK 
shall come under tht> lenii^sion s\stem and shall recene 
lemission on the sc.ile laid down in rule 7 1 J for the 
period they aie confined in Indian jails prior to then 
release. 'i1ie remis'-ion ^IMH i)e calculated fiom the 
first d.iy of the calendar month next follow iiif^  the date 
of their a r r n a l m an Indian jail . 
719. Prisoners einpIo\ed on prison services, sndi 
.IS eooks and s\\ee|)eis, who wovk on Sund.iNs and 
Jiolida^s, nmy he ;iuai<lcd two d,i\s ' oidiii,ii_\ lenii 
bion per (juarter m addition to any olhei' iemission 
earned under tliese lules 
720. Any prisoner elij^ihh" for icmission nndei 
these ] ulcs Avho for a period of one ;.ear ie( koned fioni 
the first day of the month followinj.^ the date ol his sen-
tence or the date on which he was last })unishc(l for a, 
prison olTenee, lias oonuuiLted no prison oflcnce wh.it-
ever, shall he awarded fiftee;i 4,ays ordinaiy icmis-
sion m addition to any oilier remission earned undei 
these rule.i 
I'.j-jil matinn —1 i r llio ]Mir] -• i s r,l tills ruli pri'-ou ollr'tici's puni'-hi d 
(inl\ ui t i i a vsiiriun^' shiiil no ' I, tii! i ii int-u rtitduiit. 
721. Oidmaiy iemission shall he au.irded h\ tjie 
Supei inleiidi'iit oi , -uh]('(! lo his (oiitiol and snjx'i 
\]si(.)n .iiid to the [)i'o\is|()ns cil lule 722 h\ the J)ej)iit\ 
Sujiei intendenl, jaihu o; ,IM\ ether OIIKCI spcci.dh 
cm])owc]cd in that heJjalf h\ Jiim 
u\ 
111. An officer n^vardiIlg orHinary remission 
shall, before iiiakin<,r tlie award, rousult tlio prisoiier'a 
liistorv ticket in wliicli every offence proved against 
the jirksoiicr iiuist he carefully recorded. 
If a prisoner has not been punished during the 
quarter otherwises llian hv a formal warning, he sliall 
be a\varded the full ordinary remission for that quart^^r 
under rule 71 o. or, if he is'a convict ollicer under^riile 
71(). 
If a })risoncr lias been ])unished during the 
ouaiiei ' otherwise flian by a f(u-mal warning, the case 
shall 1)0 placed before the Superintendent, who, after 
considei'ini: the punishment or punishments awarded, 
shall decide what amo\int of remission shall be granted 
under rule 71"^ or, if the (^:)nvict is a convict oflicer, 
und(>r T'ule 71(5. All reMuissions recorded on the 
prisonei''s history ticl^ct shall be "ntered quarterly on 
the remission card (B. tl'. 0 . J . Form No. 18). 
723. The award of ordinarv rcnu.ssion shall l)e 
made, as nearly as possible, on 1st -lanuary. 1st April . 
1st July, anrl 1st October, and 'he amount .sliall be 
intimated to the prisoner and rei'orded on his liistory 
ticket. I^emission gi-anted to a ju'isoner under I'ule 
720 shall I)(; ivcoi'ded on his history ticket as soon as 
j)ossible after it is awarded. 
724. N\) ])i'isonei' shall )'ec(Mvc oi'dinary remission 
for the calendar month in which h.e is released. 
725. Special remission may be given to any pris-
oner wliether entitled to ordinarv remission or not 
other than a ])ri.soner undergoing a -?ntence referred to 
in rule 711 for s])ecial .services, as for example :— 
(1) assisting in detecting .ir preventing brea-Huio 453. 
ches of prison discipline or regulations; 
(2) success in teaching handicrafts; 
(3) special excellence in, or greatly increased 
outturn of. work of good quali ty; 
(4) j)rotecting an officer of the {)rison from 
at tack; 
(.5) assisting an oflicer of ibc prison* in iho 
i\'isc of outbreak, fire or similar 
emergency; 
w, 
^"l-J ii^i- ((5) economy in Avoariug clotbes 
726. Rj)cc'ial lTl^is^i()ll may be awarded-— 
{(I) \)V Llie .Supei iiilciidcni lo an amount not 
exceeding thir tv days in one year; 
(.';) hv llie Tnspc'ctni--(ienoral oi the 1O(\T] 
OnvernnuMil (o ;MI aiiiMiint inU eXLOt'dinLT 
"^ixrv d;!\s in one year 
r rjjiaiiii'nni — ] "i r t h r | ' > ' i -r -.f ' I n - n ) l ' ' \t'.ir-- '.bull l)i' rockiui. il 
fri-.iii till' .1 t. (,f voi i t i ' i i ro . iiiid nil'. I ' r .uli ' i i i of a Nciir hliull IJL' icckouC'ii 
M'« II < c i i n p l ' i '" \ I ' d ' . 
Uuiu 509. 727. An award <^t s[)iM'ial irmi.^.^ion shall be enter-
ed on the hist()i'\- ticluM of the pri.soner and also in tli<' 
rcttii^sion .statement (H c'C- (). J . I'orm No. 35) as s(Hm 
a-^  i)(K-<il>li' at'tiM- it is made, and the reason^ for e\efv 
award of special remi.Nsion by a Snj^erinleudent shall 
l)e briefly I'ecorded. 
iiuio U31. 728. 'rh(> total r('mi--sion awai'ded to a j)i'isonet 
under all I hc.^ e rules sliall not. without the special 
sani", ion of the local Government, exceed one-'lKlrA 
part of his SIMIIIMICC. 
72U. In cah-ulating the date or release of a ])ri-
.soner th(^ number of days of rennssion earned shall !»•' 
(oii\cii('d into months and days, at the rate of thirty 
days to each month. 
I'.uio 710. 730. When a life-convict of class 1 or a lilc-
(onvict of class 2 or 3 who has inoi-e thnn one sentence 
(for olTences committed either befo>-e admission to jail 
or Avhile in jail) or any other prisoner in whose case 
the local Government has pas.sed an order forbiddimj^ 
his release without reference to it. has earned surh 
remission as entitles him to release but for the ])rovi-
sions of (his rule the Superintendent shall report accor-
dingly through the Inspector-General to the local 
(/o\-ciTiment in order that Jiis case may 1K^  considered 
wi(!i ivfcrence to section -101 of the Code of Griminal 
Procechuv. 1808. 
liui,' r..Ji 731. Sa\e as pio\'ide(l Iiv ruk> 730. when a pii 
soncr !ias eaiMu^l • uc]i icmis^ion aseiit i l le- liuii to 
]\'l(\-i^<' tlie SniMM'intcndiMit shall i'elcas(> him 
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732. When a prisoiioi' is rolc'iso.l IIIKUT rule 731 |^ j^j^ i'" f'-o. 
the total amount of r(Mnission earned bv liim sliall l>c "' 
endorseii on his wnrra.ul and ilie endorsement shall be 
signed l\v thi' .SujieiMntendent. 
733. When a pi-isoner is ti-;insfenvd lo anotlicr 
jail the total amonnt of reinis-ioii earned hy hun ni' to 
tlie end of thf ;>i'eeedini; (juartei' shal' he endoi'sed on 
Ids wai'r.'int and entei'ed on hi^ hi^torv tiekel. 1 hese 
entries hoij)i:r si^nied by tlie Supej'inieJident. 
Tlie receiving jail slmll he res]ionsil>le that the 
above information is duly ohtniui'd I'-ath jail at 
which a prisonei* servos a portion of his sentence shall 
be held i-espiMisibli* for the correct c;dculation of the 
remission earned in that jail. 
734. Kenussioii eards {V>. ^K: O d l'i)rni No. 1 )^ 
sliall be retained in the (^ Hice of a jail for a period (~>f 
one year after the release of the prisoner to wjioin they 
relate or his transfer to another j.iil 
735. An abstract of the above remission svstem i^ iln -(T.^ . 
rules (in 13. c*v (). J . Vuvm No. 'M)) tr^nsl;ited into the 
vernacular shall be fiosttvl uj) in every barriuk. 
736. The appointment of convicts to tlie posts of 
convict wat(diman and convict o\erserr. aiithori/ed b\-
{^Irapter VT shall be dependent upon the ntnnber rif 
days' rcMiiission earned, 'i'hese posts and the [)i'i\i-
legcs they carry are therefore " privilege- unrler the 
remission svstem " with reference to section 40(4) of 
Act IX of lSn4. See rule 070. 
737. Transmarine convicts ;-.('iit to Hihar and 
Orissa jails for release by order of \]\e Hovi-rnment of 
India are not to receive remission of siMitence for the • 
time served in Bihar and Orissn pri )r to release. 
738. When a ])risoncr coming under the remis-
sion svstem is transferred to a snbsidiai-v iail his 
remission card shall be retained in the transferring 
jail, the Su})erintendent of which shall In^  furnished by 
the Superintendent of the subsidiarv jail at the end of 
cverv month with a return showing the rcini'^ -^ion to 
which the privoiwr is entitled, a n ! \\\o t'oiiiiiM- ^hall 
])avp t\}t' 7'c7nissio/j entered in llic f>?-).son<'f"s rc?njs-
sion card. The remission roll of these Drisoncr.s as 
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])r»\-cnhc(l in rvii*^  741 shall be }>U'[)ared in the ja\\> 
ivom winch tlie j)risonors ^vore transferred, and the 
dale on ^vhic'll each prisoner Avill be entitled to relea^; 
shall he rninnninieated to the .Superintendent of the 
suhsidiarv jail inniiediately after the roll lias hcen 
prepared.' The Suiierintcndent of the snhsidiary jail 
shall make the endorsement on-the j)ris()ner's warrant 
re(]uired i)y-nde 7o2 
739. When re(>ordini^ the award oi ordinary 
reniis.-^ioii as prescnhed in rule 72',] the enlennt,' olVu-cr 
shall at the same time brin<i: forward in the prisoner's 
history ticket the total of all remission previously 
earned in the following manner : — 
I J E \I I';<!10.\ IS D A I M TO h Ml ov ClTAUTFR I' . lhl -
:< 1 
Brt . F o r n d * i O J ina r j . Siviuil . I Foifii 'tiJ. To'al. 
! - ; 
• I from last qj.ii tor. 
•1 uuriii„' tlic qujj-ter. 
1^  l i d 3 awar'icii foi tin." q.nrtiT, 
o gnvnJ tot li u]i to ei.J of i\,c qu irlcr. 
740. Kemission cards (B. S: O. 3. 1-orm No IS.) 
(1) Oil the admission of any prisoner entitled to 
the grant of ordinary remis.sion under 
thc<=e rules, the jailor shall prc^pare, or 
cause to 1x3 piej)are(l. a remission card 
in respect of such j)risoner. All the 
entries on this card shall ho made 
with great care; the register number of 
the prisoner must be entered in the 
appropriate space iu bold figures No 
knife erasures shall be permitted, but 
clerical inaccuracies shall bt; cros.sed 
through and the corrections shall be 
initialled by the jailor j)ersonally. 
P I i.soners who. though not entitle'l to the award 
of ordinar}^ remission, have been granted 
special remission, shall similarly be pro-
vided with remission caids whenever 
necessary. 
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(2) Bciow the ivA o{ the :"!•• ^ t A\<'t'k nf every 
qiiai-tef tlu' ;nv;n(l <>r forf'-ilmv of reinis-
yi-'ii '-liall l"' (op'u'd intd this e.-ird from 
(he pii.-oiiri-';:; liistoi'v tirlcet. uiKler tlio 
iiiitials oi ilu' entering cOieer who shall, 
at the sa'Pi' t ime MMify tlie .'uciiraev of 
the varioii'^ (Mii'ie^ in lht> priMHier's 
hi,-.l'i!v ii(Ki't. I'clat iiijj; to icinissioii 
awarded, or forfeited diirini: the pasl 
qiiaitei- Aiiv extraoidinary nMiiissioii 
of .sentence (.stuh as ('oronation feinis-
sioii) thai may have hern [granted hy 
(iovei nnuuit. indei)en;ient of the reinis-
si<i\\ sv^U'm. h^•AU. Uc eutoved \\\ red iuk iu 
the eoluniii loi speeial ivini^siun. 
(3) l^ui'inr: t!i(> lasf year of inipri^oiniient, the 
date of release (after <h'du',-t ia^ ^ the re-
inissioM actnally earned) ^hall he (MII^IXHI 
in tlie appiopriate eolnnm as a unide to 
the preparation of the inontlilv Keniis-
sion JJoll (I^ S: 0 . d. Vnym NO.":M). 
(4) 'ldu> T-('^ -p()iisiI)ilit\' for Hie aeeuraey oi' eaeh 
entry .shall rest with the c^nieer who.se 
initial is appended to siieh entry, and 
any undue detention or rfdeasi> (d" any 
prisoner resnltinL; from the inaeenraey 
of sueh entry shall be visited on such 
oHlccr. 
(5) l?<2iiiission c-ards shall be kept in a speeial 
lodged box. or almirah. divided into 
eonipartinents. 
*{C)) Cards shall be arranged in eaeh compart-
ment serially aceordiui; to the re^'ister 
nnmbers of the prisoners or in luiiidles 
aeeoi'diu!^' to the monUis of rtdea.ve 
* 'i'l'O fu!i ' . \ \ ;n;j i i . ' t ' i ' . d is fir.'.nd \IT_V sMi.'-fi.'".'iry IM r.liai'n'ij)i;r r.inl 
O U K T jKiK — 
(J I 'J lie c u r j j uU' a;run^Oii occordiu!" t>' tlio cluti-s i,f r c l o n ' o (la'^t 
a-, w i i r i u i " a ' l ' k'Mit). 
(2) Til '- I a f l n ti''cl \z\ 1MII;'J1',-'J ; tti'.<;o n! '-;;r.'-'"iil t u f ' l \ " n inn i l i , 
uri i i r r ' i . T ' ' ! in ] .i ' l 'on li'ili i i:i l ' ' " .•I'.-.Mr.-ili \ . l i ; ' l i lins 
n ri | . ' .r:iti | i i ;--^ n-hnlo for r i r h in : ' I i 
(S) Til l ' r a r j s r,f ).,;, ;• •',(>(irp f^^(^ r\ri . i i " ' l i ' . \ ' ' . - . ; ( n'-li \ c n r , (ir 
lcBB(.T i'f'.'-:c.i, l . nv i rg n scii i irnte ! ' • „ ' ' • " ' !>' 'o . 
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(7) No pi-isoiier shall, in any circumstamvs. 
be allowed access to any remission card. 
(8) Remission cards of released prisoners shall 
be preserved for one year after t]ie release 
of such prisoners. 
741. Tn the first week of each month the ofiicer in 
charge of the retiilHsion cards shall prepare the 
Remission lloU {]). <S: O. J . I'orm No. 34) showinrij the 
names of all those j)risoners who, on the supposition 
that they will earn their full ordinary remission dur-
ing the current month, will be entitled *o relea.'^ e in the 
course of the month next ensuing. Tic shall, at the 
same time, com])arc the remission cards and history 
tici\ets of such i)risoners and, after verifying the 
accuracy of tlie entries, shall enter the " probable date 
of release " of each prisoner in the remission roll and 
history ticket. 
'J'he l^emission Roll shall be submitted to the 
Superintendent, signed by liim and filed in the office. 
742. On the inth Januarv , April . July and Octo-
ber, the Su[)er'inten(lent sliall furnish the Inspeetor-
C^ieneral with a statement (B c^- O. J . l''orm No. 35) 
siiowing in detail the grant of sy)eeiMl remission during 
the j)ast qnart-er in excess of .'") days to any ])risoner; 
a brief but clear detail of the ground? for t;aeh award 
shall be given in column 11. 
APPENDIX-II 
KARNATAKA PRISON MANUAL- 1978 
CHAPTER-X l^  
REMISSION SYSTEM 
Rules made under Section 63(2)(e) of the Karnataka 
Prison Act 1963 to regularise the shortening of sentence 
by the grant of remission. 
Definition 
214, In the following Pailes:-
(a) "Prisoner" inclules a person committed to Prison 
in default of furnishing security to keep peace or be of 
good behaviour and also person convicted by a Military Court. 
(b) "Sentence" means a sentence as finally fixed on 
appeal revision or otherwise and includes an aggregate of 
more sentences than one and order of committal to prison in 
default of furnishing security to keep the peace, or be of 
good behaviour. 
(c) The sentence of all Prisoners sentenced to 
imprisonment for life or to more than 20 years imprisonment 
in the aggregate or to imprisonment for life and imprisonment 
for terms exceeding in the aggregate 20 years, shall for the 
purposes of these rules be deemed to be sentence of imprison-
ment for 20years. 
Remission of Sentence 
215.(a) Remission system means the system of regulating 
award of marks to and to consequential shortening of 
i'is 
sentence of Prisoners in prisons in accordance with the 
rules for the time being in force. 
(b) Remission can be granted to Prisoners by the 
State Government or Inspector General or Superintendent 
subject to withdral or forfeiture or revocations. The 
State Government may debar any Prisoner or categories of 
Prisoners from the concession of remission. 
(c) Remission is an incentive for good behaviour 
and good work and is not the matter of right for any 
prisoner, 
(d) Remission is of three kinds : 
(i) Ordinary Remission ; 
(ii) Special Remission : 
(iii' Remission by the State Government, 
Ordinary Remission 
216.(1) Ordinary remission may be granted at the scale 
shown below to Prisones who are eligible for earning 
remission other than those employed on conservancy work. 
(i) three days per month for good behaviour 
discipline and scrupulous attention to all Prison 
regulations. 
(ii) three days per month for industry and due 
performance of allotted work at prescribed standard. 
(2) Convict Warders shall receive eight days 
ordinary remission per month and convict night watchman 
M9 
seven days per month. 
(3) Prisoners employed on Prison service such as 
cooks conservancy etc, who work on Sundays and holidays 
may be awarded 7 days remission per month, 
(4) Any prisoner eligible for ordinary remission 
under these rules who for a period of one year reckoned 
from the first day of the month following the date of his 
sentence, or the date on which he was last punished for a 
Prison offence has committed no Prison offence thereafter 
shall be awarded fifteen days ordinary remissions in 
addition to any other remission earned under the rules, 
(5) Thirty days remission shall be granted to all 
classes of convicts on the following scale for attending 
literacy casses and completing the literacy course or 
award of certificates by the concerned authorities. 
(6) The award of ordinary remission shall be made 
as near as possible on 1st January, 1st April and 1st July 
and 1st October and the Amount of remission recorded in the 
History ticket. 
(7) No Prisoner shall be granted ordinary remission 
for the month in which he is released. 
Re-admission of Excluded Prisoner 
217. The Superintendent may with the previous sanction 
of Inspector General re-admit any Prisoner who has been 
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removed from remission rules to the remission system and 
such Prisoners shall earn remission under these rules 
from the commencement of the month following such re-
admission. 
Eligibility to Earn Remission 
2]^. The following Prisoners shall be eligible for earning 
ordinary remission, namely :-
(1) Prisoner having a substantive sentence of 3 
months and above. 
(2) Prisoners sentenced to simple imprisonment for 3 
months nr more who volunteer to work. 
(3) Ordinary remission can be earned throughout a 
period of imprisonment in lieu of fine which immediately 
follows and Is continued to a substantive sentence of not 
less than three months. 
No ordinary Remission shall be earned 
219. No Ordinary remission shall be earned in the follov;-
ing cases namely :-
(1) In respect of substantive sentence of 
imprisonment of less than three months, 
(2) In respect of any sentence passed in default 
of payment of fine which is not annexed to a term of 
substantive sentence for which Prisoner is otherwise 
eligible. 
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(3) If a Prisoner's sentence or total of sentence 
is reduced on appeal to less than three months he shall 
cease to be eligible for ordinary remission and any 
remission that may have been earned Prior to reduction 
shall be forfeited. 
(4) Prisoners in whose cases the Government or the 
Inspector General has ordered that remission should not be 
granted. 
Special Remission 
220.(1) Special remission may be granted on a very 
selective basis to deserving Prisoners whether entitled 
to ordinary, remission or not, for special services, 
achievement or conduct, as shown below :-
(i) Saving the life of a Government employee or 
Prison Visitor or inmate. 
(ii) Protecting a Government employee or 
Visitor inmate from attack, 
(iii) Preventing or assisting in prevention of 
escape of Prisoner or apprehending a Prisoner attempting 
to escap or intimating attempted escape of a Prisoner to 
Prison authorities. 
(iv) Assisting Prison Officers in emergencies such 
as fine outbreak or ritot strike etc. 
(v) Assisting in preventing or delecting serious 
breach Prison discipline. 
(vi) Successfully teaching handicraft or imparting 
education. 
(vii)Special excellence or appreciable out turn of 
work of aood quality. 
(viii) Outstanding contribution or performance in 
culture and other activities. 
Special Remission may be granted 
221, By the Superintendent to an extent not exceeding 
3 0 days in one year. 
(ii] By the Inspector General or the State 
Government to an extent not exceeding 50 days in one year. 
(iii) Prisoners employed on conservancy work and 
work on Sundays and holidays may be awarded 2 0 days special 
remission or every six months. 
Minimxjjn Remission Auardable 
222. The total of ordinary and special remission awarded 
to a Prisoner under these rules shall not exceed one 
third of his sentence. 
State Remission 
2 23. State remission is granted by the State Government un-
conditionally under Section 432 Cr.P.C. and this cannot 
under any circumstances be forfeited. 
Forfeiture of Remission 
2 74.(1) Remission may be forfeited by the State Government 
or by the Inspector General or by the Superintendent, 
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(2) If a Prisoner is convicted of an offence 
committed after admission to the Prison under Section 147, 
148,152,224,302,304,304A.306, 307, 308,323, 324,325,326, 
327,332,333,352, 353 or 377 of the Indian Penal Code or an 
assault committed after admission to a Prison on a Prison 
guard or any employee all ordinary and special remissions 
of whatever and earned by the Prisoner under these rules 
may be forfeited on part with sanction of the Inspector 
General. 
Procedure on Award 
225, An Officer awarding ordinary remission shall before 
making the award consult the Prisoner's History ^icket in 
which every offence proved against the Prisoner is recorded. 
(a) If a Prisoner has not been punsihed during 
the period otherwise than a formal warning shall be awarded 
the full ordinary remission for the month admissible. 
(b) If a Prisoner has been punished, during the 
period otherwise than by a formal warning he shall be 
granted only industry work remission for the month in which 
he is punished, 
226, Ex. Militar- Prisonera shall be granted ordinary,' J lil 
remission for the period they pass in transit or in military 
custody, before their admission in Prison, on the scale as 
laid down in Karnataka Prisons Rules. 
Transfer from sub-Jail 
226(A) In the case of a Prisoner transferred from a sub-
sidary Jail to a Prison while undergoing imprisonment, 
the period spent by him in the subsidiary Jail excluding 
the period spent as under trial prisoner shall be computed 
along with the period spent by him in the Prison for 
calculating remission. 
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Date from which Remission is Calculated 
227. The remission shall be calculated from the first 
day of the calendar month next following the date of 
Prosoner's sentence. Any prisoner who after having been 
released on bail or becausehis sentence has been 
temporarily suspended, is afterwards readmitted to Jail, 
shall be brought under the remission system of the first 
day of the calendar month next following his readmission 
but shall be credited on his return to Jail with any 
remissions which he may have earned previous to his release 
on bail, or the suspension of his sentence. Remission shall 
be calculated from the first day the next calendar month 
following the appointment of the prisoner as convict 
Warder or convict night watchman. 
Explanation 
(i)Ordinary remission shall hot be granted for 
broken periods of a calender month. 
(ii)A prisoner unless sentenced on the first day 
of a month will not get remission for the month in which 
he has been sentenced. 
How to treat Period of Absence from work 
228. A prisoner who is unable to labour through causes 
beyond his control by reason of being at court in transit 
from one jail to another,in Hospital, including mental 
Hospital, on the invalid gang shall be granted ordinary 
remission under the above rules, on the scale earned by 
him during the previous month if his conduct prior to 
and during the period in question has been such as to 
deserve such grant, if the period does not exceed one 
month. If the period exceeds one month, he will get 
remission for conduct only. 
(a) Provided that if his absence from work is due 
to his own misconduct in Jail, no remission shall be awarded 
for the period of absence. 
(b) Provided also, that if he is in Hospital or 
in valid gang no remission shall be granted unless the 
Medical Officer certificates that the prisoner's absence 
from labour is due to the causes beyond his conttol and 
is ii no way caused by any action of the prisoner himself 
taken with a view to escaping work or to get into or to 
remain in Hospital. 
No Ordinary' Remission shall be earned in the following cases 
among other vide Rule 3 7 Karnataka Prisons Rules. 
229. (i) Prisoners who have been removed from the remission 
system; 
(ii) in respect of any sentence of simple imprison-
ment amounting to, exclusion of any sentence passed is 
default fine, to less than three months: 
(iii) in respect of any sentence of simple 
imprisonment three months and upwards except for continuous 
period not less than one month during which the prisoner 
labour voluntarily. 
Explanation 
(i) If a prisoner is undergoing two consecutive 
sentence one of which is for a term of three months or 
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upwards he may, if one of the sentence is remitted on 
appeal and the other sentence is not less than three 
months, be allowed the benefit of any remission that 
may be to his credit at the time of reversal of the 
sentence: 
(ii) During all out periods which are not 
reckoned as parts of sent( nee such as bail, emergency 
release, escapes and other out periods where specific 
orders are issued to treat the period as out period 
prisoners shall not be eligible for earning remission.In 
such cases prisoners should be considered as eligiblo 
to earn remission from the first day of calendar next 
following the date of admission. 
In all such cases the date for eligibility for 
annual good conduct remission will be post poned. 
Eligibility 
230 (a) Special remission may normally be granted to any 
prisoner eligible for earning ordinary remission. In 
exceptional cases where it is proposed to give to a prisoner 
not eligible for ordinary remission for special services, a 
report should be submitted to the Inspector General giving 
justification for the reward of special remission. 
Record of Special Remission 
231. An award of special remission shall be entered on 
the History Ticket of the prisoner as soon as possible 
after it is made and the reasons for the award shall bo 
recorded. 
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Method of calculating the release 
232,(1) In calculating the date of release of prisoner 
the number of days of remission earned shall be converted 
into months at the rate of 3 0 days a month. 
(2) In calculating the date of release, the 
remission earned should be subtracted from the substantive 
sentence as follows: 
Months should be first substracted and then days 
Set off period to be deducted from the term of sentence 
under section 428 Cr.P.C. 
(3) When an accused person has on conviction 
being sentenced lio imprisonment for a term : the period 
of detention if any, undergone by him during investigation: 
Inquiry or trial of the same case and before the date of 
such conviction; shall be set off against the term of 
imprisonment imposed on him on such conviction and 
liability of such person to under imprisoniTK'nt on m;c>. 
conviction shall be restricted to the remainder of any 
of term of imprisonment imposed on him(under section 428 
Criminal Pr.Code 1973). 
Note - The set off mentioned above applies not only 
in relation to substantive sentence of imprisonment 
but also in relation to sentence of imprisonment in 
default of payment of fine. 
(4) When a life convict or a prisoner in whose 
case Government have passed an order for -bidding his 
release without reference to it, has earned such remission 
as would entitle his release but for the provisions in 
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this rule,the Superintendent shall repoirt accordingly 
to the Government through the Inspector General in order 
that his case may be considered with reference to section 
401 of the Code, 
Release in other cases 
(5) Save as provided by clause (4) when a priso -
ner has earned such remission as entitled him to rr-lcr.r.^  , 
the Superintendent shall release him. 
Endorsement of remission on warrant 
(6) When a prisoner is released under clause (5) 
the total amount of remission earned by him shall be 
endorsed on his warrant and the endorsement shall be signed 
by the Superintendent. 
Procedure on Transfer 
233, (a) When a prisoner is transferred to another Jail 
the total amount of remission earned by him upto the end 
of the previous month shall be endorsed on his warrant 
and entered on his History Ticket, these entries being 
signed by the Superintendent. 
(b) The receiving Jail shall be responsible that 
the above information is duly obtained. Each Jail at which 
prisoner serves a portion of his sentence shall be held 
responsible for the correct calculation of remission 
earned in the Jail. 
Preservation of remission Sheet 
(c) Remission sheets shall be retained in the 
office of a Jail for a period of one year after the release 
of the prisonerto whom they relate or his transfer to 
another Jail, 
JL 4^  J 
Record 
234, (i) A remission register shall be maintained in 
the prescribed form in which all entries about grant and 
forfeiture of remission if any shall be promptly made and 
dul y attested. 
(ii) Entries shall be made timely at the end of 
each quarter. 
In case a prisoner is due for release prior to 
the completion of a quarter, entries shall be made in the 
register during relevant months and action regarding release 
taken accordingly, 
(iii) At the end of each quarter prisoner should 
be informed about the remission they have earned during the 
quarter. Except communication as prescribed, remission 
record shall be treated as confidential. It shall not be 
allowed to be handled by the prisoners. 
Prisoners Transferred on Reciprocal Basis 
23 5. A prisoner transferred under the reciprocal arrange-
ments from a Jail in another State, will earn ordinary.^ 
special and Government remission as laid down, but any 
other special remission of sentence not provided above or 
remission of sentence for ordering premature release, 
shall have to be sanctioned by the Government of the State 
where the prisoner v/as convicted and in case of conviction 
for offence in the Union list by the Central Government. 
Temporary Removal Period to be Stated 
?3 6, (i) When a convict is punished by temporary removal 
from the remission register the award of punishment shall 
state specifically the period for which the same has been 
so removed. 
ISO 
(ii) The Superintendent may with the previous 
sanction of the Inspector General, reac3iTiit to the remission 
system any prisoner who has been removed therefrom permanent--
if his conduct in Jail demands it subsequently. In the 
event of a prisoner being transferred to another prison 
after his permanent removal from the remission register 
any recommendation regarding his restoration to the benefit 
of the remission system shall be submitted to the Inspector 
General through the Superintendent of the Prison in which 
the prisoner's name was removed from the register. Such 
a prisoner shall earn remission under these rules from the 
commencement of the month, following such admission. 
APPENDIX III 
MADRAS PRISON AND REFORMATORY MANUAL,1960 
CHAPTER XX. 
THE EEMISSION SYSTEM. 
Jiules VHHU under .'^Lction J'J (5) of the Prisons id. L->',M. io 
rerjulate tin shortening of sentences IJ; t)tc grant of /•< >/lI^ •'.lO)l<; 
[Homo Depftrtinont Resolution Kog. 181-172 (Jails), dated 25th JUPO 120S. and 
No-. 2.')i-24.'> (Jftilii). d«f<'d 12tb .Tuly l9lU.j 
309. {'Cancelled.] 
i>Snition», 3J0. In these rules— 
(a) " Prisoner " includes a person committed to frison m 
d£f-i:>lill ol fuinishin'i M'cunty to ket-p the p^OCeol* 1'^ ' of guoii 
(jehaviour. 
(6) " vSciuencc " means a sentence as finally fiied en appeal, 
KsviUon or otherwise, and includes an aggregate of more sentences 
than o!ie and ,iu ordei oi committal to prison in delauli of fiirnisb-
fng SSCKWity to keep the [icace or l)e ol liood behnMOur. 
310-A. («) ']'he tcmencc") of nil prisoner-- sentenced to Trans-
poilat:on for life or to more than '20 }e<ii- '^ nnpii-^onment m the 
aj^gregate or to tran^po^tatlon, or transpoitation and imprisonment, 
ior tcrm.s exceeding in the aggregate 20 years shall, lor the ])u;po?e 
of this rule, he deemed to he sentoucc<5 of iinjn isonim-iit for 20 ycar^. 
(h) In accordance with the orders in G.O. No. 6G7, Law 
(Genca l ) . dated 26th Fehrn i rv 1023. n< amended by 0 0 . 
No. l()2r,. II,Hu.-. dated I2tli Maudi 1037. and G.O. No. 21,' Home, 
dated .'iul Jamia i \ T'dS, the cases of all [jiiMtners wlio ha \e seived 
two-thirds of their sentence including remis.sion and have ser\»d 
not less than 2^ years including remis'-ion '^hall be placed before 
tile .^dvi'-ojy Board as con'^titnted for consideration as to ^^hether 
their premature relea<=e uill he recommended. The cases of 
prisoners repatriated from the Andamans 8hall also he placed before 
the Advisory Board for consideration in time before they complete 
their sentence under the two-thirds-remission rules. The cases of 
prisoners imprisoned for failure to give security under Chapter A I I I 
of the Code of Criminal Procedure. 1^98. and criminal lunatict 
confined m Mental Ja i l . Cuddalne . ^hall not lie placed before the 
.Advi'^ory lioarU. 
{c} In .iccoidance \Mfh the orders m G 0 . No. J0S6. Home, 
dated the 3rd November 1012. the cases of all piisonci- ^-eiitenced 
to t uo years m the agL.""eca(e or more but not excecduirr three vears 
vGio have -er\ed lhree-fo^rth'^ of their sentence (\elnding teini-'-inn 
fcluiU lie placed belinc tin .^(l\l^clJV Boaid piovided llu it coiiihiet in 
jail has been exeinp!ai\ Only t-ucli cases of prisoner'- a'- aie recom-
:nonded for lelea^f b\ the Advj'jorv Board shall be submitted io 
15 
16', 
Gov»'n'>Jnertt- fcrot-icrs. T k e c a s e c o f pmci iers UYif).nS£»>iJ ik*'ckScuiSt 
to give seruntT undf-r Cinpter V l l I of tlx' Code of Cnrmnai I'roce-
dure, ISOS. shall not be placed befoie the Advisory Board. 
^ '^oTE (1).—Tho cases of firisociors coiivict<Ki b.^ - Court-martial alioald also b« 
placed boforo tho Advisory Board for considomtiori under clauses (6) and (c). 
Korr. {'2).—Sontoiici'H of impi iBoniin'iit for fnilurc (o/iinii«li iw>curity should 
not bo taken into account In dotonnining tl>o fiiTKn'jjutr 6onlono<» for tbo ptirpoi* of 
clauses (/)) and (c). 
id) (i1 The f.'isf of iirisoncij: coiiuii;^ uiuler sub-iale (n) and 
llioso rep,ilri;ilo(l fioin tin •\n(lnmnns ^liall J>i' submitted to Govern-
ment for oiderb v.ith (lie rccoinineiidation of the Advisory JJoard 
wlu'thor it recoinincnd.s release or not. tu^jtilier with the iud;:ineiit 
nt the couit and other conneeW'd pajK-'i^. 
(.iij If ilie Go%eriiiiiein TI'IIK.' \O ordei lelea^.e ol .i |.iJ:,()iiei 
und( r tho t\vo-thir(N-leIm^-U)ll iiih ~, lhe_\ i-hall diiect the usiih-
ini^'-iou of Ills case iui then con^idei atiun ,1 '^ain alter .such period .vs 
they may deem tjt : 
Provided thai pri.-~onei> olhei than hfe prisoners shall, on 
ihe expny of their sentences, le-^ ihe penoi]s of remission catned, 
be ffleased unconditionally without the specific ordi'rs of Govern-
ment. 
{c) Tile Superintendent ol a jail in which --uch prisoui-rs a> are 
raentioued above are confined shall maintain a register in wltich the 
name of each prisoner shall be entered under a date two months 
before he would be clipible for (•()n•^ l(1l^ •ali(>!l of his release after 
aHowmp for normal remission and if. foi any reason, lie ceases to 
earn remission or r am^ ^pceinl lemi-sion, the due date shall be 
alteied accordingly. 
(/) In accordance u i th G.O. No 2030. Home , dated 2fith 
(October 193G, Die oases ol old and d(<-repif piisoners who aie 
incapable of doing any real work and would appear to be. unable to 
c(nnmit or organize crime if released should al-o be i laced before 
the Advisorv' Board for consideration and lecommendation, 
(q) In accordance with G.O. Ko. 2115. H o m e , dnted the 2ud 
July 1015. the cases of all prisoners who satisfy the following condi-
tions shall be placed before the .Advisory Board for consideration, 
namely : — 
(1~) that the prisoners are iner (iy or 55 years of age 
accoiding as they are male or female prisoners and have ser\pd 
not less than 2J years of then- sentence, including remission; and 
(2) that they »rc serving sentences for their first and only 
conviction. 
310-B. (a) A meet ing of the Advisory Board fihall be hold nt 
least once a (juarter and oftener if there lir en-e- to come before it. 
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0 ) llie Int-pcclor-Geueral of Prisons (ChiiirmaiO; 
(2) The Cliicf rre?idency Magistrate. Madras; 
(3) tiie Couimiisioucr of Police, Madras; and 
(4) one or more nou-ofOcial members appointed ''v ^^^'^ 
Tiovi'! iiuicnt. 
The SuperinlcndLnt of the Central Ja i l , Mridra-, shall be tbe 
ijetietaiy of tlie Board. 
In the inufa'^^.il, the Advibory Board shall consist of— 
(11 the Inspector-General of Prisons (Chairman). 
(•2) The Sessio:!- Judj^e ol the Sessions Uivi-^ion ui WIULII 
the prison is situated; 
(3) ((-•) In distncifc wliere the sclicme oi sei^aration of the 
.'iKhciaiN itoiii tlie r,\ecutive i'^  in foice, the District I^Iapi-^tratc 
1- uell „>, the Colli clor and Additional District Majjit-trate of the 
(h^ti'ct 111 which the prl^on i^  situated; 
(b> In oiher di-inct«, llie District Ma^'i'^tratc ol tlip 
i]i<-irii't ill \shich ihe jiri-on i-' - i tuated; and 
(1) (hie or more non-official meniber^ appointed by Govern-
ment. 
i h e Supei intendeiit ol the jail concerned -liall he liic 
Sccietar} of the Board. 
The teim of oilice ol r[n li non-otijcial member sliall crdmanly 
he three years. 
The Clnef Pi c^ideiicN Mai^istrato in the City of Madras, the 
Collectoi and Additional Jhstnct Ma[,Mstrate iii di'^inct> \ \heie tlie 
scheme of separation of the Judiciary fiom the Executive is in foice. 
nnd tlie Collector and ])i<^trirt Mnaistrate in other di-tr ir ts , shall, 
111 th> .'ih (lice of th(^ liib-pector-Cieneral of Pn-oM~-\ |)ie-ide oxer th( 
meetin;_;> of ttie Ad\i-orv Boaid, to consider the preiii:iluie release of 
prisoners; luld in fheir rc^fiective jurisdiction=. In tlio absence of 
bot4i the Inspector-General of Pri^ on<= and the Collector and District 
Mnpi^tiMte or tlie Collretor and Additional Di'^lrict Mnpisrale, af< 
tlie ca-( may be, the (h-liict Judge shall pre-id- (.\er th(> meelin^''^ 
of ihe Adv)-orA' Board lield in the /"nufassal. 
310-C. ]'n]jce re[,ort'; '-hnii he obtained in resprct of pri'^oners 
who^e ,M ,^ , ni-e i.) |i,. j.lai ed hefoie the .A.dvi> o^rv Bonrd. I'^olice 
olTiC'ts not Ifiwer i;i lank thriii hiih-ln'^pector of Police shall per-;o-
naliy enoinie into and 'eport on the advi'^abilitv of prematnre 
re!ea<;c of the [»ri^on«*rs The District Superintendents of Polica 
shall '-CI utmi/.i" the report'; and pivo their considered ojunion "^'hich 
shall be submitted to the .\dvisory Board through the District 
Magistrate or Additional District Magistrate (Independent), a<? th« 
cape mav bf> 
flzPcd r^MlA^tc hzhi^ct'i bkcA-i^^ p;tUcAi.ti ntiA hcC koto 
Distiict Ma^'i.-tinte (Jndcpciidfnt> bui sbJvll be seu: direct to tLe 
Suporjnti. ndi-tit of tiio jail. 
811. [CaHCiZ/.J.] 
312. .No o i d m a n '•f im--KH. hlinll I" f iuiicd in 'In lollownig Exclusion of 
. " ci rtfvi 1 o th iT 
(1 , m if^|H-ct ol Hin -• i i tcnc. ' of nj^oiou^ .mi'i i-nniiiMr 
.•iiiiuuiitKii', C',\c'ln = ivc of -iiiv - in tc iHf psi-- 'd m dclti'ih nl j n ) iiiciii 
ol 1111.• to (e^tH-l>^ threeino>»ths tt^ nlndy 'hiy^ m lih> ajj-zio^^ntc. 
N o T £ — T h < l m-^^ / i ' cn o f i K « i ' j r ^ '"^  * ' " " ' ' '' P^ ' - """ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' -•iiton' 'c or t.Miil 
O) «oiitonc-i - i.s i f l iK . <i on iipin'iil to l,'^-, i hnn t i u . v iimiit Iw or tniu'l y <l:i.''- "i t l " 
(ipgrcgiilo hi> Hliftll o.M.-i' t o Ix- '"lipjblc l'>r nr. l i i iniy r ~-i|i)ii niui. i tlifM'- rules iiiul 
tuiy ri'MiH-ioii tliiU lie l imy h i u e eu r imi j'Tior to tlit' letlviction ol lus -.eiiteiice or 
.seiit<'imo? ^lllvll bo lo r l e i tod . See iii tin-- comn 'Mon Iho ilclinit ion ol " x -n t r t i ce " 
in rule 311) (L). 
(•Jl 111 u'SjKTl ol >iuv iiiU'iiti ut .-implc iiiiim onuie iu 
.'iiiioiiiniii^.', i-xt-hi .i\ (• ril ..-w - I ' l i . i i n ]•,'--(•(] 11) d r l m i i o: 'm. ' . \i. 
\r<^ than iliroe inoritlii^ oi niin' iv d;i\-- in t!u' n^^LMOpatr. 
\ o i i: —IVnouers scn tence i l to -.ii,))i|e im; ' - i^onniei i t for t h r " e inmit li-< oi 
mii(>ty it,.\r- 111 tlio a^^Llie;-)!!!-iiiui o\ IT can I .irn remi- - io i i . | ) r (n i . i i ' i t l ie\ l abou r 
\ oluii lnriK for a n y eout luuovi-i per iod i i n 1K.'II.,' h • - t h a n one IIKIM; li. 
313. if a p i i souer is coii\icU-d CM AU oltriu-i; comiiiit l>d afti i roifoi'u-- ol 
.idinisMOQ to jail , u n d e r bcctions 147. l i b . 152. dH, 302. 3 0 1 . :101-A ,'''^'""''^'""-
:]0C>, 307. :iOH. ;323, 3 2 1 . 325 , 32i.. :M_', ; ; ) 3 . ".52. 35.; ol 377 ol ])'> 
Jiidiaf) I 'n ia l Cnd(> or of an i- anil lOiniDilU'd altci adn)i---ioii to 
jail on .1 warder or otln r oti'n fi oi I'uvinj,' ln'cii removed to a 
lio^pit.il OI .a.^yiuin u n d e r iiile ";15-11 lirt-.iLr- lii,-^  bond ;4iven in I'^oim 
X o . (JI-]-! , the. remiss ion of wliaicvei kind fa rned by Iiiiii loidcr (lie-e 
nileh up to Oh' d a l " of the : •ml eon^iei ion oi his tenijiorarv renn>\i)l 
m a y , \SIIM the per ini^- ion oi th>- ! n-jiei (oi-( leiieral t^ f I'ri'-on'^, h r 
eanfejl , ,1 \ jiii--oiier t e m | i e i a i i l \ i''iMO\eii td a ho.-piial oi i'-\iiini 
iindei rule 5]5-]< who o ienk- h i - bond and is a^'iiiii admi t t ed to J H I 
afti 'r r e -cap t iue shall eai n no reniis- ion under tht.-M' rules h ' r sneli 
jieriod a.- IIK^ ln s [ ) e r io i - ( j ene ra i ot J^ii'-oiK iiia\ order . 
814. T h e S u p e r i n t e n d e n t ni,i\ , u i t h d i e previoup sanct ion of li«^-admli-
t he Ini^fieeior-General . re-adniii to the leinission '^Nstoin any^'" '? "'' 
pr isoner who ha."* been rei i io\cd i h ( i e f i on i under rule-, f ramed nnder ,,ri'onor 
.°eclion 50. clausf; (3) of the . \ci Such a pn.-^oner shall earn rt-mi^-
Kion under tlicpo rule? from the e o m m e n c e m e n t of t h e inontl i 
following sue]) re-ndmi'^sion 
315. O td ina rv lemi.-sinr, -hal l le .iw irded on t l i r fo j lowm" ."^ pale oi 
scale : '''•<'' ""'.'' 
rcinifipioe. 
(a) two days )>ei month for thoroujrhly eooJ conduct and 
scrupulous, attention to ail prison rcfriilatioiis; 
(M two days per month for indu^^trv and the due performnricei 
of the daily ta^k impo'^ed. 
155 
315-A. A pri?(.u(?r \vhn .^  uuablfc to k b c u r through cau??* 
beyond hi<^  contrcil bv reason of boiDpj nt court, u\ transn f:o!n one 
j.ii'j to ininDirr, )}• (i.)-./)!t,Tl oi o)i uivnJjd pj^u;,' 'b'lU l)f- <:r!intoa 
i(ini--Kiii umicr <-!.i\)st' ((/^  of nilo 315 on tlio sc.ilc iin'^^-'i "'< ' ' " ' 
(lui.TiL; !h( ni(.'\ irii!'^  month )[ liis conduct pii<" t<^  ^"il ('i'' I'li: the 
1 7 1 < 11 
prDod 111 cpu'^tion li;w been such as to deserve >urli pi.uil H'' ^-i"" 
,ii ..) I" . i i d t b d ID tlio ^laiit ('1 itMius'Aion under c liiusc iL) (in tlu-
scilr 1 lined li\ hiia duiin^' the pievioin nionlb if be ir\'^ IK en m 
)i,- .ui du'.iii^ th.il U'lni, il nut at lli-. late ot l\so da>- poi nioi.tli 
PioMded tbst if hi^ abaeiieo fioni Mork is due to hi- own MM c^on-
ihict in jail no i(Miii--iou nnde: elau-e d'^ "^hall t)e aw aided for tin' 
period of abbence 
I'lONided al.-o tlia> il lu i- in |^oS^itll xjr 0'{\ nivahd ^.'i ii- Hi. 
ieini-.^ion uiide; el.ui-e an o\ mle 'M') -lull be ^nanted unle?'- the 
•Medic i! Olluei n i t i i i e - iliat tlie pii«oiu-r'.- ali-enct> tioin laboui 
i.- diu to (\ui-e^ tu'Nond his eontrol and is in no w.iy cau.-ed !>y anv 
ucliun ol ilie pii-oner iiiniseil lakeii witli a view to escape woik (. i 
lo {_"•! into (11 to i i inam in lio-pital 
Sedl* 316. In lieu ol tbe itiiii-siun allov.O(t uiul' ' di .tlT) (onsnt 
applic»bl« v^.nder- shall leet'xe eiijlii dn\s ' ordmarv leniission per month. 
oSktti. e o n \ u ; ONCPMH'IS - I \ da \s pei inoutb and eonvict nigiil \\atclHneu 
twe da\ - piT mouth. 
NfOh — A s ri^Hifl-i 111" rr ini'j-iioii l o b<i gruuti><l l o p o i i v i c t nuMiiij; orclorlif* 
.Tfc rul'> .-.'^ '.t. 
Dit« from 317. 1,1) SubjK'i to tile pio\i-ion- ol luir 31 i, leiiiission iiuder 
"^^^ Mile 31"] shall be ealcuhtfd fioni the first dav of the t'hleiidar monrii 
rcnus-iio'i 
ftlniliued. next followine the date of tlie pri-oiiei '•^  s( nience piovided thai m tl o 
case of a ])ii-ont i uiin i- s(>;)teneed on or before tlie 15(h of a month 
lie fliall be <.'tanfed (uo da\^ ' leinis-ion in respect of tli.it montli 
I'2) An} prisoner. \v!io after iiavinp been lele.ised on b.iil or 
bec.iuse his sentence has been (eniporarily sus])ended is affensnidR 
le-admitted into the jaii on or befoic the l."5th of a month, shall 
lie fTMntcd two d a \ s ' roini'.sion m respect of that month. If he 
is al-o ;Khnitt(d on or allei the Jiith of a /nonth. no remission shall 
be granted to liim in rc-pect of that month but he shall be bronphl 
under the remission system on the first day of the calendar inonrh 
next following tbe date of hi^ re-admi'^sion. Any remission eained 
previous to bis ndease on bail oi the -uspen'-ion of sentence ^hall 
be credued to him on le-admitsicii to jad. 
(3") Remi^^ion undei rul(> 31f) shall be ctlculated from l^i'^  
fust day of the nt \ t calendar month following; the appointment of 
<he prisonei a<= lonvirt u,iid<i. com irf overseei o^ convict Mght 
watchman. 
AddfUa-J 318. Piisoners emploNed oil prisiDti sei \ loes .juch as con\<: arid 
on to s l eepe r s , who woik on .Sun/].i-\^ and holida\<=, may be awnnhvl three r»Tni>i»i 
primoii 
"^'^ '^  dnv ordinarv renn- i m p i i o in i t i i m ndfhtion lo »ny olhei-r^-mis^ion 
earned iindri the^p t nle'^ 
1S6 
Explar.ai.on —('(;e ciaj'e lemjssion may ive credited to the 
prisoner al the oiuj of tvcry month during -which he has been 
enip]o}»-'l on an\ jtii-'On facr\ice 
319. An\ pri^urii 1 rli^'iblc foi iL'ini--ion under thc^o rules who, Award of 
lyi i^ |Hii"l u, iii.' w I iclvdiica lioiii lli> ill- i.'-> "I the month u^.is.oi. for 
f'jllow III,, IIM ii . <<{ hi 'Mlciue t)i the date un uhicli lie u'lib '"^ -^^  j ^ °*^" 
[)iuii-ii (I loi a |)iiM)ii iitii iiei , liub coniinmed no pii^on ollence what-
c>\u -hall !"• 'V.auKi' l"i'i,i\ ' ludiihii} iCIUI-MOU in addition lo MD) 
o ; ' l ( l ' c l l l l - - ' " ! I U i l ' d l . lnl i ' I t l u - i ( 1 U ! L ~ 
ildplaniUt a 1 HI lii^ , inlc ju r on olleiu'f-, punished oul) witli 
,1 wainm^ hii! I'ul ' takcij ijit-) account 
320. Oidinais K ini^'^ion shall he awarded b\ the Sniionnlendent Who may 
oi, -~iii>|i ( t Id hi I iiiiuil i .d M,|)( 1 \ isuMi .uid to llie luovisioii'i of ""',"'" 
I l l i c . i J l , ' ) \ I'w | ) ( p u l " i p r l Hi l l l id i n t , f i d o r U i pUl_\ J a i l o r , OI , e m naiou, 
am olLa oliiti'i - [ X M ' I U u u p o u t i e d in that li. lall l\\ him 
321. An ollu ' > -iii'ipj nnhii'ini /( u/iswoji sliall, before inakinj:; Pioooduiuon 
• 1)1 . 1 \ . IMi, ( >1 1,4 1,1 / ; ) / JIU I s / J ' ^ / M ; ; / / ., . , ' i l u l l i c h e \ CrV "^'""'^" 
oHenc.e j UMII _^ >- ,I,L j,ns()',ei luu-i be Liutiilly lecoided 
If I jiii^oiii h.i'- nol •'• n pniu^hed duiin^ Ui luonlh olheiwise 
tiiaii b} a foiin il N^aii.iiij, he .-hall bt awarded ihe full o:dinary 
leinib-^ion loi tl il month undei iiile l>lj. oi il he ib a con\icl ofhcer 
undei 1 ule 'Ah'i. 
i ( a prisoner' HAS. Ill I n p iin -bed dm in;^  the iiitmi'i oiliei w ise tlian 
b\ \ 1(11 111 '! lA/Anun^j ihe tdSe -li ill be p! n i d bi leu i br Siipci mleii-
deiit \s'io ii 'I ( '•'iin^ U.e ])uni-biii. nl IM ]iuni'-iiincnl3 
aw.idi 1. iii'l <ii ,di u i a i anunint of iciin- ion hliall be ;;iantod 
uiuli [ ru!( '.l'),.)! il 1 b('((iii\ K I I I com K 1 uflii CI . undei lule'JlG. 
Ml i(nii--ai)n K 'n id I oii the ;/;/^o^(/•\ livtonj iirhcL shall be 
eiUi'ud inonthK on the /(/i/nMon ilnit (or eaitl), oi li reniib^ion 
sheet , (oi eaids) au not maintained, in a goneial remibsiou 
Hgistci . 
322. ' I h e a w a i d o l oidinai v i oini'^'^ion sh.ill be in idt , as luaiK asRoconlot 
possibl. on tin fii-t ol ilw iiiontli lollowin;,' and lljc ainotml r.hall ""*"^ ^* 
be in l imi t (d to the piisoner and rctordai an /';is iiislDnj liilut. 
Eenussioii uiaiii d lo a p i r o n e r undei iiiU- . I'J .shall In' leiorded 
on his bi-l()i_\ iickii as .sovin as po^sibK- aftci it is awaided. 
323. d ' ^"i"' I'M '1 II 1 bill JiCf)\i onbnaiN M'ni)--i(.n ni lespcct ExoluRion o/ 
of the c i!' m! ' nionJ b in v, bu li Mi^  i^  ich t-ed nnle-t hi'^  lolea'^e falls '*•'' calendar 
aftei lb" ir.ib of Ml. month m winch CT C IH- hall be .-planted half ™°"**'' 
rJie it nii'---inn II. • b jli hi is ( ntUK d Ti i esfn c' o. that inontii If bv 
the ;nant of siich ' i i-p sion the date of his K I^ ^ i-c wniild f ill before 
the IfJtI b sh '. Kc f^ i iiiK 1 Dill\ Such n mi ^on a-- w ill enlitlo him 
to release on tin Hit h 
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iA Aduh t-Dall bo giairuii o:ii\ one iluy's it;iuis-ioJi raid t-i.all I'c 
joU j<c'd on till' Hkh of MaicJi. 
N'oi i .—N\u-Miip ord. .r lu >^. miilif vv a U h i n o u a n d pri^uacr-< rt-fcin d t o in nil<- 31S, 
wlio c u m li\«. d a j » romissiori mid r..,,><.• u i idor t h e t«c-ol>o ol llio i;l>o\<< mib-ni lo niny 
b e gro i i tod t l i roo da\a' reiuL-isioii lor t lu luo i i th of iclooeo u n d no t - { d u y s . 
(2) If by the grant of ouliii.in romisbiou foi the whole ii-.ot.th 
pievious to tiie month ol i cka -o . thi- dato of itdoase would f,<!l 
u-itliin the j)iovioiis month, tli. pii-ontM- sliall hr {^ninli'd oid_> -luli 
U'nii--ioii ,I--would .iuill( Iniii o; |.-1(MM- on tlic h)llouni^' in jiilli 
lllu',truliO».—\ piiMjnei who-e U'ltMSf falls on I1K' oid of 
Aii^ 'U'^ t --hai] 1)(' ;4iantcd oid) two days' icnii-sion foi ihc u'oiilli 
of Jul>. ins|(>;id of foui d a \ s . and shall be leica'^i'd on llic fii-t of 
August. 
Quftljika- 324. Spcia.il re)r\iss(on may b<l giAcn to any piisonei, wlunni-r 
t;ortb l^ or riiiilled to oidin,ii\ Mini -ion oi not, io! --pci'ial ^i-iMccs, as foi 
opecjnl •• 
itJiiiirtsion. ' '^a o i [ i u 
' i i I i-iiii;: in dcU'iiin;: or picxcnling hreacbeb oi jiiison 
di^ti|)lini' 1)1 J '^;4l!la'vlon•^ •, 
[2i '-uocc-- in t( H li'n;^ Inndiciafts; 
(3) spL'cicil cxcLdlcnc (• m, oi greatly increased outturn of work 
of good (|nality: 
(I) [iiotictmg an iifiicci of ihc prison fioin attacdc; 
'')> a--i.-fii: ,10 Muiiii (i[ tin- pii'-on in the eu'-e ol outbicak, 
fjie ui ^iiiiilai i-niei;,.. ni ic-^; 
lO) econoni\ in wiMiing clothes. 
Wlio m i\ 325. . ' j ' • ..11 nil,I -'III! iiii\ be aw.iided— 
ttYurd'psc'ul {(n h\ ilic Siijifi iiiu iidi 111 lo all niiioniil not ('Xi-(c(hng tl iMv 
ronr.i.,lo„. ,],,v.s m one year: 
I';) h\' tlir In-^p' . I'll -(ii'Mi'MJ Ol ilic (iovci niiicnt to .in anioiiiil 
not (Wee* ding --ixt^ da \ - ni one yeai. 
Exjilanution.—Toi tin- pui po-.- of ihi.s i iile yeai.s shall l)e reckoned 
from the date of sentence, and any fiaction of a year shall be 
re( koned as a complete \e,ii 
Record of 326. An nvyard of Spcc/al remi-^sion <;hall be cnteicd OJ) the 
r^ ' l ' ion ^l'^^°''i/ Uckc±o^i\\e priiTcnei as ^nnn a^ possjbleilf teHt is made, and 
. j . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^«-^^^^,^^^ '•)ward of 8j)ecini remission by a Supriuton-
den l ilvall be f)iieljy recoidcd. 
Mftximum 327. The total remission earned by a priponer under all tlie 
r«mijjoii rules in Part I of \ o l n m e 11 of this I^Janual .shall not, without the 
ftwardable. g^j^^,^^^^ QJ ^^^ Gov, I j i imnty (^)(cc£d OnC-foiirth part o( hJS geritence. 
Subject lo the sanction ol t h e Gowrniyieat m oac/i instance, 
prisoner.-, may hi allowed earned iemission un to one-Uiird of their 
sentences in special CUSP'S 
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329. i ' " " ' ' ll<^(l-
330. \^ li'-i' •* jiii-uiuM !i.;- iMiiifd Nuih ifiiii--i<in a^  .'iitllltb him pelea'e iu 
«o -elo,'.-.^ (I,. Sup^nnlen<le>itiUii release Uin^ othor COSDS. 
331. \ \ | p ti ,1 hii-uiici 1- iclLM-c(i iimioi' I 111. .'i.'^ u, ilif loial iiiuount E''«^°'^'^^t 
, 1 1 1 - 1 11 I 3 1 1 • i J 4i of lemisejoa 
ol iPiiii>SK)n I'lincd li\ hini ^hall lu' (MKIOIM'M on lii^ ua i iant and the on warrant. 
criddi-I nu'iit -li;ill l)r sinncl 1»\ the SupciniU-iuicnl. 
332. \Miui < i.iiM)iu-i - uaii'l.MU'tl t(i moth'T vn\. (he total f' '^^«'««>F 
r 1 1 1 , . 1 1 r , 1 traiiafer. 
auiuiiut (>. i-eniiv^ioii tanicd b_\ liiiii iin [{> thi' cinl ol 'lie ])re\iou6 
inontli ^]\z\l he rtuloist-d on his ua ian t ami cDiricd on his Insiory 
iK'kri. tlit'^f fiuiifs liciii^' s'lriu'd |i\ llic Si.iKM Diic.idt )u. 
TJiu let cM\ iiii; j.iil >hall he ie.-|ii)iisil)h' tliat the ab()\L- inloiina-
tiou IS dul\ aUuvu\ed. liacU \M\ ut ^^U.cU -A ju'i^oucv ?^ crveK & 
portion o( Iii^ ^ciilonc' ^liall IK- held re^[K)ji<ilile foi the correct 
calculation of tlie lenut'Sion eniiied m that lail 
• 333. H' l i i i - ion !^ hr<-K Coi caidsl Oiall he lejnined in tlie ofiice 
ol ,1 ja;l foi a pciiod of one \.'ar alter rlie iiiicMiidn miial relia-e of 
the pii'-onei- lo wlioTn ihry relalr. or hi^ deaili When a pri^^oner 
l^  lMn-l('i-i'd lo I'idiji.'i jail. 111- ieini--H)n -lieet (or raid) \\l;ere 
.I'-h h 'e i - • iiiiii'MMiri (,i \vlieic ilu-v aie not niaiiitaiiied, a 
stalrmcnt (eiiifud In ih.' Piipi i intendeni df the total lenii^ijion 
ciriii d ii| to tell il.il.' ,)l tian ici. shah he heiit with thi- orisonoi. 
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CHAPTER XXXVIII 
REMISSION SYSTEM 
SKCTiOS I : STATUTORY RULES 
[GovernniiMU NuUlication, Home Department, No. HJM 1050 (XL)— 
IV, dated 8th March 19G2] 
In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (5) of section. 
59 of th^ Prisons Act, 1894 (IX of 1894), and of all other powers 
enabling it in thai behalf and in supersession of the rules relat-
ing to remission system in force in any part of the State, the 
Government of Maharashtra hereby makes the following rules, 
namely:— 
1. (i) These rules may be called the Maharashtra Prisons Short title and 
/D • o . ^ o 1 i n f o commencement 
(Remission System) Rules, 1962. 
(ii) Thev .shall comt- into force on the 1st da_y of April 1962. 
2. In * [these rule.->.J unless the context requires otherwise— Definitions 
(a) "Act" means the Prisons Act. 1894; 
(b) "prescribed standards" means the standards which in 
relation to different kinds of work entrusted to prisoners are 
considered adcquati' by the Jailor in charge of such work. 
(c) t 
(d) "sentence" means a sentence of imprisonment t (either sub-
stantive or in lieu of tine) as finally passed on appeal or revi-
sion or otherwise, and includes an aggregate of more sentences 
than one, and an order of committal to prison in default of 
•furnishing security to keep the peace or be of good beha\ 
^^d a sentence awaided by any Military Court 
iviour 
concession and 
3. Subject to the provisions of these rules, remission may be RcniKsion a< 
granted as lic-romaft'.T provided 3? a matter of concession only 
^d. nut as of right 
• ^uh.uuucit l\v Cio\ccnmcnt Corrigendum, Home Department. No. RJNf. 1058 
>'^L>IV, ,i,l>;,i ihe IQ,;, April 1962. 
& ^ M . ^ y Govrrna^ent Nonticalion, lfo.-r>c Department. No. RJ.Kf. 103.S (XL'-IV 
•UVl«.?iut Ap; I IV/.l 
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4 Remission may be of the following kinds, that is to say.— 
(a) Ordinary remission; 
(b) Annual Good Conduct Remis'^ion; 
(c) Special remission; and 
(d) State remission. 
5 (i) The Superintendent or subject to his superintendence 
and control, the Senior Jailor or any other oflker specially 
empowered by the Superintendent in this behalf shall be the 
authority to grant ordmary remission under these rules except 
that the Superintendent shall be the authority to grant such 
remission to prisoners confined m District Prisons, Class III. 
(ii) The grant of remission shall be made every month by the 
authorities mentioned in sub-rule (i) above. 
6. Subject to the provisions of these rules, ordmary remission 
at the scales prescribed in rule 8 may be granted to the follow-
ing classes of prisoners, that is to say— 
(a) non-habitual prisoners having a substantive sentence of 
ntjorous imprisonment of thiee months and more; 
Explanaiicni —Fov the purpose of ascertaining whether or not 
narily be treated as standard reference; 
(b) piisoners sentenced to simple imprisonment of three months 
a prisoner is a habitual, the UIIIILS in court papers shall oidi-
and more who volunteer to work and actually work; 
(c) *prisoneis undergoing imprisonment (whether simple or 
ngoious) irrespective of the length of imprisonment, whether 
substantive or in lieu of payment of fine, who are working on 
conservancy jobs.* 
(d) prisoneri, undergoing impi isonment in lieu of fine which 
immediately follows and is in continuation of the sentence which 
makes the prisoner otherwise eligible to remission 
(e) ex-military prisoners for the period they pass while in 
tran.sit or in military custody befoie their admission to prisons 
m the State of Maharashtra 
T 6A Subject to the provisions of these rules, ordinary re-
mission at the scales presciibed in uh-rule (iii) of rule 10 may 
be granted to the following dab' e.s of prisoners, that is to say.— 
(a) habitual prisoners having a substantive sentence of rigor-
ous imprisonment of one year and more; 
• • SubVamtcd by Government Notification. Home i:>crarit)icnf, No. RJM. J053 (XL).-lV 
dated the led A.pril 1 JSi and R S R 1167/5506:-lV Dt 6-l-l%V. 
t t Added by Gove'^inent NotiL^anon, Home De;jjrt/-)ei)t. Nii RJNJ. 105S (XL) IV 
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(b) habitual prisonCrs scntcncrd to simple imprisonment who 
volunteer to work and actually woik and whose unexpired por-
tion of the sentence on tlie date they so volunteer to work is 
one year or more/f" 
7. Ordinary remission may not be granted to a prisoner. Non-eligibiiny 
. . . . 1 . , remission 
(a) • If he IS undergomg a sentence of unprisonment m lieu of 
fine or simpliciter; * 
(b) if term of sentence or the aggregate of sentences passed 
against him is reduced on appeal or otherwise to a period of less 
than three months ; 
(c) in whose case, the State Governmeni has ordered that re-
mission should not be granted. 
(d) transferred to the Ratnagiri Special Prison on disciplinary 
grounds so long as he is conhned in that prison on these 
grounds; 
t Note.—Prisoners transferred to Ratnagiri Special Prison' on 
disciplinary grounds should not be granted ordinary remission 
during the period of their temporary confinement in other pri-
sons on the grounds of medical treatment, attendance in Courts 
or the like.f 
(e) (i) who, due to self-inflicted injuiies, is detained in a hos-
pital as indoor patient, or 
(ii) who has resorted to hunj;er-strike or work-strike, for such 
periods as may be decided by the Superintendent. 
(f) during out-periods which are not reckoned as part of sen-
tence (being periods during bail, parole, escape, extradition and 
other peiiod.s which are treated as out-pericuis and not reckoned 
as part of sentence under .specific ordej-s of the State Government 
issued in that behalf). 
8. (i) Subject to the provisions of these rules (including this ^^-^fecforUtnary 
rule), ordinary remission may be granted to the prisoners men- rt>nXi.-5»on 
tioned in colunm 1 of the Table below (being prisoners who are 
•—• Substituted by Government Notification, Home i:)epartmcni. No. RJM. 1058 (XL) 
rV, dited the 2nd April 1964. 
• \.'..'r,\ hv novcrnment Order. H. D . No. RSR-1167;4;67MV. dated 28th Jul>' 1968. 
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eligible for remis^^ion uncicr iul<' ft) hw the numl)i'r of days not 
exceeding those shown against them in column 2 thereof — 
Table 
Category of prisoners 
1 
(a) Convict Overseers . 
Scale of remission 
2 
(b) Night Watchmen 
(cj Other prisonf^rs 
(d) Prisoners working 
on conservancy jobs. 
(i) Four clays per month, for good beha-
viour, discipline and participation in 
the various institutional activities, 
such as physical training, educational 
programmes and the like ; and 
(ii) Five days pcT month, for satisfac-
torily performing the allotted work in 
accordance with the prescribed stand-
ards. 
(i) Three days per month, for good beha-
viour, discipline and participation in 
the various institutional activities, 
such as physical training, educational 
programmes and the like ; and 
(ii) Five days per month, for satisiac-
toiily performing the allotted work in 
livvotdiince with the prescnbi-d stand-
ards. 
(i) Thice days per month, for good beha-
viuui, discipline and paiticipation m 
the various institutional activities, 
such as physical training, educational 
programmes and the like ; and 
(li) FDUI- days per month, for performing 
tht- allotted work in accordance wilh 
the prescribed standards. 
Three days per month, being a remission, 
in addition to the remission earned un-
der clause (c). 
(ii) Where a prisoner eligible for remission under rule G is un-
able, for reasons beyond his control (.such a.s^  court attendance oi 
transit from one prison to another), to participate in the institu-
tional activities during any month or if no work is allotted to him 
in any iv\crvH\ ^c'vAay if fit's co.ulmit d.u»-tvA^  •tlvt*^  moufh ^'"^-J '^ood 
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be granted remission at the scale earned by him during the month 
immediately preceding such month. " 
(iii) Unless otherwise directed by the Inspector General , a pri-
soner may be granted ordinary remission for the month in which 
he is released on furlough at the scale earned by him during the 
month immediately before his release on furlough. 
(iv) Remission at the scale prescribed in clause (c), sub-rule (i) 
may be granted to a prisoner who is eligible for remission under 
rule 6, if— 
(a) the inability referred to in sub-rule (ii), arises soon after his 
admission into the prison, or 
(b) if a Medical OfTicer has duly certified that the prisoner be-
ing a bona fide indoor patient in a hospital or being convalescent, 
invalid or infirm, was unable to perform the allotted work in ac-
cordance with the prescribed standards during the month. 
(v) Where a prisoner has been punished during any month 
otherwise than by a formal warning, then if he is punished for 
bad conduct or for any violation in relation to his work which 
in the opinion of the Superintendent was a minor one, the monthly 
remission for good conduct or for work shall be reduced by one 
day ; but if the misconduct or any such violation in the opinion 
of the Superintendent, was of a serious nature, the prisoner shall 
not be entitled to any remission for good conduct, or as the case 
may be, for work, for that month. The Superintendent shall re-
cord his reasons in writing for deciding misconduct or violation 
in relation to work as of a minor or serious nature. 
9. (i) Subject to the provisions of these rules (including this Procedure of 
rule), ordinary remission shall be camlatcd from the first day t-aiculadng 
of tho colend'T month, if a prisoner waS Sen'tenced on -tJ^ uT" day, remission 
and in any other case, from the firs*^ day of the calendar month 
next following the date of his senteJice. 
•proVi(i£(.t fkat, v^here the broken periods spent in a jail in the 
months in which a prisoner is released and readmitted together 
exceed 30 days, the prisoner may, m respect of these months be 
given remisaion as if he had been in prison for the calendar 
month. • 
Explanation.—(1) For the purposes of sub-rule (1), all out-
poriods, that is to say, release on furlough or transfer from one 
Prison to another (which are reckoned as part of sentence) shall 
Hot be treated as broken periods. 
• ' - * 'Vvided by Oovcrmcnt Nolilicalion, Ho.rw DepHrtitK-nt. No. KJ.M 0172/J-XVI 
•Jiici 7lh Dcce!I•)l^ <:r 1^72. 
ra 
[Explanation.—(2) If a piiboncr is promoted as a convict onicrr 
in the comst' of any nionih and as such lie has got a broken 
period in that capacity, he shall get ordinary remission admissible 
to the prisoners other than the convict officers in that month.] 
(ii) In the case of prisoners falling under clause (/) of rule 7, 
they may be eligible for remission from the first day of the calen-
dar month next following the date of their re-admission into the 
prison. 
(iii) No prisoner shall be granted ordinary remission for the 
month In which hi lis released' 
(iv) In the case of a prisoner, transferred from a sub-jail to a 
prison, the period spent by him in the sub-jail (excluding the 
period spent as an undcrtrial prisoner), shall be computed along 
with the period spent by him in the prison for calculating remis-
sion. 
(v) If a prisoner is undergoing two consecutive sentences, one 
of which is for a term of three months or more, and one of the 
sentences is i;emitted on appeal or otherwise, and the other sen-
tence is not less than three months, any remission grant<id to him 
in respect of the sentence so remitted shall bo taken into con.^i-
deration for shortening his consecutive sentence. 
10. (i) A habitual prisoner shall not be entitled to any ordi-
nary remission during the period of six months commencing on 
the date of his first admi.'^sion into the prison. 
(ii) The Jailor shall, in the first week of the seventh month 
from the admission of such prisoners into the pi'ison, forwajc! a 
report in the Form I to the Senior Jailor of the jjn.scm about thi 
conduct and work of each such prisoner. The Senior Jailor shall 
forward the report, together with his own remarks tlu>reon, to \hr 
Superintendent, who shall, in consultation with such other officci^ 
as he thinks lit. decide upon ' ' le prisoners and the month from which 
they should be made elit;ii)le for the remission system providrci 
by these rules The Superint*>n(lent shall cause a list of sucli 
prisoners to be maintaiiuMi ant! kept in the prison. 
t[(iii) Subject to the provision of these rules (including this 
rule) ordinary remission may be granted to the habitual prioners 
mentioned in column 1 of the Table below for the number of 
• — t Added by Government ?<otif!Cation, Honv: Departmcn!. No. RJM. 1033 (XL)-lV 
(jj'c-J ihe :nJ April l^e-t. 
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day.s not '•xcfeding Uiusi ^huw n .m.uiisl tlicm in co lumn 2. 
theieof — 
Table 
Catci;i>ry of prc>oncis S^jlc ol rom'ssron 
I 2 
(a) Convict Overseers . . . (i) Tliicc d.ivs- p.M month , for good 
"bi'havKnii, 'Ji-eipl:i!'' and pai t ic ipal 'on 
in tliL' va i ious inst i lul ional aclivilic^, 
such as physical t ra ining, educat ional 
proqraniiTn> and the l i k e ; and 
(ii) Four days per month , for sat isfactori ly 
performing' tlif a l lot ted work in ac-
cordanc(> with the prescr ibed s t an -
da ids 
(b) Night Watchmen ... (i) Two rlay^ pet month, for Rood 
bohavioui, clisc'ipluio and par t ic ipat ion 
in the va i ious in.stilutional activit ies, 
such as physical t ra ining, educa t iona l 
progi 'ammes and the like ; and 
(li) Four day^ per month, for sat isfactori ly 
pe r fo immg the al lot ted work in ac-
cordance with the prescribed s tan-
d d i d s 
(c) Other p t i soneis .. (t) Two days pci month, for good beha-
viour, di^ciphnc and par t ic ipat ion in 
the various inst i tut ional acti\'itie'^, 
.such as phy.sical t raining, educat ional 
p rogrammes and the l ike ; and 
(a) Two flavs per month, for satisfactoi ily 
p e i t o i m m u the .lUotted v,oik in ac 
cordance with the preset ibed s tanu-
aids 
^d) Prisoners work ing Thi-M- (lav> p ' i mmilh, being a remission, 
on conservairjy jobs. in ad-htiiui to t h - remission ea rned un-
der clause (c). 
Uccplanauon—For the purposes of this tule, prisoners, ini t ia l ly 
^fpilfifieti as casuals and subsequent ly classihed as habi tuals . shall 
by the provisions of t^lir IM! ' ' frc) m 'ihf da t ( . ' ! ' 
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RcmisM.'ii to 11. (i) An ofTcndcr transferred to a prison under section 12 
iransicrredTrom of the Bombay Borstal Schools Act, 1929, shall not be entitled to 
Ltorstjl School, ^^y r(>missi(ni under these rules during the period of six months 
commencing on the date of his final admission into the prison 
after transfer. 
(ii) On the expiry of such six months, the Superintendent 
shall, in ctmsultation with such other ofTicors a.s he thinks fit, 
decide upon the prisoners and the month from which they should 
be made eligible for the remission system provided by these rules. 
The Superintendent shall cause a list of such prisoners to be 
maintained and kept in the prison. 
(iii) The prisoners specified in the list maintained under sub-
rule (ii) may be granted ordinary remission according to the scale 
provided by the preceding rule to habitual pirisoners ; and annual 
good conduct remission after a period of one year commencing on 
the date on which the prisoners became eligible for the remission 
system under sub-rule (ii). 
Graniingof 12. Where any prisoner eligible for ordinary remission has not 
annual good - n i • re / t u - • \ e - i 
comius-t committed any prison offence (not being a warnmg) for a pciioii 
remission, of one year (excluding the period during which the prisoner is 
rernovi'd from the remission system)^ reckoned from the date of 
his sentence, or as the case may be, from the date on which he 
was last purushed for a prison offence, he may be granted tbiV*-
days' annual good conduct remission, in addition to any oi/i' ; 
remission. 
Example —A prisoner sentenced and admitted to a prison on 
2nd August 1959, was removed from remission .system for a ptMioil 
of three months from 6th December 1959. He will not be eligible 
for annual good conduct remission on 6th December 1960, but on 
6lh March 1961. 
.\uihon!ii-s (o 13. TIK' Superintendent, the Inspector General and the ^tiVt-
gr.int special Government shall be the authorities to grant special rpmi^'-i>''i 
ri;missK)nb. 
imdor lhes(> rules. 
Grant of Spivni 14 Special remission at (he scale prescribed in rule K!, in:\v 
Rc-iss.on. ,j^. granted to prisoners : — 
(a) for saving the life of a Government employee or pri.son 
visitor or inmate ; 
(h] for nroT-'Ctinu; G(^vernment rmployo'' or pri.<:on visitor or in-
/'^uit'a. fA.c>n o- l tcxe\s . 
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(c) for preventing or assisting in- preventing escape of a prisoner 
or apprehending a pri.soner attempting to escape or intimating the 
attempted escape of a prisoner ; 
(d) for assisting pri'.on utVicci.s m emergencies like fire, or out-
break of a riot, strike or otlier like eventuality ; 
(e) for assisting in pre\-enlinL? or detecting serious breach of 
prison regulations , 
(f) for marked diligence and success m imparting education and 
in teaching arts and crafts ; 
(g) for outstanding ronti'ihntion cr pi rformance in cultural acti-
vities that IS to -^ay, dianui music, sports and the like in the 
prison ; 
(h) for consistent good work m the prison industries, or agri-
culture, or in impoilant pri>.on seivices; or 
(i) for any othiT .suiricicnt cau^c 
i 
15 (i) Subject to th<^  provisions of sub-rule (ii), special remis- Prisoners d j;ihlc 
sion (in addition to ordinary remission), may be granted to pri- ^^^ spca.il 
soners who are eligible for ordinary remission, (ii) Where the 
Superintendent is of the opinion (hat a prisoner, notwithstanding 
that he is not eliiuhlc for oiduvny rcini'^sion, should be granted 
special n-mission under rule 1 1, he shall submit a report in that 
behalf with his lecommendation in Form II to the Inspector 
General f()r order^;^ .md on leciipi of orders from the Inspector 
General, grant special leim-ision lo llie prisoner. 
16. Subject to thr provisions of rule 17, the Superintendent and Scale of <;pco il 
the Inspector General may each grant special remission to any rcnusbioa 
prisoner not exceeding .'50 days in a year; and the State Govern-
ment may grant such remission to any prisoner not exceeding 
120 days in a year. 
Explanation.—For the purpose of this rule, year shall be re-
ckoned from the date of sentence and any fraction of a year 
shall be reckoned as comi^lete year. 
17. (1) Each Jailor or Agricultural OfTicer as the case may be, Mode oi i^ rniuing 
shall, regard being had to the provisions of rule 14, recommend special rcnusbion 
prisoners in his charge for remission to the Superintendent. 
(ii) The Superintendent in consultation with the Deputy 
Superintendent, if any, the Senior .Jailor, and th»^ n-^ryon in 
Wt3t-ga of any factory or- indH^hy AUn wflK "tk<Z.a55»sth-7?c"^C^ 
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to iiv i lu ' . 'i r)i'; ii'( .T l(Mit to conM(!(M- g'.nnt of spec ia l rc in iss io i i 
10 p 1*150iier-^ '^ nn>l thi- S';p' ' i ini ndi nt may Riant such spocial 
11 nil .'11111 in ,\(. coi il.Micc Willi \\\c .--call' piovicUxl by vu\r lO a'-
!u' Munl%s 111 
(ui) \\ ii< It t!i. Supc't int('nc!( nt , a f lo r considering? t h e l e c o n i -
n i i n d . J i 11 - u l i n n ' l . d to birii iiir!. . , i i l i -n i Io (i) a n d af lc i c o n -
Miltin;; tli- o*!ic ' •^  c i t o u ^ a ' d . i'- ' I o p i n i o n t h a t a p i i s o n c r s h o u l d 
III ' ^ i . p ' i I iMiu>^i in I'Xit n ..n i 'a \ . h ' ' ha l l n i ako a i ' -
c o n i n i r n d a t i o n m li iat b ( h a U to tin I n s p e c t o r G c n r r a l 
(i\-) CUi- I n s p ' e t o r G o n i i a l sha l l pa^s o r d e r s on a l l cases of 
n n i i - ^ i ( i n suht i i i i te t l to Inni I 'no ' i .>nh- iu le (in) 
State remissions, \i\ 'p), S ta t i G( ; \ ' ' i n n v nt n iav on ^uch nccns ions of n a t i o n a l 
nnr)( ' ' ' , '>ic <'i pi ibl ic le jo ic in : ; as h'^ S t a l e G o v < i n m i n t m ly 
d ( ' i ' [ ' i i i i 'iici'^' ; PU>s;on to - ' ch p i i ^ n n i i s foi s u c h n u m b ( i ol 
(i.w .. •!'• . ' ; " i (.JM\ I t " ' iv 'M I ' - , \ t-\ o i d i t ^pee i lv in I 'n 
1M ' ' :• 
Tola! of ord:n.ir> 1'' (O TMI i^KT* ijale of th o i d i n a t v a n d spec ia l H' l l l ls ' ion 
rcniis'jon'^iiut'u) f^'>'"''b(l to a p i r o n c i shal l no t u i t h c u l lh< sp cml sanc t ion oi 
cMtt-il onc-iluid C J o ^ i ' " " •)' ' \i • • i\ o n » - l h i i d of th( ' . n t e n e i 
(ij \cnii,nn.. 
' i l l "-•/ iMi I, 'o, s' l)-iii!, (1) ^nal l a p p l y to p i i s o n o r s senl( n c d 
lo impi 1 '.nii 'i Ml lo' l i lc 
M4;.i-D3..in.u .-I ,|, , r}„ S u p n n l . n d - n t ^hall eaii-t a ; .-ni!ssion sh(- ' i P^ 
I .'"iis.ioii-.. I u til III .lift a i " ' i -Mon u ' j i s t ( ! in Foi m U ' to hi n i a i i i ! a i n ' ' i 'n 
!t r ; ' I o 11 •, ,1. ' 1 III ' laP I 10 -p ' lU ' " ;,:-'iM' ' " a n ' anri • a 
c " ' ' '^  • 1 . • -. I 1 •' Mil ,1 II | | , |„ u'-,/),. in ,K i-oi ( ' . i i i c wi i ' i ' 
pi U\ 1 M- ol till I U'.i 
fii) Tlu SifiMjii (\] Ci ic l i J a i l o i ;ha l l . on oi befo i i ' t h e la ' d ^ 
ot ( \ < ' , Minpt'i s. I d U) ih( ^( n 'o i J a i l u i . a n poi I m Foi tn ^ ' 
ti -p-ct <! t \ M \ ra i ' .onci u h o rloi.-; no* d c s e i ^ e o i d m a i y f ' 
si(in 'ol ' ' ' l aon th a n d a n ' - o p m F ' l n i VI in !• pec! ol • 
pii-i ' i i i I v.l'.o di r •.' . sp cia'i "Mi l -ion AfttM takini? in to i 
d ' : . i i " i i ' ' it ( 'iiMi m ' i i i o i i ^ Ml Ml' S 'c*!on oi C i i c l e J a i l o ' ' 
ta"-" fl e ;} ' • I r jt \]M S ' i r t ^ ' Jailoi in I ' l a t i o n to ( I ' d n n v 
!emiss;on_ c^nd the S u p i r i rdendi nt in r e l a t ion to specia l i i n v s -
s ion. sl ial l pass o i d e r s g i a n t i n K ov l e f u s i n ^ to q i a n t t h e i eh van I 
l e m i s s i o n in r - s p i c t of each p m . u n e r specif ied in t h e n^port 
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(lii) Thr c l ( i l : in 'I I ' l e of lln. iudtcia! ..oik .>i .. ;)ii-()n 
shall then enter m in- ^><iin'i-;:>ion ^hot't, the i eini.^-urn e.j.ni, il l^ y 
each prisoner in t'-'inis ol the oiv'Ki.s passed u:u!i r •un-iu'.-- (2) ; 
and such entr ies siiall be arti 'sled by the Si>nior Ja i lor altt r due 
verification. The Senuu- Jai lor shall rcpm-t evoiy inomh tha t the 
remission record in lespeci of each pr i soner m the ienus:,ion 
sheet has been mainta ined up- to-date . 
(iv) The clerk in chaif^'e of the juchcial w o i k of the prison shall 
before the IStii day of J ahua ry and 15th day of Ju ly every year , 
ledger these entr ies from liie remission sheet in tiie remission 
register. 
(v) The Super in tenden t or any officer au thor ized by iiitn in his 
behalf may cause every prisoner to be informed not lat^r than 
15th day of F e b r u a r y ami 15th day of August , eve iy y<ar, of the 
remission gran ted to hini dur ing the period of six monih-; imme-
diately preceding the l.^ a day of J a n u a r y and Lst day cjf J u l y and 
the total remission standing to his credi t on tiiese la t te r days : 
Provided that remission record shall be kept contidential . and no 
prisoner shall be eniilli d to lia\'e any access there to . 
21. (i) The Superint t ndent shall, on or before the I5th of J u n e Report oi spcM.iI 
and of December. eacl-i yi<'.'. .''orward to tlie Inspector G i n . :a!, a 'i-'i'ii^sioii. 
list of prisoners who are Hianled sj). eial remi'-^ion by him and 
the Inspector Oeneral riiinnu th. •.'•< montli^- i i j imidia! •'> jMece-
ding the said dates. 
(ii) The Inspector d'epe.;)! -Iiall, af ter the i x p i i y of e \ , i y six 
months commencinM on ih- i-t day of J a n u a r y , each year , submit 
to the Stale CoveinnKo' . . a f oir olicial. d statem^.rll ^li'ei ip", the 
special l e m i - ' i o n - man ; •' ' " mi^ ' j i i ' i s by him and IIK S u p ' i i n -
tendcnts dui in j ; the p. ' .uto <>: -.ucii M \ monli is 
22. (i) Where a prisiMiei "^capt^s fiom legal custody, llie total * lorcrciiurc ci 
remission earned by liitn up to tiu date of his escape .shall stanci "-''"•^ '^ '^ "" 
'^forfeited' 
(ii) Where a pi isoner a t tempt - t o escape fiom legal cu.uody or 
plans or abets escape. -iKc SupeHi\tenc(ent iha. l l , v.iih tlie j^i(>vious 
approval of tin In^pecioi fii/i.-ial, pass sucli o rde r s (liereon as the 
circumstances ol th(^ ca e may lecpiiie 
(iii) Where a prisi;nei. a l ter hi adnns.Kjn into the pns(Mi. is 
.Corwicted of an oth ncc undei ,(.ctio!i- 147, 113. 152. ^24, :U)2, .J04, 
.;30-l-A, 30(>, ;5l]7. -.W). :V2.'.. .'.Jl, o2'j, A-IC. 327, 332, 333, 352. 353 
Ol' 377 of the Indian P^ nal Code, the Supe r in t enden t shall u i t h 
. V - l ^ w T , . ."jUil h / Guvi ; f i ' nc i l t '-OliivCufiCit, )lo;TiC V)^lM''illi:i>l. N o . l U M / O I / - ] - \ \ . 
l O I l i . 
ISO 
the previous sanction of the Inspector General, 'forfeit* any remis-
sion earned by such prisoner. 
Power of 23. Subject to the provisions of rule 22, a Superintendent may 
"^fo'^ forf/i"' punish any prison-oflence under t [section 46 of the Act, in either 
rcmiisionsby Q^ b^tj^ tj^ g following methods, that is to say, b y ] t . 
way 01 
puniahnw^ nt ^^ ^ 'forfeiting* any ordinary or special remission for a 
period not exceeding tjO days..}: $ 
(b) removing any prisoner from the remission system for » 
period not exceeding one year : 
Provided that where the SupcrinlondiMit i.s of opinion that higher 
punishment'by way of forfeiture of remission or removal from 
the remission system §(or both)§ is necessary in the case of any 
prisoner, he may, with the previous sanction of the Inspector 
General, award such higher punishment (including permanent re-
moval from the remission system). 
21. (i) Whore a prisoner is temporarily removed from the Removal and 
restoration to . . , , r>., , i » . i 
remission system, remission system under rule 2.J, the order of temporary removal 
shall state specific peiiod foi \>.hich the prisoner has been so 
removed from the remi'^sion sv^tem. 
(li) The Supeiintendent may, with the previous sanction of the 
Inspector General, re-admit to tht- remission system any prisoner, 
who ha.s been permanently u'ni.>ved therefrom under rule 23, if 
Ins euiuiuct in prison juslitie.s 1L .'.ubscciuenlly : 
Provided that where, after the order of permanent removal 
from the remission system is made, the prisoner is transferred to 
another prison^ the Superintendent of the prison, where the pri-
soner is transferred, shall submit his recommendation for res-
toring him to the benefits of remission system, to the Inspector 
General through the Superintendent who removed him from the 
remission system and such prisoner may be made eligible for 
remission from the commencement of the month next following 
the month of his re-admission to the remission system. 
• .. • Substituted by Government Notitkatiun, Home Department, No. RJM0173 1-XVI, 
dated 31St NUy 1975. 
t _ t Subititutcd by Governmeot Notiftcition, Home Department, No. RJM0173/1-XVI, 
dated 17th July 1973. 
; ... : Deleted by GoNcrmnciit f>iotlicatioii, Honw Dcp.-irtmcnt. No. RJM. Ol73/I-XVf, 
dated P i h July 1973. 
n\ 
25. When the prisoners on the remission system are transferred 
to other prisons, the remission sheets, duly checked and attested 
by the Jailor and the Senior Jailor shall be sent to tlie prison 
where the prisoner has been transferred, 
26. The State Government or the Inspector General may, at 
any time, call for the record of the case regarding renussions 
granted to a prisoner and if it or he is satisfied that any prisoner 
was granted remission without sufficient reasons, by order, revoke, 
in whole or in part, any ordinary or special remission granted to 
such prisoner or remove him from the remission sysi":n for ih(> 
period specified in the order. 
I rauslcr ot 
prisoner-, on I1\L-
rcmisbion syiicni. 
Power of Stale 
Government and 
Inspector General 
to revoke 
i-emi^sions. 
w. 
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